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Brooklyn,

of

N.

Y.,

is

a

cabaret, which a few of the members of the Northport Country Club had bringing
had

been preparing for the past two weeks
for the entertainment of the other members and their guests, took place last Friday night and it was a great success.
From the singing of The Star Spangled
Banner before dinner to the strains of the

vah Staples of Brookline is at

sport cottage.

j!

last

there

was

not a dull moment.

the program, at the close of dinner with
a few remarks, introducing the master of

ceremonies, Hugh

he Waquoit.

a

Mrs

Dean McLellan, a well
known Boston attorney and formerly a
Belfast man. Mr. Flanders made a little
slam on the other officers of the club, who

Mary Berry of Warwick,
Y'., had jacked their job of making the
opensi
at the Waquoit for several
ing speech and made him the goat, he
N.

said.

I

Smith of Somerville,Mass,
been the guest of her brother, A.

Mima

has returned home.

a,

iara Strout,

F

an

\

1

“banjo girl with the banjo eyes,” who
gave a brilliant performance including
Sousa’sStars and Stripes,and several medley arrangements of popular and south-

Father Pendleton and daughter
1 )elia Hills of Somerville, Mass.,

v-.

ig relatives in East
iroer home.

>

Northport,

ad Mrs. Clarence Pettingill who
n at the Henry G. Hills house
ul

weeks,

have returned to their

Cambridge, Mass.

i

few good stories and introduced the
first feature of the program, Miss Shirley Thorne, the vaudeville artist, known
in private life as Mary C. Thorndike, the

Collett and Mr.

E.

;:r H, it hor.

)

speech, however,

gave evidence that he was well chosen.
Mr. McLellan, a born toast-master, told

Leo Rosenfeld, cottagers, are
r trip to Castine, Blue Hill and

ul Mrs. H.

;

His smooth little

a

art instructor in

age, N. J., High school, is the
Mrs. Lake Smith and daughters.
•

bers made a hit for he is a born
story*
teller and after dinner speaker.
Then was another
the
in of several

AUGUST 30, 1917.

Winslow, daughter of
Winslow of Westfield, Mass.,

izabeth

ern

songs.

Miss Louise Bunker of Boston rendered
several violin solos which were a delight
and heartily applauded.
Then

Mrs. Alice H. Stevens of Boston, the club’s songbird, who gave by request, the Sunshine Song, and followed
came

this with several selections before the
diners would allow her to resume her seat.

Work was begun

which

been received
(?), and which the
master of ceremonies
very kindly agreed
to read. Each was a
local hit and addressed to various members and each
was
long and heartily applauded.

one story extension for the
Union store at the corner of
It will be
Federal and Cross streets.
54x34 feet. This will give the extra room

day,

on

a

Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White called
friends in Monroe Sunday.

Fanners’

Miss Margaret Tibbetts of Exeter, was
the week-end guest of Mrs. R. G. Robertson.

Leroy McKeen was drawn to serve on
the grand juror and Fred Porter Webb on
the traverse.
Mrs. Mary Robertson of Belfast, is
visiting Miss Louise Cunningham for
several weeks.
Hon. C. M. Conant and family of Win*
on their daughter, Mrs. R.
G. Robertson Sunday.

terport called

Mrs. Sarah Briggs and Mr. Gross are
for Willis Briggs while his
wife is in Portland visiting her sister.

keeping house

Morning Light Grange, Monroe, has
an invitation to Comet Grange

extended

to visit them

arrived last week to accompany home his wife and little daughter

quest, playing her own accompaniment,
Sussanna. She was obliged to sing again
and again and even then the andience was Evelyn, who have been spending the
summer with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
loth to refrain from taking
advantage of Frank
West.Mrs. Linda Knowlton of
her good nature and ask for more. At
the city was a guest last
the close of the program the tables were
Thursday of
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Roberts.Mrs.
Sadie
removed and dancing with McKeen’s
Monroe of Searsport, is visiting relatives
orchestra was enjoyed until midnight.
in Belfast and Northport.
The aftair was one of the greatest sucCity Marshal and Mrs. M. R. Knowlton
cesses in the
history of the club and
gave a dinner party Friday, in honor of
very likely will become an annual event.
i Mr. Knowlton’s five sisters, Mrs. T. B.
Gregory of New York, Mrs. Emma KochThe Sunday entertainment was one of
of Boston, Mrs. Amy Pratt of
the best of the season and was given by ersperger
Mrs. M. J. White and Mrs. Etta
the boys from Camp Quantabaeook in Chicago,
of Belfast and also in honor
Searsmont. They repeated a part of the Weymouth
of Miss Sarah Russ and Miss Frank Staminstrel show, which they gave Saturof New Bedford, Mass. Covers were
day night at Searsmont village for the ples
laid for 11 at a charmingly arranged table
Red Cross. Many said it was the finest
decorated with bluebells.
The dinner
entertainment given at the club in a long
was followed by bridge, two tables being
time. The star of the show was Herbert
filled. The first prize, a handsome creElsinger, who did Hawaiian songs and tonne
knitting bag, was won by Mrs.
dances in costume and was very clever.
Kochersperger, and the second, an emHe was recalled again and again and re- broidered doily, by Mrs. Gregory.
sponded willingly. The Silbert brothers,
The “Dana” chimney, 85 feet tall, 6
with piano and violin, did a number of feet square at the base and tapering to 3
duets, and both displayed remarkable feet at the top, was felled yesterday,
talent. Dr. George McLellan of East j Wednesday, at 10 a. m. Those who had
charge of the work took extra precauOrange, N. J., one of the directors, ren- ] tion that the public did not learn of the
dered a vocal solo, and Dr. O. S. Vickery ! exact time of the fall. Walter Juan and
was the
middleman.
The ends were Charles White, employed by the PejepJ

•mmittee

entertainment, Eda
Harquail, El vie Clement,
on

is, Edna
Clements and Maud Clement. A
thanks was extended for use of
was voted to hold the next reMonroe.

The program of the

ing yellow pennants on the rail and
shouting “votes for women.” The master of ceremonies tried in vain to hush
her, but she had a repartee for every-

thing he uttered and he
ed

to call

upon

finally forcConstable C. O. Dickey
was

who happened to be in the room, to put
her out. The woman put up quite a light,
for she

was

a

real militant, but

was

af-

time forcibly ejected from the club
house.
A few recognized Fred T. Chase

ter

a

Sunday evening preaching service at7.30,
topic, “The great fish and
Jonah—reasons for believing that the
narrative is actual history and not a
mere fish story.”
Some doubts dispelled.
This, Thursday, evening prayer meeting
in the vestry at 7.30, to which the public
is cordially invited. Preaching next Sunday afternoon at the Northport Baptist
church at 2.30 p. m.

WAR SUMMARY.
presented and appropriate re- of Belfast, but his make-up and acting
were so line that many failed to do so.
vere made by nearly all present.
William E. Hatch was then called as
In Flanders no heavy fighting has occlosed by singing, God Be With
'il We Meet Again, and benedic- the “champeen” golfer to speak on the curred for several days.
Raids and bomchaplain. The following mem- subject and he did so in a most entertain- bardments have held the Germans in ex"
re present, Mr. and Mrs. G. H.
ing way, describing the formal opening pectation of a genera] attack and they
~
of the club last July 4th.
have not dared to send reserves to Lens
is. Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Clark,
One of the funniest features on the and to the Verdun sector. At Lens the
Mrs. R. L. Clements, F. P. ClemMiss Barbara Clements, Mrs. Hat- program and one of the most enjoyable : Canadians are slowly closing in on that
ment, Mrs. Edna C. Harquail, Miss was the piano solo by Richard E. Stevens, i city. During the week the French have
Harquail, Mrs. C. M. Conant, Miss introduced as the “golf musician.” With succeeded in routing the Germans from
l Conant, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Clem- a crash of chords which ran the entire several important positions
and have
Norris Clements, Doris Clements, keyboard of the concert grand, he broke | captured 9,000 prisoners, besides inflicting
Clements, all of Winterport; Mr. into Yankee Doodle played with the left | heavy losses on the Germans. The ItalMrs, Carroll H. Clements, Mr. and and right hands in different keys, and the ians have won important victories in
Poor Butterfly, their advance upon Trieste and have capHoward R. Clement, Mrs. Emma effect was ludicrous.
1
Mr, and Mrs. W. H. Twombly, Annie Laurie and other familiar numbers tured 25,000 prisoners.
According to
"
"d Clement, Roland Clement, Isa- were also played in the same manner. German published lists the German losses
|
ciement, Ina Clement, Glenice He was forced to respond several times up to July 26th, have been 5,346,000. No
Iwni-nt, Hermit Clement, Helsey and was heard to remark later on “I be- more lists will be issued. Since the
lenient, Reginald Clement of Monroe, lieve people like that better than good above date their losses have been at least
11
and Mrs. Henry Colson, Leah and music.” Mr. Stevens is one of the lead- 100,000 men. The 26th division of Unit1 u
Colson, Searsport, Mrs. Geo. Eng- ing teachers of piano of Boston, connect- ed States troops of which the 2d Maine
Miss Lucille English, Mattapan, ed with the New England Conservatory and Milliken regiments are a part, will
Mass, Mrs. W. E. Hebard, Carmel.
probably sail for France as soon as transand is a brilliant pianist.
Annie B. Clements,
A pertinent story by “Gus” Parker of portation and convoy can be made availSecretary.
Belfastjapplied to two of,the club mem- able.
■

Primarily the story has to do with a
nominal attempt of United States customs officers to run down certain expert
diamond smugglers.
Amy Cartwright
has foolishly sold her sister Ethel’s diamonds to satisfy a gambling debt, and
has collected their value from a burglar
insurance company.
Daniel Taylor, a
deputy in the customs, forces the relined
and innocent Ethel against her inclination, to enter the customs service as a
spy to “get the goods” on Steven Denby,
a young society man, who in reality has
smuggled a valuable necklace on his recent return from Europe.
The situation
,here is Ethel’s embarrassment between
‘love for her sister, threatened with imprisonment, and love for Steven Denby,
whom she has met in Paris, and whom
she must betray to the implicable Taylor.
Her love for Denby prompts her to efforts to prove his innocence, while pursuing her search for the necklace. To
this end she enters his room at night and
being surprised, finds herself at the mercy
of Denby, who heart-torn by her apparent
treachery, yet loving her, threatens to
compromise her by keeping her locked in
his room all night unless she reveals her
motive for spying upon him.
Having
forced a confession out of her, he turns
his attention to Taylor, and after a series
of exciting events, bribes the customs
house officer with $30,000 cash to permit
him to escape.
In the presence of Taylor’s own deputies, Denby suddenly turns
on Taylor and exposes his
corruption, his
acceptance of the bribe, and general unUncle
fitness to represent
Sam as a trusted employe; and by way of a theatrical
himself
as the famous
reveals
apothesis,
“R. J.” who is spoken of all through the
play as the champion sleuth in the government secret service.
“Under Cover”
will be the opening play of the KlarkUrban Company engagementatthe Colonial Theater next Monday evening. Seats

<msaleatJ>oxj>flice;_;e_^^^^j^^’

of Brookarrived recently to visit Mrs

line, Mass.,
Saturday night, Sept, IstJ Virgil L. Hall.
Mrs.

Mass.,
George

Helen Mudgett of
Haverhill,
the guest of Judge and Mrs
E, Johnson.
is

family

house the second Monday in September
to vote on five constitutional amendments.

Miss Abbie Bachelder of Boston is the
guest of her parents, Capt. and Mrs. A.
C. Bachelder.
Mrs. Mertie Michaels and children arc
a vacation at her father’s home

spending

in Lincolnville.

All voters should attend.

district No. 5.

Mrs.

in district No.

7, and

Berry

Frances Knowiton
Mrs. Lophema

of Belfast in district No. 9.

The entertainment at Comet Grange
Hall Saturday night, for the benefit of
the Red Cross was a great success al-

though the weather was very threatening, perhaps keeping some at home. The
program was given by the young people
and children and

was

interesting,

very

especially the part given by the little
daughter of George Nickerson and Mr.
The proceeds of the evening
Grundy.
were very satisfactory.
Mr. and Mrs.
Robertson.

called

Mrs.

“bunch.”

on

were

Mrs.

Wheeler is

one

R.

of the

When Mrs. R. was attending
six other girls called

Mr. and Mrs. C. W.

themselves the “bunch.” Now they are
all married and settled in life they write
what they term bunch letters, each as

L1NCOLNVILLE.

Mrs. Emma

Somerville,

Dickey has returned

Mass.

Mr. Richard Lermond has purchased
! new Ford truck car.
Several

from here are
Bangor Fair this week.
Miss

Georgia

land for

1

a

to

a

relatives.

Mrs. Horace E. McDonald has
returned
from Messalonskee Lake, where
she was

ly recovering.

the

guest for two weeks of Mr. and Mrs.
attending the Fred A. Harriman
of Waterville.
j

■sabel, the young daughter of the late
Hall has gone to Rock- ;
Mrs. Arline Simmons
of
Cooper

Newport,

Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hopkins
and little
daughter, Bernice Willard, motored to
Brunswick Monday. Mr. Hopkins returned Tuesday, but Mrs.
Hopkins and

school at South Hope.

Several from here attended the Spiritual Campmeeting at Temple Heights Sun-

day.
Mr. Horace Harmond has recently remuch improved in
health.

turned from Boston

I

Mr. and Mrs. Alby Oddway of Camden,
j were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Burleigh Oddway.
Hon. Percy Aiken of Bangor passed
the week-end at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. F. C. Coggins.
Mr.
Horace Hall
ot
Whitinsville,
Mass., passed a few days last week with
his brother, Benson P. Hall.

Schools in town begin Sept 10th. Miss
Georgia Hall will teach in the Hill District to fill the vacancy in place of Mrs.
Effie Johnson.
There

will

Tranquility

be
Hall

a
on

Labor Day ball at
Monday evening,

Sept 3rd. Good music and first class
management will be maintained.
Hon. and Mrs. A. H. M Her accompanied

by Mrs. Ada Morton

and

chalfeur,

motored to Ellsworth last week to visit
Mrs. Grace Phelps, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Miller.
Mrs. Emma Dyer accomanied by her
son Bert and wife, of
Searsport, also Mrs.
Frank Smith and son Wendell of Portland were guests Tuesday of last week
of Mr. and Mrs. Arno Knight.
Mr. and Mrs. Arno Knight and A. E.

Knight, Jr., accompanied by Mrs. A. E.
True, were among those who attended
the Gladys Clark Co., playing in Belfast

and Camden for three nights last week.

We are pleased to report that Mrs.
Bertha Coggins is slowly recuperating
from her operation. She is able to get
to the hammock out of doors, with assistance, and we all sincerely wish a speedy
recovery.
OAK

a

visit with rela-

tives.

j

Madam Cara Sapin of
Boston, who
heard in several solos last summer at
the Northport Chautauqua
was
was

Mrs. Emma Kochersperger of Boston
and Mrs. Mabel Gregory of New York
left Tuesday after a visit with Belfast
Mrs. George W. Frisbee was downs
town recently the first, time since her verysevere operation, from which she is
rapidMiss Sabra B. Dyer who has a position
in the Boston playground extension will
spend September with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. George B. Dyer
Charles E. Knowlton arrived Tuesday
Rutland, Mass., on a short business
visit to look after his block on Phoenix

from

Row,recently injured by

lire.

Miss Helen Augusta MacDonald who
spent the past four weeks with Mr. and
Mrs. Ferdinand Nason, returned to Arlington Heights, Mass., last Thursday
Mr. George Slipp and
Miss Enimu
Slipp left last Tuesday for Houlton for a
visit of several days.
Miss Slipp will
also be a guest at a garden party at.
Skiff’s pond.
Maurice Deisher of Reading, Penn., liasarrived for his vacation, joining Mrs
Deisher at their

North Shore cottage
a house party from

They are entertaining
Philadelphia.

Course,
j the guest several days the past week of
Misses Alice E. and Martha E. SuutiiMr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe at Hillside
I
worth have been in Portland several days
Farms.
j
the past week to visit their brother, Dana
Mrs. Laura Davis has returned to B.
;
Southworth, now with the Coast
! Salem, Mass.,
after a two weeks’ visit Guards at Port Preble.
: with relatives and friends in
Belfast, CasMr. and Mrs. William N. Todd and
While here she had
! tine and Brooksville.
baby daughter Barbara of Portland, who
an operation on her hand
at the Tapley
are spending a week with Rockland relaHospital.
tives, motored to Belfast Tuesday and
Charles F. Hammons spent
Sunday in were guests of Mrs. William P. Schoppe
Bath, the guest of his sister, Mrs. AddiMiss Alma Colby, who has been the
son f. Pendleton.
He was accompanied
guest of her aunt, Mrs. D. P. Palmerhome by his wife and two
children, who Church
street, and of her brother and
had been guests for several weeks at the
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur <). Corny at
Pendleton home.
their cottage at Temple Heights, has reMrs. James C. Dexter of this
city ha turned to her home in Brockton.
received news that her brother Harry
liana Lawirnce and
Miller of New Castle Bridge, N.
family of Provi
B., had
who have been occupying one ot
been severely wounded in
dence,
where
France,
|
he had been the past year with a Cana- the Towle cottages, East Belfast, have,
j d*an
regiment. Her brother Robert was returned home. The cottage will be oc!
killed several months ago in France. cupied for the next two weeks by Mr.
| Both young men enlisted early in the war. and Mrs. Fred A. Johnson and children
of Congress street.
Roland E. Stevens of this city left Satfor
urday
Eastport accompanied by his
Dr. Charles P. Bean of Boston who
mother, Mrs. William F. Stevens, and his frequently visits his sister, Mrs. Fred V
sister, Miss Chastine A. Stevens, for Cottrell at her summer home, at Short
where he was married at 11 a. Acres, is recovering from a serious acciI Eastport,
m. to Miss Katheryn Sarah Black of that
dent. He was leaving a Boston hospital
! city.
Mr. Stevens and his bride will recently when he was knocked down b\
spend a few weeks at the Stinson cottage a bicyclist. He was severely bruised,
one arm and one knee injured and his-;
j at Swan Lake.
Rev. David L.

Wilson and family of
of Belfast, are at the

head hurt.

He is

now

able to be out.

Prof. Wm. F. Schoppe of Bozeman,
cottage George’s Lake, Liberty, Mont., arrived by Tuesday morning’s
for a few weeks. Mr. Wilson’s time was boat to join his family who have been
somewhat curtailed this year, as he was here for the summer. They left this,
a member of the Bath
Exemption Board. Thursday, morning for a two weeks' visMrs. Wilson came in
Wednesday for a it with Prof. Schoppe’s parents, Mr. and
few days visit with Mrs. C. E. Owen and Mrs. H. S. Schoppe at Broad View farm.
her son Guthbert is a guest at the home West Auburn. They will return to Belfast before leaving for their western
of Mrs. James C. Durham.

Batfi, formerly

Island

HILL,

SWANVILLE.

Miss Lenore Thompson and Master Edgar Thompson of Poor’s Mills are guests
of their aunt, Mrs. James Webster.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Peavey and daughter Fay of Belfast were guests of his
brother, E. C. Peavey, Aug. 21st.
Warren

daughter remained for

|

|

Mrs. Mary Harriman
ot
Stockton
Springs arrived last Friday to spend a
few days with Mr. and Mrs. George W.

Elmer .‘ mall returned
Friday from
Lynn, Mass., where he was called by the
illness of his brother, Mr. James
B. Small,
the well known
druggist.

week’s visit.

Village

motored to Belfast and Northport for the

Frisbee.

! will arrive next week to make her home
Mrs. Carrie Hall arrived Sunday from with Mrs- sH. Lord and attend school in
j
a week’s outing at Bayside.
! Belfast.
Miss Gladys Young is at home from
Karl F. Darby, a member of the
Fourth
Winchester, Mass., for a vacation.
Maine, Coast Guards now stationed at
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Heal returned Fort Preble, arrived
Saturday to spend a
to Boston by Saturday’s boat.
live days furlough with his
parents, Mr.
Miss Carrie Drinkwater has engaged to and Mrs. Walter S. Darby.
teach the

Mr. and Mrs. William E. Welch and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Flanders of Auburn

Mrs, Hugh McEachern
and Mrs. Frederick Graham returned to
Greenville Saturday after a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Marshall O. Knowlton.
Dr.

business

trip in Boston.

Ralph M. Johnson returned to New
York Monday after a brief visit with
Mrs. Johnson at the Wavside Tea House.

Nelson and two week-end.

children have returned to their
home in
Malden, Mass., from a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Owen.

they receive the letter add to it and send
it to the other members of the bunch.

a

Minneapolis,

guests the past week of Mrs.
Thomas

Mr. and Mrs. Fred E.
Smyth clsedo
their summer home on
Northport Avenue
last Tuesday and returned to Boston
for
the winter.

G.

school she and

S. A. Nutt left Monday for

Mrs. Arthur Abbott and two children

E. Bowker.

Hyde Park,

Wheeler of

Mass., recently

reunion.

Edward H. Dickey of Rockland
was in of Wollaston, Mass., are guests of Mr.
Belfast recently the guest of his
mother, and Mrs. William K. Keene.
Mrs. Lois E. Dickey.
Mrs. Frank I. Jordan and daughter
Miss Nancy Bailey, the recent
guest of Evelyn of Newton, Mass., are visiting
Mrs. Emma Ham, has
gone to Manches- relatives in Belfast and vicinity.
ter, N. H., for a visit.
Ralph O’Connell of Bangor has been
Mr. and Mrs. T. Marshall
Saunders of the guest for a few days of his parents
Rockland have returned home
from a Mr. and Mrs. Charles O’Connell.
visit with Belfast relatives.
Miss Bernice Harriman is spending a
Mrs. William McGee of
Unity and her week at Georges’ Lake, the guest of Mrs.
son Clement McGee of
New Jersey were H. S. Webb and family of Brooks.
recent guests of Mrs. W. C.
Vose.
Miss Margaret Fairbrother of Lisbon
Misses Elizabeth A.
Kelley and Mar- Falls, formerly of San Francisco, Calif.,
garet A. Dunton were in Seal
Harbor re- is the guest of Miss Inez E. Crawford.
cently, the guests of Mrs. Amos Clement.
Mrs. A. C. Myrick of Dedham, Mass.,
Mrs. C. H. Shaw of
Winthrop and and Mrs. Rose E. Snow of Rockland arMrs. Lucy Flvnn of
rived recently to visit Mrs. J. B. Wilson.
Minn

School* in town began Monday except
district 1 and 2 which will begin one week
later.
Miss Margaret Tibbetts teaches in

|

minister’s

Thompson

callers at Mrs. Sarah Briggs.
Mrs. Lizzie Owen McCabe of Bangor is
o. Lr. JN orton has
returned from a visit the guest of Mrs. James L. James at her
Warrants are to be posted Saturday for
in Augusta, where he
attended the Nor- cottage in East Belfast.
a special
State election at the town
ton

■

at, Edna Clement Harquail; vice
at, Lillian Clement English; secre\ mie B. Clements;treasurer, HowClements; chaplain, Evelyn
fly; historian, Charles C. Clem-

Mrs. Grace Mears

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie White and children, Mrs. Julia White and Mrs. Emma
Larrabee of Winterport, were Sunday

ley, Penn.,

A welcome extended to all visitors.

on

Charles Clement of Searsport spent
the week-end in town with relatives.

needed for goods and permit of several
improvements in the store section.

gram was

age.

PERSONAL.

Walter A. Clements is visiting
Clyde B. Holmes went to Waterville
relatives in Lincolnville.
Tuesday on a brief business trip.}
Mrs. Millard Moore of Calais is the
Walter Varney of£Bath is a guest at
guest of Mrs. S. H. Gillum.
the home of Frank E. Wiley and
family.
Mrs. J. G. Oakes was visiting in Calais
Rev. and Mrs. J. Wilbor Richardson
several days the past week.
are spending a few weeks at the
Battery.
Wakeman Brown of Boston arrived reJohn H. Webb of Brooks has been visitcently to visit Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Dinsing at the home of Manley L. Harriman.
more.
Miss Ava Marie Getchell of Bath spent
Mrs. Etta Lancaster Beebee of
Bangor last Sunday in Belfast with relatives and
has been in Belfast the
past week visit- friends.
ing friends.
Miss Esther Kallock of Thomaston is
Master Mark Shibles of Knox was a
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Gerth Robinrecent guest of his
cousin, Mrs. B. O. son.
Norton.
Harry L. Coombs of Lynn, Mass., is
Miss Hazel Barnard of Lewiston
arriv
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
ed recently to visit Mr. and
Mrs. Clement A. Coombs.
W. Wescott.
Mrs. Freeman Cook and son Russell of
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Cottrell
of CamSomerville, Mass., are visiting in Belfast
bridge, Mass., were recent guests of Bel- and
vicinity.
fast relatives.
Mrs.

yesterday, Wednes- health.

Mrs. Stevens sang standing at the table,
the entire width of the room between her
1,laughter of the late Rev. Geo.
and the piano where her husband, Richis
at
the
for
Sperry
cottage
w,
scot Company, removed a section of the
ard E. Stevens, played her accompani- Thomas Shea Wadsworth, Charles How- brick about a foot
square four feet from
Samuel
Sanford
and
Herbert
ard,
Elsingthe
base next to the shore and made their
ments, not an easy thing to do. As an
rise Bunker entertained severer.
to
Each
!
the
side
was
before
the chimney beexcellent
and
had some escape
encore she turned to Ira M. Cobe and in a
.it dinner at the Country Club
gan to settle and fall, which took about
sorrowful voice sang a parody on Poor specialty, which he did to perfection. I
two minutes. All that is left to mark
jrsday night, including Misses
Butterfly, which ran “Poor Mr. Cobe on Sanford played the traps and drums like the spot of the old Dana plant is a
Kennedy, Cecelia Smith and her the golf links playing, Poor Mr. Cobe for a professional. The entire program was wall on the street side about 12
feet high
tuest, Miss Clara Strout of East he loved it
The boys and their teachers were which will have a railing run along the
It brought down fine.
so, etc.”
to
N. J,, and Miss Dorothy Baker.
top
prevent teams, etc., from falling
the house and was a great surprise to the entertained at the club.
to the yard below. Six men were at
Inn the following are registered: subject of the song as well as to the
once
set at work cleaning the large
amount of bricks which will be sent to
THE CHURCHES.
Staples, Chelsea, Mass.; Miss others.
Pejepscot.
McMen, M. E. Cross of Bangor
An original composition by Richard E.
Mager and Charles T. Hess of Stevens, and played by him with Mrs.
The usual services will be resumed MEN SELECTED FROM THE DRAFT.
of Bethlehem, Pa., Harold W. Flanders and Miss Inez
Churchill, was next Sunday at the Methodist church,
Brooklyn, Mr. and Mrs. John the next number and was greatly enjoyed. the pastor having returned from his vaThe following partial list of men selectNew York.
The next feature of the program was cation.
ed for military service has been received by
Ked Cross meeting of the sea- an original sketch written for the occaThe services at St. Margaret’s Episco- the Local Board for the County of Waldo
eld at the Bayside Theatre last sion by Mr. Cobe. It was a “howl” from
pal church next Sunday will be at 10.45 a. from the Division Board for Division No.
■ternoon, but work will be con- beginning to end and the members who m. Rev.
Morgan Jones of Newport, R. 2, District of Maine.
i' the remainder of the season at
received the generous “knocks” tried in
Clarence Trundy, Frankfort.
I. will be the preacher.
Minot B. French, Lincolnville.
tr Smith’s cottage.
Some excel- vain to look as if it were not them that
The First Congregational Church, BelElisha I. Brown, Belfast.
k is being accomplished and the it was meant for, but as names were
John Henry Richardson, Freedom.
Services will be
in grows.
called there was no dodging. Even the fast, Maine, Tel. 143-4.
Everett Harold Bradford, Brooks.
resumed in the Congregational Church
ladies
were
a
little
rapped
but
easy,
Mrs. M. A. Andrews of the
everyGeorge Farrar, Brooks.
next Sunday morning at 10.45. The minCarrold Sidney Knowlton, Monroe.
Inn gave a launch party re- body took it good naturedly and it was
ister will preach and the celebration of
Raymond Harold Carleton, Winterport.
itertaining 24 of their house one of the liveliest features of the pro- the Lord’s
Charles
Sumner Saban, Palermo.
Supper will be observed. We
h a trip to Castine
It got a gram.
Edward Asa Cobb, Belfast.
extend
to you a cordial invitation to worEmery Ira Clement, Belmont.
Those taking part were Mrs. Hugh D. [
oppy on the way back, but not! ship with us. Sunday school at noon.
Walter Steven Douglass, Unity.
nJing that, it was a most delight- McLellan, Mrs. S. A. Parker, Miss BerHerbert Walter Stone, Morrill.
First Baptist Church Rev. J. Wilbor
ng.
Capt. W. A. Decrow with nice Rogers and Miss Anne M. Kittredge.
ErnestEverettTrundy,StocktonSprings.
residence No. 1
it Louise took the party.
The sketch, as has been stated, was writ- Richardson, minister;
Chester Harrison Overlock, Belfast.
Northport ave., telephone 212-3. EveryJames R. Carver, Lincolnville.
ten by Mr. Cobe who of course went
William Phillips, Belfast.
body's church and a cordial welcome is
IEMENTS’ REUNION.
scotfree from the fusillade of local hits,
H. Pearson Keller, Lincolnville.
extended to all people without a church
when much to his surprise the tables were
William J. Adlington, Winterport.
home to worship with us. There are no
■' enty-third annual reunion of the
turned upon him and with the remark
Chester Forrest Robbins, Belfast.
rented pews, the church depending upon
Guy Jay Jackson, Montville.
family, was held at Morning “Let the author stand up” while an usher
contributions for its support
voluntary
The following men are selected to rerange hall, Monroe, Thursday, presented to Mr. Cobe a bouquet of the
It is, therefore, everybody’s church. Sunport for military service Sept. 3rd:
with forty members present national colors made in circular form,
day morning preaching service at 10.45;
Clarence Trundy, Frankfort,
ral invited guests. The forenoon with a red rose in the center, fine white
minister’s topic, “Five Minutes after
Elisha I. Brown, Belfast,
■< re pleasantly passed
and
and
tied
with
daisies
in
violets,
long
socially
Fay E. Frost, Belfast,
death of the body—the mind splendidly
relationship. A bountiful pic- streamers of red, white and blue. CoverChester Harrison Overlock, Belfast,
conscious.” This discourse follows last
William J. Adlington, Winterport,
r was enjoyed at noon.
ed with confusion (?) he made a brief
Sunday’s sermon which was against the
Chester Forrest Robbins, Belfast.
P. Clements, President of the speech and the applause was continuous
alleged arguments that when a man dies,
railed to order and America was i for several minutes.
he is dead. The ordinance of communion KLARK-URBAN’S POPULAR STOCK
W hue the master of ceremonies was
th Miss Lucille English presiding
COMPANY
will be observed at the close of the sermon.
rgan, Mrs. Evelyn Twombly of- introducing the speaker, there was some
At 12, noon, Bible school convenes in the
To Present Great Play at The Colonial
ayer, and the records of the prev- disturbance in the balcony, and the shout
vestry. Large attendance, much enthusiinion were read by the secretary. of “votes for women” rang out. There
Monday Night. “Under Cover” a Marand
asm,
good teachers, classes for every
of officers resulted as follows: on the front row sat a suffragette, pastvelous Production.
■V

PERSONAL.

Mrs. Charles Hustus is not in her usual

interruption,
telegrams

iVTTMRKi? qK

SWANVILLE CENTER.

The News of Belfast.

One of the best features of the
prokept until the last and when
A rescript has been received from the
waltz,
Madam Cara Sapin, formerly of the BosLaw Court over-ruling the motion for a
The bad condition of the roads, followton Opera
Company, who came down new trial in the case of Sewall L.
ing a two days rain, kept many of the
Staples
from the city especially to take
ecent Law.
part in vs. Warren K. Emery, et
members
Bangor
away, but those living the
ala., in a suit
ditorials. .Brooks .Coast to Coast
was introduced, she
performance,
nearer were in attendance and. felt well
brought at the January term of the Suwas given an ovation.
Tour oi the 20-mule Borax Team..
She is not a preme Judicial Court for
repaid for their efforts.
Waldo county
ounty Correspondence.
stranger for she was the guest of the when
the plaintifT received the verdict
Promptly at S.30 everybody having club last summer.
he News of Belfast.
and $165.17 on account for
hauling lumThe Second Mnine Regiment. .Facts reservations was on hand and the big
Madam Sapin by special request
ren- ber at their mill in
Montvilie. The de\bout Russia. .Charlotte, Home of living room, the billiard room and the dered
vaudeville songs entirely and alfence claimed that there was a breach of
smaller dining room were soon filled with
nmp Greene.
though grand opera is her line, she is as contract and
the plaintiff claimed that
ounty Correspondence. .The Right happy diners. The larger dining room
much at home in the lighter
composi- the contract was not entire.
dea High Prices in 1864..Items of
was used for service,
Maurice Peterson, tions and on this
occasion was a brilliant
i! Sorts.. Profit “Somewhere”. .At
SOUTH Belfast. Miss Eulalia Greenbutler at Hillside Farms, had charge of star. She
gave first May Irwin’s Frog
'he G, A. R. Campfire. .Exemption
law who has been spending the
the guests. Everything moved
seating
summer
it
song,
following with Negro Spiritcelle,
District Boards.
like clock-work and with the singing of a
visiting in Massachusetts and New Hampplaintive, wailing song of the flood.
oarsport. Stockton Springs. ..Born
shire, returned to Bayside last week.
Married. Died. .Belfast Price Cur- the national hymn the cabaret was forHer Southern accent, she is a
Kentuckian, Mrs. Lord of
rent.
mally opened. McKeen’s orchestra furn- and her negro dialect were
North Vassalboro, is spendfaultless and
ing a week with her daughter, Mrs. Allen
ished music during dinner.
her, Why Adam Sinned, was delightfully
NORIHPORT.
Ralph L. Flanders of Brookline opened rendered.
She also sang by special re- Koberts.Mr. H. G. Tibbetts of Sewick-

1
I

I

Today’s Journal.

Northport. .The Clements’ Reunion
The Northport Country Club .The
hurches-.The News of Belfast..
Men Selected from the Draft. .The
Klark-Urban Stock Co.... Personal.
Editorials. .Dale Meeting. .The Purie Martin Family. .Transfers in Real
-state.. Belfast Free Library..The
Old Tinker (poem).. Nonsense.
Hoys’ and Girls’ Club. .Uncle Sam.
Middleman. .Smart Fixings. .French
Designs for Fall. .Maine Items. .The
War and Money Values.. .Protests a

h

B
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Seekins

was

in

Stockton

Springs the past week on business, and
while there stopped with his uncle, John
Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Toothaker of Orrington and George and Margaret Innes
of Bangor were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Toothaker Aug. 26th.

home.
James Randel, of High
street, went to
Boston Saturday night, to visit his
son,
,Roy Randel, who is in the Navy, and
now at Commonwealth
pier, and also to
visit his sister, Mrs. Oscar Weston of
Massachusetts, who is very ill. He was
accompanied by his daughter, Mrs. Mabel
MacWhirter, and her little daughter,
Evelyn, who will visit friends and relatives in Boston and Worcester for about
two weeks.

The eighth band concert of the season
was

given Wednesday evening, Aug. 22nd,

under the direction of E. S. Pitcher. It
was the only available
evening of the
week on account of engagements of the
members. The program began with the
Star Spangled Banner and the other se-

lections

were

varied and classical.
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“We join ourselves to no party that
does not carry the flag and keep step to
the music of the Union.”—Rufus Choate.
TREASON.
t he I. W. W. organization is daily bemore dangerous.
About half the
copper industry has been paralyzed by its

coming

promotion of strikes and disorder.

The

I. W. W. is determined to harass the government and to impede preparedness in

possible

every

Being large in

way.

num-

bers it has drawn to its support all the
treasonable elements of our alien population whether of German
Its secret meetings

birth.

SHYLOCK DISCOUNTED.

Republican Journal

or

other alien

are

the favor-

ite haunts of all degrees of spies and
traitors. The socialists, while standing
aloof from the organization, are most of
them, in sympathy with any movement
which aims to destroy or weaken any
The
sort of
reasonable government.

pacifists, unconsciously, perhaps, are giving to all the above classes, not a little
^encouragement.
The I. W. W. is the main army of treason, and its scouts all along the line are

The

A United States marine hospital is located in Chelsea, Mass. Mayor Willard
of that city obtained permission to occu?
py about one and one fifth acres of the

we

believe that the Presi-

dent is about ready to engage in a determined effort to arrest and punish spies,
intern obstructionists and to teach
subordination to the members of the I.W.
W. It is not improbable that in extreme
cases the drumhead court martial, instead
of the law will be invoked
This will

to

measure,
pose of extorting money from the public.
If the government needs this meat for
feeding the army and navy the proper

If not needed for

officers should take it.
army
lic at

use
a

it should be released to the pub-

fair price.
SLOW BUT SURE.

After several months of profound meditation, the secretary of the navy has
decided that we need more destroyers and

the French army for off ensive purposes.
year if the war continues, there
will be five times as many and big head

Next

can

be made in suppress-

Whatever

happens, no matter how
drastic measures become necessary, the
President must be heartily supported in
his efforts to suppress internal foes.

Family.

(

He is welcomed when he arrives alone ;
a dark day the last of April, firing

MEXICAN

LOAN.

the grass.

Every pet cat has to be shut up and
every neighbor’s cat driven away. These
seem to be their only enemies
and, if
undisturbed, the young birds can fly out
of danger within two or three days.
One interesting sight is to see the parent birds help and encourage a young one
to fly to his nest at,night after he has remained in the grass apparently helpless
all day.
They will get him started flying, then an old bird places itself on each
side of him until he arrives on his high
porch again.
Well, I began this article in a critical
mood, as my ears are nearly stunned

courage, intelligence, and
love for the human family.
derful

their

I will only say if you build many martin houses you had better locate them
some distance from your sleeping
cot, as
from the first of August until their exodus about the twentieth of the month,
there is certainly

some

loud talking.

MRS. O. E. Clay.

Citypoint, Aug. 8,
TRANSFERS

IN

1917.
REAL ESTATE.

of Deeds for the week ending August 25,
1917:

Phillips

was

Elisha W.

Meeting.

elected “Chief of the Clan”

for the 28th consecutive year.
C. S.
Adams was made Vice President, O. W.

Ripley, Secretary

and

E.

i

but cannot say much
in that line when I consider their won-

tory.

Dale

Robinson,

racket,

with their

The following transfers of real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry

S.

Adams,

Belfast.

Laura Ella Cragin, New Centre, Mass.,
to Annie B. Patterson, Belfast; land and

C. C.

Reynolds, Knox,

Farland, do.;

land in Knox.

lermo.

James R.

Tabor, Unity, to Clair W.
M. D., do.; land in Unity.
Ephraim M. Richards, Searsmont, to

Patriotic and classic music, queer parliamentary usage, and quaint witticisms

Andrew S.

Old time Dale ideals

without

from Prof.

L. C.

Richards, do.;

land and build-

were

Bateman of the Lewis-

in Thorndike.

Farwell, et als., Thorndike, to
Farwell, Jr., do.; land and build-

William

Journal, Hon. ^Walter C. Mentzer,
Oscar J.
Boston, Herbert F. Shaw, M. D., Mt.
in Thorndike.
Vernon and J. H. Montgomery, Esq., ings
ton

ample security of some sort.
Albert M. Ames, et al.,
Stockton
Mexico has no reputation for honesty Camden.
to Mary Avery Brown, do.; land
among bankers or anywhere else. If our
To the list of titled gentlemen of the Springs,
and buildings in Stockton Springs.
government guarantees payment to the Clan were added, Hon. Lucius C.
Mor^e
bankers, we must reasonably expect to of Liberty, Duke of the Georges, Ernest

collect the debt with machine guns, and

perhaps eventually take our pay in a
strip of cactus desert, south of the Rio
Grande. The public does not know
whether the administration favors this
oan.
If it is favorably considered the
terms of guaranty are not divulged, but
it is suggested in Washington dispatches
that the loan may be guaranteed if our
government can be allowed to “advise as
to its expenditure, ard to have a degree
of supervision.” If this means anything
it leads up to a protectorate. To secure
payment we are to step in if necessary,
to quell internal disorder and to protect
our creditor from foreign foes.
We advised Huerta, we advised Carranza and
we attempted to advise Villa in
emphatic manner. Our success

a

very

advisers in Mexico has been neither marked

nor

as

creditable.

The Mexicans are not like the people
of England, France and Italy,
The
masses are, instead, an idle, thriftless
and treacherous people. The better class
of Mexicans are too much in the minority to warrant very much improvement

in Mexican conditions for the next 50
There

to be little hope of a
stable government in this generation.
At least nine-tenths of the Mexican peoyears.

seems

ple despise us, and not entirely without
believe us to be cowards. We
have enough on our hands just now to
deter us from “mixing up” with Mexico.
We have raised a Liberty loan and must

reason

soon

ing

raise another to finance the carryof the greatest war the world has

on

Our duty to ourselves and
wii Allies is paramount.
We owe noth-

■ever

seen.

ing whatever

to Mexico.

A. Davis, Duke of South Ridge and Milbury F. Hunt, Searsmont, Duke of the

Quanta bacook.
and

a

There

were

refreshments

social half hour before adjournment.

—For the-Sec’y, P.

The German terror in Bel-

gium.

940.91 T 66

1917

Wells, Herbert George.
God, the Invisible King.

1917

211 W 4

Italy, France and Britain at

I

BUILDERS

War.

940 91 W-2

1917

“I had stomach trouble

could not drink

Photo

by American Press Association.

Guardsmen quickly pick up the business of railroad construction. At a camp "somewhere on Long I
York." guardsmen are shown laying ties of a railroad on which food will be brought to the camp.

S
I

William

j

FLOun.

Tell

j

Anonymous.
I

By

accuse.

a

German.
940.91 X-3

1915
The Jews in the eastern
zone.

HI

war

940.91 X-4

1916
fiction.

!

Altsheler, Joseph A.
The hunters of the hills. 1916

A1 8-4

Bailey, Temple.
Mistress Anne.

1917

B 153-3

H

B 969

g
g

Butler, Samuel.
The way of all flesh.

1916

Farnol, Jeffery.
1917
The definite object.
French, Allen.
1917
At Plattsburg.
Hall, Gertrude.
Aurora the magnificent. 1917
Lagerlof, Selma.
The Emperor of Portugallia.

F 229-7
F 89-4
H 143

“ft's i>etter f°r a'l of us than meat, and it’s
lots cheaper—and I’ll bake all that you

BaWer’s
Mother
»»

jg

can

eat.

“William Tell Flour certainly takes the
ache out of bake and puts the flavor
the
bread.”

E
g

Helen R.

Those Fitzenbergers.
Poole, Ernest.
His family.

1917

1917

M 36-9
P 78-2

Milner.
1916

Rinehart, Mary Roberts.
Bab, a sub. deb. 1917

Wherry,

Daisy

if
B

L 133

1916

Martin,

I

"There we are, Daisy, right out of the oven
Doesn’t it smell good? And won’t it taste
good when you and father and the boys get
a chance at it?

B

R 432

Daisy

|

Rv47-ll

Edith.

Baker

W 561
W 81

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER 3

CASTOR 1 A
Corporal

Tanner at G. A. R.

Remarkable demonstration took place
at the G. A. R. campfire in Boston when
Corporal Tanner said during an address
on the present war: “The Grand Army at
this critical hour of our Nation’s history
calls to the youth of America to stand by
President Wilson as loyally and unswervingly as we did in our day by President
Lincoln.” The 12,000 veterans and their
families rose enmasse, waved flags and
cheered for several minutes.
Speaking of the Raiser, Corporal Tanner said:
“In all the seventy-three years
of my life I never have seen anything
that equalled the fiendish acts of the
Kaiser. Hell will be overrun by the
Kaiser and his cohorts. I shall be proud
of the day when the American boys go
! over the
top to defeat the enemy.”

/WHAT IF YOU GET SO YOU
COULDN’T DRINK COLD WATER?”

so badly that I
glass of cold water
without suffering,” said Annie Dyer of
R. F. D. No. 7, Bangor, as she made a reThe wagons of the 20-Mule borax team,
markable statement telling how
on its way here now, are the biggest on
Tanlac>
the new reconstructive, appetizerand inrecord,
in the parade on Main street
has
relieved
her.
vigorant
Saturday afternoon it will be noted that
“My food would not digest and I sufthey are fourteen feet high, eighteen feet f ered from a sour stomach all the
time,”
long, weigh eight thousand pounds each this Bangor woman explained. “After
eating I would have pains and discom
and have a capacity of thirty thousand
pounds. The front wheels are six and fort. I was told I had chronic indigesThere were a lot of things that I
rear wheels eight feet high, the hubs tion.
eighteen inches in diameter and tires liked but I did not dare to eat them because
I knew all the time how I would
eight inches wide and one inch thick.
Three men from the desert, Borax Bill, suffer afterward.

BIGGEST WAGONS ON EARTH.

GUARDSMEN ARE ADEPT RAILROAD

to Frank Mc-

Mandana C. Reynolds, Palermo, to
Joseph J. Martin, Guilford; land in Pa-

Whitney,

features.

940.91 R 56

1917

buildings in Swanville.
The wanderer on a thousand
Herbert Black, Searsport, to Annie M.
1917
hills.
Partridge, do.; land in Searsport and Wodehouse, Pelham Grenville.
Stockton Springs.
(Two deeds.)
Piccadilly Jim. 1917

extolled and world topics were discussed
by the president, ex-Senator Morse, Al-

guarantee the payment of the loan.
It is certainly not the business habit of
the financial syndicates to make loans

1917.

R. Perry.

The turning point.
Toynbee, Arnold J.

Ellis, Belfast, to George D. Rideout, Henry
Hansen, Whitelield; land and buildings in
The far cry.

Treasurer.

were

to

AUGUST,

NEW BOOKS.

on

ings in Searsmont.
Mary E. Brown Stockton Springs, to
George A. Sh vr, do.; land and buildings
The Mexican Government is seeking a
Joan from the bankers of the United vin Phillips, M. E., O. W. Ripley, C. S. in Stock'rn Springs.
W Tiam Farwell, et als., Thorndike, to
States, and it is generally understood Adams and A. V. Martin. The president
that the bankers expect our government read his 28th Canto. Letters were read Lydia H. Farwell, do.; land and buildings
A

BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.

I

lines will chronicle the work of aviators,
who will carry war far into German terri-

certainly follow if the President is compelled to call upon the military arm of the
The annual Dale Meeting was held at
government to punish the offenders.
In the Grange Hall, South Montville, Fria speech in New York
city, Mr. Root re- day evening, Aug. 17th. Regardless ot
cently said: “There are men walking heavy weather and muddy ways, the
about the streets of this city tonight “rain or shine” usage of holding the
that ought to be taken out at sunrise to- meeting brought a full house, every seat
morrow and shot for treason.” It is more
The saying was current
being filled.
that probable that a few summary milithat, had the night been fair, many
tary executions will be required before would have failed of audience. President
much progress
ing treason.

Martin

Sociology.
straight and swift to his old home in the
martin house. He has fought his way Ellis, Olin O.
1
land belonging to the hospital^ to be used
The Plattsburg manual; a
through cold winds and storms and won
by the people of a near by Polish church the race in the
handbook for federal trainlong trip from the South- :
and other residents for gardening. The
365 El
ing camps. 1917
and it really seems that he appreci- 1
land,
pastor of the church agreed that one- ates the cheer that arises when our look- Root, Elihu.
fourth of the products raised was to be
The military and colonial
out cries, “Here he comes.”
given to the hospital. The land was dipolicy of the United States.
The tired bird loses no time in seeking
vided into about 150 plots which were
355 R 6
1916
rest under his own rooftree, and presum- i
planted, and the gardens were cared for, ably in his very own apartment.
Biography.
most ot the workers being women and
The houses are large and there are Dilnot, Frank.
children. These gardens were none of about one hundred and
twenty rooms in : Lloyd George: the man and
them more than 35 by 14 feet and some the
B 2 C 29
his story. 1917
colony. A few other birds follow I
There were a good
were only 20 by 5.
their leader within a day or two, then
European War.
many hopes centered in those little garthey begin to come in earnest.
Aiken, Sir Max.
dens huddled together on less than an
They are welcomed like the first spring
Canada in Flanders. Volume
The good
acre and a quarter of land.
flowers and we insist that their song is
I. of the Official Story of
pastor had urged his people to do all they most
musical, that they are the most
the Canadian Expeditioncould to raise foodstuff's as requested in
cheering and altogether the most beauti940.91 C 16-1
1916
ary Force.
When
the proclamation of the President.
ful thing id the bird world.
Alexinsky, Gregor.
he realized how much the vegetables
This condition continues during the
940 A1
1917
Russia and Europe.
were needed by
his poor people, he apnesting and brooding time and in the hot
Lord.
Beaverbrook,
pealed to Mayor Willard, who, failing to summer nights their
happy, musical
Canada in Flanders. Volume
get any satisfaction from the hospital chuckle can be heard all night
long—
II. of the Official Story of
in
wrote
to
Washington, and,
authorities,
soft, social and sweet.
theCanadianExpeditionary
reply the Surgeon General of the TreasBut—one morning about the fifth of
940.91 C 16-2
Force. 1917
“The cultivation
ury Department, said:
August there is a sudden change in their
others.
and
Viscount
Bryce,
of these gardens was approved in order note. It is
quick and. anxious, someThe War of Democracy. The
to reduce the cost of living at the hosthing between the note of an English
940.91 A1
Allies statement
and
as
a
not
charity.”
pital
sparrow and that of a lost chicken, with
Ellis, Havelock.
occasionally a decided scolding sound,
613.9 El
Essays in war time. 1917
.THE MEAT SUPPLY.
and finally you can see an actual quarrel
Geraldy, Paul.
taking place.
940.91 G 31
1917
The War, Madame.
Big head lines in the newspapers anThe harmony of life has been disturbed
of
the
“the meat supply
Graham, Stephen.
nounce that
the arrival of hundreds of little marT 47 G 76
1917
Russia in 1916.
That is undoubtedly by
world runs low.’’
and their proud parents seem to detins,
but
a
recent
official
investigation
Mokveld, L.
true,
new and selfish traits.
For
The German Fury in Belshowed that 900,000,000 pounds of meat velop many
instance, if a neighbor’s birdling alights
940.91 M 73
were in cold storage in the United States.
gium
on the wrong piazza or pokes his little
This is enough meat to furnish one pound
Palmer, Frederick.
head in at the wrong door, they plainly
a day to each soldier in an army of 1,My second year of the W ar.
cry, “You stay in your own back yard.”
940.91 P 18
1917
and
of
two
a
during
period
000,000 men,
Little birds are in the air, in ‘the trees,
Rinehart, Mary Roberts.
one half
years. This meat is hoarded
on the roofs, in the barn windows and in
The altar of freedom. 1917. 940.91 R 47
but for the purnot as a war

raiding against the patriotic hosts of this
country. They have become so accus- that we need them now. He has become
tomed to the slow processes of legal pro- so alarmed by the U-boat menace that he
cedure against crime that these people has actually appealed to congress for an
seem to have little fear of the law.
In appropriation to be used for new conthis crisis it is folly to spend time in seek- struction and to hasten completion. The
ing dictionary definitions or information secretary says: “We must build the deThey
as to what treason or conspiracy is. Turn- stroyers and we are going to do it.
ing over the pages of Blackstone to learn are the only thing feared by the submathe rulings of dead authorities will avail rines and we must turn them out.’’
nothing. Thus far the administration
AEROPLANES IN THE WAR.
has dealt mildly and patiently with obstructionists, traitors and spies. But the
The important part which aviators are
time has now arrived when mildness and
in modern warfare is shown by
taking
patience should give way to stern supthe fact that it is not unusual for 100
pression.
at one time from
The secret service men are gathering airplanes to be sent out
evidence and

Purple

—

a

Tarantula Pete and Bud Menzies are
tooling the giant team through the country. In front of A. A. Howes’ store Tarantula Pete will deliver a lecture on
Death Valley, the hottest place on earth.

FenialeHelpWanted

THE OLD TINKER.
When I was a child, the Old Tinker came
With his kit of tools and song,
He sat in the low fashioned chimney seat
And mended the whole day long.
He mended the dippers and great tin pans,
The coffee pot bent and gray,
He tinkered and tinkered and never

stopped,
Till daylight faded away.

Belfast-Camden Auto Sei
“The American
ON

AND

AFTER JUNE

LEAVE BELFAST, Windsor Hotel,
8 00

a.

m..‘12

m.

! 3.00. p.

Line.”

m.

j

j

1,

1917,

ARRIVE IN CAMDEN
a. m., 1.00 p. m., 4 0<

9.00

My childish heart bubbled over with joy
LEAVE CAMDEN. Bav View Hotel,
ARRIVE IN BELLAS I
When he took the quaint clock down,
9.30 a.m., 1.30 p. m., 4.30 p. in.
10.30 a.m., 2.30 p rn
Carefully unscrewing the hands and face
With many a sigh and frown.
Connections made at Cimden with electric c»rs t > and from Rockland; at B
Marvellous stories he told all the while,
gor and Waterville, via Maine Central Railroad; boat to Castine and ls!> sb »r
for special trips to any point desired. Careful drivers and tirst-class cBelfast,
Of days that would not return.
Of the wonderful lamp that Aladdin
found—
How my childish heart did burn!

>

THE MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMP.C

“I went on in this way until I learned
about Tanlac. I decided to try this new He told me the story of Captain Kidd,
?r
ORR1N J. DICKEY, Manager, Pythian Block, B
} 316*3
Of treasures beneath the sea!
rp
Master Medicine and after I had taken
Telephone
18tf
37&
the first bottle I noticed real relief. I He sung me a song of Mandalay fair—
Of pirates bold and free!
commenced to gain weight and strength
He told me of giants and little dwarfs
as my appetite became better and my j
j
Stag Parties.
In the islands far away,
food began to digest. Now I have taken
“I
wonder
!
Of
the
to
mountains
that
went
why they call them stag
right up
j
five bottles of this wonderful Tanlac and
God—
parties?” remarked the man who had
It’s Important to l earn tin
I feel like a new woman. I have no more
Where all the good people stay!
just received an invitation to attend one. ,
Many Belfast People In
indigestion and I am glad to recommend
“It’s probably an allusion to that wellTanlac to others who need something for
Dizziness is never a diseas
The Old Tinker comes to the door no known quotation, ‘The stag at eve had
stomach trouble and to build them up.”
drunk his fill,’
more,
replied his wife, mean- it’s only a symptom of son
Tanlac is being specially introduced in
Other days are fast asleep!
ingly.—Houston Post.
seated trouble.
Much di/zin
Belfast at the City Drug Store. Tanias
And with them the dreams of my childish
agents in nearby towns are: A. R. Pilley,
by disordered kidneys failim
mind
lie Won.
Brooks; Ames Co., Stockton Springs; L.
the poisons from the blood. 1
Of treasures ridden deep!
“What would you do if I turned you
C. Dow & Co., Prospect.
Sometimes when my thoughts go sailing
down?” she asked shyly, as they sat on attack the nerves and dizzim
I
away
If you are subject to dizzmtthe parlor sofa.
The Tinker comes back to me.
The young man looked straight ahead, good reason to suspect your k
And I hear those tales, and 1 see strange
but said nothing. After a few moments if you suffer backache, In
lands,
of silence she nudged him with her elbow irregularity of the kidney sc-,
As in days that Used to Be!
and said: “Didn’t you hear my question?” have further proof.
Many Ho
—Elizabeth Powers Merrill.
have learned the value of Do
He looked around apprehensively.
“1
Pills
in
just such ca^es. Hi
beg your pardon,” he replied. “1 thought
fast resident’s statement
NONSENSE.
you were addressing the gas.”—St. Louis
Mrs. C. C. Cunningham, 117 t
Republic.
-F—
Belfast, says: “Last winter 1
Look Out Dar.
down with the grip and after i
The two colored brothers were seem1 noticed my kidneys were
*
about
to
to
blows.
come
1 My back ached and I got so I
ingly
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
ITjcv
Lad loti! Auk your DruuUt for A\
wid
warned
don’t
mess
not
even dress myselt
me,”
and 1
“Niggah,
Chl.ehes'ter’s Diamond Ttrnnd/Wl
1*11 la In Red and Bold mftallic\V/
I had to let my housework
one, “cause when yo’ do, yo’ sure is flirt- !
sealed with Blue Ribbon.
I
boxes,
in’wid a hearse.
Dizzy spells came over me
Take no other. Buy of your
“Don’t pesticate wid me, niggah.’Te- j
Drnwyint. AskforPin-CltfER-TER’S i obliged to lie down, as the
DIAMOND BRAND PII.LH, for 25
blind me for the time being,
plied the other, showing a great bony fist;
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
“don’t fo’ce me fo’ to press this upon yo’,
miserable and went to the <1
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
’cause if yo’ do, Ah’ll hit you so ha’d
Drug Store and got Doan's hi
Ah’ll separate yo’ ideas from yo’ habits;
Three weeks’ use of this kidneAh’ll jus’ natchully knock yo’ from amazrid me of kidney trouble enlir
in’ grace into a floatin opportunity.
am now in the best of health.'
“If yo’ mess wid me, niggah,” replied
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don
A million feet of 2 in 1$ in. and 1£ in. pine
the other, “Ah’ll jus’ make one* pass an, delivered at our mill at
ask for a kidney remedy—get Dom
Skowhegan, Maine.
dere’U be a man pattin’ yo’ in de face
M. F. D’ARCY & SONS COMPANY,
ney Pills—the same that Mrs. t
wid a spade tomorrow mornin’.”—Atlan61 No. Washington Street, Boston, Maes.
ham had.
Foster-Milburn Co.. L
k
6.u33
ta Consitution.
j Buffalo, N. Y.

Do You f?dV« \)\ii)

CHICHESTER S PILLS

BIG PAY and steady work for girls and
in large rubber shoe factory; experienced girls earn $10 to $18 a week; inexperienced ones paid a worth while salary and given
free board and room while learning, which
takes about a month; live town near large
cities; good theatre; fine working conditions;
company furnishes hall for dancing, athletic
fields, free insurance and medical attention.
Don’t decide now; write today for illustrated
booklet—"A good Job at Beacon Falls.” Adwomen

WANTED

dress

EMPLOYMENT DEPT.,
BEACON PALLS RUBBER SHOE CO.,
3w35
Beacon Palls, Conn.

1
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■ASPORTATION
NOW.

viuoi

then and

"

f*

■I

more interestBelfast. Now
.nift
railroad, then it
h rse and mule. There is one
: transportation in the great
< sert left and it will be here
tin- 20-mule borax team. H.
poet, voiced the plaint of the
11 these words:
“Aloft his
desert runs, with love for
ir what it holds; across those
in with remorseless suns anin than his unfolds.
But yesnice was on the plain, a king
uion was he then. Today
of his domain and stronger
•ml to lesser men. A vision
burns on the sky as day detit comes on apace, his own
tear-fill his eye and all the
-s Dears on his face.”

than
iral,sportation
motor and

V

■

j
H

i
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■

I

HIS HEART BADLY

in the country is

.;.

and

glH>

Girls’

members

doing

as

This Dangerous Condition
632 Gerrard St. East, Toronto.
“For two years, I was a victim of
Acute Indigestion and Gas In The
Stomach. It afterwards attacked my
Heart and I had pains all over
my bGdy,
so that I could
hardly move around.
I tried all kinds of Medicine but none
of them did me any good. At
last, I
decided to try “Fruit-a-tives”. I
bought the first box last June, and
now I am well, after
using only three
boxes. I recommend “Fruit-a-tives”*
to anyone suffering from Indigestion”,

■:ng potatoes

16.45

on

pigs,
ng poultry.
.!■ Cooking and
Housekeeplearning to cook and to

mg

[

vested.

crops

2#-

j
|

1

mber from competing for
county or State contests.
‘My Season’s Work.”
Hers should
constantly be
Is for the story.
The story
brief what the club memne while carrying out the
special or interesting phase
mentioned.

will win them

Knitting bags

a

not only

every conceivable way, and in every kind
of pelt known. Capes of
fur, and little
fichu like wraps, will top one piece frocks
of serge and satin, and the fad that has

practically

their gay
the outer
tinted with

material is

tor

i

|

formal occasions bead bags are
very much prized, though there is no limit
,o coloring or ornateness in
this class of

prize,

Uhimrsn cry

Collar Sets.
f irst in favor and highest in

FOR FLETCHERS

CASTOR IA
price,

are

■

p

It is

as a result of exproducts.
the time for boys and girls
about exhibits whether for
or

prize winners should be
the season and not the very

I

contest.

SAM, MIDDLEMAN.
il

has tackled
olein in earnest, and the pubms to entertain some
hope
a- exorbitant prices.
.ud to be favored by the adronstitutes a striking innois to be no attempt to take
if tiie mines. The governiiiply shove aside the muchlieman, and proceed to play
If. Through the agency of
:rade commission, by virtue
Miferred by Congress, it will
tiie sole purchaser and dishe product of American coal

*

government

ie

r*>:

1

Transfer Design No. 792
McCall Design

!

t lie sets of lilet lace that lend

legance

|

air of !
The wide !
an

to a very plain dress.
haw] collar with very deep matching
c ulTs is
perhaps best endorsed, but anyt hing is modish if it is filet or has a touch
c f lilet in its make
up. Sets of organdie or
s

^

eorgette iinished with several tiny frills
very dainty and becoming, and as ;

z re
t

sual at this time of year belts and sweatchains are prized ornaments. Almost
ny bead combination goes for the chains

e r
a

Bailiinore Star.1J

almost

ana

r

£

re

popular with the girl contingent.
Lucy Carter.

i ells How fo Shrivel
Up
Callouses so I hey Lift

an
or

V* ith

Fingers.

I !
This kind of rough tslk
less here in town if
people
will follow th° simple ad
''i' C.nnati authority, who claims
d>. ps of a drug called freezone
d to a ter der,
aching corn or hard11
h,,'PR soreness at once, and soon
csllnu8 dries up and lifts right off
iau;
f eezone dries
immediately and
names or even irritates the surroundA RQoili bottle of freezone will cost
any drug store, hut will positivei very hard < soft corn and callous
feet.
Millions of American women
,111 ''me this announcement since thp inn of the
high heels. If your druggist
-ave freezone tell him to
order a small
■< r
you.
;

rfrd
■

curns

~

H
!

■

1
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Britain Is

nn

Cn Wife’ Dresser

1

A new blend of pure, natural Imported and Domestic
tobaccos—that’s the answer.
And the blend can’t be copied.

Make Chesterfields

r

ror

^
*

Infants and Children

Use For Over 30 Years
"ays bears

20 for 10 ^

your

buy.

i
!

i

PROTESTS A RECENT LAW.

1

Tfa'SiMfl-

For Rent

A communication of interest to every
:itizen and which concerns the invasion
< f the common rights of
every man to
1 tave free access to the court by a law
j assed by the present legislature is rei roduced from the columns of the Lewist on Journal.
The letter by Former Chief
ustice Emery is a judicial statement of
ital importance. Here is the important
j art of the letter:

)

{

Great.

One-halt of the residence at
The following clubbing offers are only rot
33 Church Street, with subscriptions to Hie Journal pa;d one year
modem, conveniences. Apply at in advance:

No

the above number

or

tel. 121-13.

he has driven to port the bulk of the
lerman navy and moved overseas for the
a Hies 0,000,000 tons of
munitions, 8,000,^ D0 men, and a million horses.
She has
e xamined
for contraband some 25,000
s hips.
And in the midst of the U-boat
blockade” of the British isles nearly
c. 000 ships passed in and out of British
^ orts within 18 days.
“There’s something to the English after
a 11.”
Nowadays Great Britain is not “mudd ling through.” Intelligent initiative and
s istained energy characterize her exert ons as the foremost lighter of the ensnte. Col. Roosevelt well says that
*
Every American who reads must feel a
^ earty and profound respect for the pa^ 'iotisro, energy and efficiency shown by
t le British people.”—Boston Herald.
*

This Atlantic and Pacific port business
nd “somewhere” in this or that country
ii the limit of censorship, The only posbie good it can do is to accustom the
ewspapers to it so that if a case should
c ame up when real harm would be
done
> specify places, the papers would
be
ecustomed to the form and would make
* » mistakes.—Portland Press.
a

8n

EMERY’S

LETTER.

]

FOR SALE
“QOLOEtf

RULE

distressing disturbance, you know the symptoms all
fnn<whpVe1U^tTf^ ^r0ITi thisheadache,
and vomiting, oftentimes
dizziness,
meaning Z$ appet,1Le’ or
loss of time from
days and tl,e
nausea

0r

consequent
remilar't'0?
*7° t.hree
't
es.- bt,ch attacks vary frequency and duration with different individuoccasion
for
them
to
at all. That old reliable houseboil"re ,S. ,rTeal'y,?o
taken
in

occur

Medicine,
teaspoonful doses, morningand
nfire.d,C,,ne(’
iLiF'
,At,yood
night, rarely fails
to v/holly
prevent an attack of sick headache
in

or biliousness.
If
prevent've measure has not been adopted, a
dessertspoonful when the first
symptoms appear, will almost invariably ward off a severe attack. It
may be

tnis

thfaskfn’g"

Port.a^taine?13’

‘X.

Here's

a

“

^ *“

Short Cut to Recovery
--

The Journal and Farm and Home.
$2.00
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine.
2.25
The Journai and v\ Oman’s Magazine, 2 25
'• he publications included in our
clubbing offer may be sent to different addresses.

COTTAGE”

Send in your

subscription

now.

\VI n TiiKPOKT, MAINE.
Chapter 94.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. C«
This beautifully located an! handsom■» resi
An act relating to the issuing of blank
de
c
wi‘
h
a'l
modern
electric
improvem-iits,
Belfast, Maine.
writs by clerks of the Supreme Judicial
3m31
lights, etc.
c ourt and Superior courts, clerks and reL.
EViLESTON.
MRf». ELSIE
orders of municipal and police courts
[ nd trial justices.
Clerks of the Supreme Judicial courts
nd Superior courts, clerks and recorders
f the municipal and police courts and
A small 30 acres far n owned by Marion H
t rial justices of the State shall not sell
j
Berry to be sold at .. .re. L- c ited at McFarc r deliver any blank writs or precepts
land’s Corner Mnntvill*
The price is $1,0 0.
l earing the seal of said courts and the It is Well
adapted for light f rming and puul
s ignature of said clerks, recorders and
For <or her information address
try raisinpr
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
1 rial justices, to any person except one
H. GEKSTHN, Real Estate Agent,
Dissolved
water for douches etopo
who has been admitted as an attorney
4w34p
Augusta. Maine
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflamE nd counselor in chancery in accordance
mation. Recommended by Lydia E,
with the laws of this State.—(Approved
Pinkham Med. Cc, rov tea years.
1 larch 28, 1917.)
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh, I
This legislation so seriously affects the
sere throat and sere eyes. Economical, I
ue
administration of justice in this
Has extraordinary
n:.d ',’ermicJal pov -r. I
cleanym;
date that I at last after some reflection
cr'-‘ da^kjs. or portpaid by I
That tine old residence and lots Stxnpie Free, 50c.
ield to the conviction that protest ought
^.l.aiJ. ti'.- Prni -i C-Boston. Mass, y
at 4 Court street, Belfast, Maine,
o be made against it.
1 think the legislation is without prec- owned and
occupied by the late i
f
dent or parallel, at least in any commoni
\ir~ tw
.*
■»
V,» J
j
(w
state or country. It violates the Charles A. Pilsbury, containing
mg established “common right” of free ten rooms.
Choice location and
! ccess to the courts by suitors for justice,
t also violates the constitutional right of good drainage.
Apply at the
J he people of Maine
to have right and
premises.
ustice “administered freely and without
3£LF**t„ fr'fJM..
J. ale, completely and without denial.”
Pr.vt ce in al« Courts.
Piol-iiie piacttce
ifter some research I do not find it anya specialty
where stated or even intimated in stattes, (expect in the statute in question)
ourt reports, or legal text books that
be suitor must employ a member of the
Whole second-hand feed sacks,
ar to begin or conduct his suit.
I am prepared to do all kinds ol
Wili pay cash.
trucking
Furniture and pia'o moving a specialty.
Have just ad; ed tc m; equipment a 2-ton
SWAN-WHI7TEi\-BICKFOf?D CO.
I
Acme auto true ktnade by the Cadillac con3 •- 83
cern.
heave orders at trie stable, cornet ot
Eye-Sight Specialist
Main and Cross streets, and they wilt re
OF THF
|
ceive prompt attention.
»

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

If You Are Bilious !
s

Brieily, Great Britain lias enrolled and
c quipped a great hard-lighting
ailny of
,000,OUlJ men. Increasing the tonnage of
t er navy by a million since war
begun,

JUDGE

the Editor of the Lewiston Journal:
In reading at the close of its session
he Public Acts of the legislature of 1917
noted with surprise the following, viz.:
0

j

f

xnc[ uctzha//i& ^/Luq;

1

!

fif

]{IHNSliN

11

»

Ld, iff

ill

WANTED

\

TRUCKING

!j

H. bOYiNGlON.

BOY!NOTON
4

DAYS. MONDAYS

AND TUESDAYS

WILL BE AT THE
For at House, Monroe, Wednesday
I

s jpt. 6

p.

York’s Hotel, Brooks,
The Hotel, Thorndike,

Thursday, Sept, 6.
Friday a. m., Sept. 7
Central House, Unity, Friday p. m„ Sept. 7.
Bellows House, Freedom, Saturday a. m..
e

Telephone

OPTICAL CO.,

South Main Street, winterocrt, Maine
OFFICE

The Limit.

CASTORIA

Wrapped in glassine paper
—keeps them fresh.

Corporate Farming.

Please read and think over the facts
that here in Maine where we know conditions; where we know farmers have
better protection from our laws than our
corporators, the farmers as a class are not
making much more than a not very good
living, and the corporators are doing a lot
setter. Just as sure as the sun
shines,
:he time is coming when farmers will be
irganized, systematized and capitalized
ind the only way is by corporate ownerihip, which means simply, a lot of people
Jetting together their money' and hiring
real good men to manage it. It has been
ind is too much for anyone to
he fifteen billions of dollars which it is
do, but a
ot of us can get together and do
a prospect that the United States will
big
hings. Some will say too much depends
ivest in ihe war business before the end
1 m
the
weather. Rats. Get -machinery
f next year. If the counter were limited ;
md work nights. Some time some one
o eight hours per day it would
require i
1 vill see a motor plow with a
350 years to complete this
searchlight
$15,000,000,
00 count.
Figure it out for yourself 1 •lowing at night. You and I have seen
nd you will find the computation is well 1 nore wonders.
S. Manley, in Maine
,-ithin the limit.
j '’armor.
But money is being handled in this war
j
Maine Woman Honored,
lueh as loads of sand are handled in the !
uilding of a skysciaper. All things are !
Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox of
Fryeburg,
elative, and values as expressed in : vas elected National President
of the
loney
especially are relative. Four i 1 .adies of the Grand Army of the Repubundred years ago a British shilling had j 1 ic.
Mrs. Rose Houghton of Seattle, who
early the purchasing power that a Brit- < ipposed Mrs. Tarbox, received
125 voles
di
pound has at present. It really 1 o 160 for Mrs. Tarbox.
< oesn’t matter much whether
business is
Mrs. Tarbox is well known in this city
1 ransacted upon a high ora low
monetary
* ;vel so long as the relative balances and 1 rhere her early life was spent.
roportions are maintained.
Much of
Congressman Peters in hospital.
he money which the United States is
i roposing to put into the war business is
Hosts of friends will extend sympathy
* 1 the way of investment.
The foreign
o Congressman John A. Peters for
the
* >ans will in time be paid olf. The
lecessity for a slight surgical operation
loney put into ships will not be squandnd hope for a speedy recovery. The
c red; there will be a tremendous
world < iperation was performed Aug. 21st at the
eed for ships when peace comes. It is 1 Jar Harbor
hospital by Hr. Mitchell of
ighly probable that even the airships Vashington. It was stated Mr. Peters
r lay be put to peace uses.
Flying five allied quickly and there is every prosears from now will be about as
ordinary >ect of steady improvement and his rea s automobiling is at
present.
urn home to Ellsworth in a few
days.

,,

s

Still, they*re Mild!

next

nd

some of them sell for a pretty
enny, but are not very expensive if one
ets them up at home.
Army vests without sleeves, exactly
1 ke the ones worn by soldiers and sailors,
a

1

;

Yes, Chesterfields “reach
home,” they let you know you
are smoking—they "Satisfy"!

—

rnment, buying all the prolie mines, would pay in every

actual cost of production
and uniform percentage of
ould place representatives in
so that there could be
no
ut the cost of production in
This is said to be the way in
railroads and large corporatheir coal. All the fuel thus
would be pooled, and the goviuld sell coal of any given
-c
average cost of production.
y particular community could
i from the most accesible dis> li a
fixed average price for
at the mouth of the mine,
rnment could determine the
bug rate at any place, based
ght rate from the nearest field. ;
<>uld be sold to the retail deal:!,e stipulation that they must1
I
uite, moderate rate of profit.
ks like a fair proposition, and
uinot be put into operation any
lo suit the consumers.
Cold
s
oming on, and we want to
nter coal.—Bangor Daily News. !

an

■

e

U

before smoked a mild
cigarette that did that.
never

Scores of people at New Harbor and
Pemaquid, Me., have a generous supply
of anthracite coal on hand as a result of
the breaking up of the schooner Willis
and Guy, which went ashore August 9th
at Pemaquid Point with a
cargo of 216
tons. There was such a great undertow
that tons of coal were thrown upon the
shore, and the .people of the above two
towns at once got busy in gathering the
harvest, sacks, buckets and pails being
used, and it is said over 100 tons of the
cargo were recovered.

j

State contests
Picking out those things

a

The

VALUES.

universally accepted
logmatism that “no human mind can j
hink up to a billion.” Only by
illus-j
rated comparisons can the hugeness of !
he billion score be conveyed to the averge mental grasp.
Here is a statement i
hat can easily be verified by simple I
uultiplication. If a billion of silver doltrs were in a heap and a counter were
j
et the task of counting them, one by
if
he
counted
ne,
continuously for
wenty-four hours to the day and 360
ays to the year, counting at the rate of
dollar every second, of sixty doliars to
he minute, and never stopping for a
linute, it would require over thirty
■ears to complete the billion
count, and 1
; would require over 450
years to count

prize money,

-more

rHE WAR AND MONEY

fFr.im

j

club members to exhibit at
Hoys and girls will gain much

d, county

Sure as you’re a foot high.
Sounds strange, because you

more

relongings.

lung

r

Yet, they9re Mild!

Under the new army plan a regiment is
to comprise 3,600 men and the Second !
Maine and First New Hampshire are to !
be combined to make a regimental unit.
The Maine and New Hampshire boys are I
already well acquainted as the two regiments were located together at Laredo
when on the Mexican border.

rather soberly
juaint apple cushions attached and' been so evident for garments half of fur
ind half of fabric will persist with smart
handles that permit the arm to
slip in
VERONA CLARKE.
easily and picturesquely as in old pictures, 3ndorsement.

In

now
before the fairs
State will be in session,
[ir associations have offermi) members, for exhibits of
We urge local leaders to

are

capacious, but most ornate in
colorings, or gay linings where

Fairs,

at

“Satisfy?” Yes!

Bags.

story, the boys and girls
particular care to state plain
good English.
It maybe
xhibits

field where she has so long ruled.

FIXINGS.

1

Advance Advices.
For the fall we shall have quite narrow I
The State Fish and Game Department
skirts below the shoe top, with all sorts
\Correspondence of The Journal,]
of panel draperies and pleated effects top- has just received a check for $65 paid by
L. A. Miller of Winchester,
for
New York., August 27, 1917.
It is ping them in the style which is almost hunting without a license and Mass.,
for killing
when the gown is beginning to show wear i universally becoming.
Broad cloths and ! a deer in close time. Mr.
Miller, accomthat smart fixings are most important. those with a suede finish will be used for panied by his wife and two little
daughleft
Oxbow
on
This season has seen the development of dressy tailored costumes, and serge, es- ters,
July 13th for Pleasant Lake. Deputy Warden Howard Wood
innumerable shoulder wraps and eape- specially blue serge, with smart touches of
Greenville got wind of the deer killing
like collars that lend a note of style and of braid, will hold the lead for utility and went 30 miles from his
headquarters
wear.
contrast to the least attractive dress.
Gray and beige and black are at Eagle Lake to get Mr. Miller, who setespecially favored and fur will be worn in tled then and there.

member to present an acof costs and receipts will

n

7877
Design

McCall

SEND.

Collars and Sets. ParaHats and Bags.

sols.

>

be

TO

Shoulder Wraps.

essential in all club work
and accurate records be
club member.
Failure on

should

NO WAITING

SMART

Reports,

.curate

BY

mem-

reparing for exhibits and
following should be read
plans for all exhibits and
according to the suggesactions given.

.:

BELFAST

patterns all the time.

to the best
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Plans should be
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SALE

Who by special arrangement has all the

and everybody working.
lo be done.
The crops
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HOULTON, Aug. 21. It is reported that
potatoes in this section are suffering badly from rust and in some localities the
rot has struck quite
badly. Hot coming
so early in the season is
unusual. This
will cause much anxiety
‘among the
heavy planters. The heavy showers
and hot sun have caused the
trouble.
Farmers as a rule have spent much time
and exc.ense in spraying but the
frequent
showers have tended to wash off the mixture before results were obtained.
The
first carload of potatoes shipped for the
season went out of Houiton
Saturday
night.
These were early table stock.
Digging will now be underway in a few
weeks’ time and it is expected that
prices
will be high. The present price is
$2.75
per barrel.
The carload shipped on Saturday was by Albert E. Mooers and William Adams.

10c. and 15c.

50.

pan

1

Miss Jennie Cole of Brooklinhas “done
her bit” in the terrible war, says the Ellsworth American. She sold recently to
Alexander Porter Jr., an old-fashioned
clock which was left to her by her grandparents. The proceeds from the sale,
$50,
she gave for American ambulance work
in f'rance, in loving memory of Benjamin
and Mary Cole, who gave two of their
sons in the Civil War—Benjamin
Jr., who
died of wounds at
Fredericksburg, and
who
died of fever. The money
Joseph,
was sent direct to France.

j

quart jars and many will

|
!

A. D. Carver of Lincolnville has beatthem all ih raising strawberries this
Camden Herald.
season, asserts the
From a quarter acre lot he raised 100
bushels of fine berries and got $500 for
them. This is a splendid record and one
of which Mr. Carver may w’ell feel proud.

1

of fruits and vegetables,

is

j

en

ing corn on 161.25 acres,
ver 266 acres.
A minimum of 50
That alone means

;

i

I

v

mning.
quired.

-3_

Siesta.

88.625 acres. ;

on

o\r, 1914

MAINE ITEMS.

FRED J. CAVEEN.
60c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25o.
At all dealers orsent postpaid by Fruit*
*-tives Limited, Ogdensburg, N.Y.

the

ulation will show,

ullivating gardens

Designs

for Fall.

Redingote Panels. Tinsel
Winthrop, Aug. 18. Charles M. BailGarnitures.
ey who was engaged in the manufacture
[Correspondence of the Journal.]
of oil cloth for 75 years until his retirement three years
and whose oil cloth
New York, August
27, 1917. Nothing works here were ago,
said to be the largest in
has been more remarkable than
the way America, died Saturday. He was born
the French designers have
kept their hold in Winthrop October 24, 1820. Starting
on
producing styles for all the world, not with an abandoned barn, he added to the
plant yearly until it covered more than 34
involved in the great conflict.
Excellent acres of floor space and produced more
models, especially in tailored clothes, are than $1,500,000of finished products year.
produced here, but no one who knows de- He was said to be worth nearly $10,000,000.
nies that Paris still holds her
lead in the

“Fniit-a-tives” Soon Relieved

Club.

are

Narrow

AFFECTED

und girls doing productive
r. exactly what Maine’s
Agio

French

include instruction in
C°.mmcrclal?h£>u,(J
Branches, Shorthand and

Tvii
Typewriting and the Burrou&h’S
Automatic Bookkeeping Machine.
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INCREASES THE STRENGTH
AND ENDURANCE
Of weak, nervous, care-worn, haggard-looking men and women in a re-

markably

short time. This is found
to be the effect of the new medicinal
combination, Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and Peptiron Pills, one taken before
eating and the other after.
These two medicines, whose great
merit has been fully established
everywhere, are made from the best
formulas for the blood and nerves.
All druggists. Price, $1 each.
'■ T. Hood Co., Lowell, Mass.

A A : OWES & Co. SH

Maine, hunting up the breeding places of
mosquitoes in that vicinity. The Government official in charge says that by
next summer mosquitoes will be rare in
this summer resort. We suggest that
the mosquito experts be withdrawn from
Popham and elsewhere. They are needed

Saturday

The

in the harvest fields, in coal mines, in
munition factories and in scores of other
preparedness activities.
This country
has very little interest just now in mosquitoes. We are at war with ^Germany.

—Longfellow.
SECRETARY BAKER.
We are glad to be able to say that the
work of preparedness in many directions
has made definite and systematic progA w riter for The Journal of May
ress.
31st said. “Mr. Baker is a

ample

of

man

having

an

brains,

and I predict
that w'hen the hisiuiy of this overseas
war is written we shall find that Mr.
Baker has an honorable mention.” Subamount

sequent events have

showm,

in reason-

able measure, the accuracy of the above
Mr. Baker has not sought to

prediction.

advertise his

efficiency. He has had
no quarrels with anybody.
His public
utterances have been dignified.
Better
stilL there are certain instances where
own

the work of the war department has been
well planned and well executed. The results obtained in the training camps are

Some time ago it was reported that when
the 2d Maine regiment went to*Jthe front
it was to be named the 65th regiment. It

ON

has recently been announced that it is to
be christened the 103d.
We will not undertake to say what the next change will
be.
To us it will always abide in our
memory
name

as

the 2d Maine,

no

Internationally

COAST

WILL

matter what

it bears at the front.

COAST TO COAST TOUR OF THE
FAMOUS 20-MULE BORAX TEAM.

SEE

THE

Famous Desert Caravan will be in Belfast

Saturday Afternoon.
Today they are at the Bangor Fair,
Friday they will start on the way and the
celebrated 20 Mule Team hauling borax
from Death Valley, will parade through
this city on its Coast to Coast tour Saturday afternoon. The tour will cover a
period of about four years. The Borax
wagons each weigh 8,000 pounds and
have a capacity of 30,000 pounds. The

& Co’s
Like

Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Hamlin spent the
week-end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. G. Hamlin.

Mother
L»h^l
L,aDel
Made

Mr. Ira Boulter who has been at work
i n the creamery at Unity, is at home for
a few weeks.

Blue

Baking

Dealer]

Susan Soule and niece of New
have visited T. I. Huxford and family.
Mrs.

Cream
Makes
Biscuits
Ask Your

Prof. H. T. Drew of Waterville was in
town Wednesday of last week, the guest
of A. R. Pilley.

For It.

Bedford, Mass.,

Mrs. Davis and Mrs. Robinson of Belgrade visited their cousin, Mrs. Hattie
Robinson last week.

Miss Beatrice White of Winterport recently visited her grandparents, Mr. and

HEAR
FREE SAMPLES!

To the Public

Mrs. Ella Johnson of

Waltham, Mass.,

is visiting her sister, Mrs. O. A. Chase.

The National Water
Main Cleaning Co. will
clean out water mains
beginning September 1.
There must necessarily
be 9ome inconvenience
to our consumers, for
which we ask your indulgence,but we will endeavor to cause as little

unpleasantness

Mrs. Simeon Crockett.

sible.

B. F. Stantial is doing a rushing busithis year driving a public auto and
his rates are very reasonable.

BELFAST

ness

TO

as

WATER

pos-

CO.,

ELBERT WHEELER, Treat.

Robert Stiles spent the week-end with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Stiles.
Alice and Ralph
are

Dodge of Portland
visiting their aunt, Mrs. O. E. Rob-

erts.

The Cates school will begin Aug. 27th
with Miss Gladys Godding of Brooks as

teacher.
Mrs. Delia Morton of Lowell, Mass., is
visiting friends and relatives in Jackson
and Monroe.
Mr. William Amsden and family and
brother Colby, left Saturday for a visit
in Aroostook County.

Mrs. Wilford Hall and daughter of
have been the guests of Mrs.
Asa Jones for a few day.

Fairfield,

Ray Ward has returned to Newport, R.
after spending a short furlough with
his mother, Mrs. Adah Thompson.

L,

COAST

TOUR

HERE!!

PARADE!!

TARANTULA

FREE SAMPLES!

j

PETE!!

FREE SAMPLES!

Man’s

!

Handy Friend
Times are ever changing!
With our electrical blaze
Men may do the cooking
While women sit and gaze.

Even mere man can prepare a full meal for that
hungry
feeling, and do all kinds ot cooking at the table, with the Electric
Grill. There is a real delight in a well-cooked steak, with fried
potatoes—if served Piping Hot.

—

Mr. Percy Harriman and Miss Mertie
Ames of Belfast spent Sunday with Mrs.
Emma Ames.

*

STOP

front wheels are five and the rear wheels
seven feet high, the hubs are eighteen
inches in diameter, the tires eight inches
wide and one inch thick and the wagon
especially worthy of commendation. These beds are sixteen feet long, four feet wide
The twenty mules are
camps closed about the middle of this and six feet deep.
month, and from the men who were there driven with a “jerk line”. A strong
means to turn to the
right
trained the following officers were select- steady pull
and a series of jerks means turn to the
ed Two colonels, one lieutenant colonel, left. The mules are trained
months in
235 majors, 3,722 captains, 4,452 first advance and each one responds to his
Mrs. D. R
McAndlass and daughter
WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport.)
own name.
At
one
time the transport- Isa belle, have returned to Belfast to work
lieutenants and 18,929 second lieutenants.
ing of borax was done almost entirely after a few weeks vacation.
Here were more than 27,000 young offiwith twenty mule teams but the building
E. W. Bartlett and family of W. PowQuite a number of out-of-town people nal
cers, graduated from what may be aptly I of railroads eliminated those mammoth
spent last week with C. E. Bartlett
see the ruins
were
in
town
last
week
to
designated as primary military schools. teams. As there are very few of them in
and family.
of the fire of Thursday night.
All these officers have been assigned for existence today, the visit of the one here
and the public parade and lecture, toH. A. Luce and family of Newburg
Mrs. Susan Bacon and daughter, Mrs.
active service and reported for duty on
gether with distribution of samples of Bert Briggs and children of Freedom, were Sunday visitors at the home of C.
Tuesday of this week. Some of them borax and soap chips, will make an event called on her sister, Mrs. Affie Thompson,
W. Nealey.
will join an officers’ school in the Ameri- of keen interest to everyone.
Sunday.
“Borax Bill”, the driver, is regarded
M. A. Haley attended the Maine Undercan regular army area for further instrucMr. Thomas R. Cook, J. V., returned
as the best mule
driver in the West.
takers’ Association in Augusta, Aug.
tion in addition to regular duties. Some From his
to
after
a
two
weeks’
Camden, Saturday,
youth he has driven these mamwill go to French or English military moth teams and understands mule lan- furlough with his parents, Dr. and Mrs. 22d and 23d.
N.
R. Cook.
Mrs. R. L. Clements and daughter Barschools to learn the methods of warfare guage.
Mules, it said, have some very
marked peculiarities and at times they
Mr. Alonzo McPherson of Bangor called bara, are spending the present week at F.
as there exemplified.
Some will receive
seem to conspire to
everything contrary. on his sister, Mrs. R. A. Barden, Sunday. P. Clements.
further training with our forces in France But Borax Bill knows
how to handle Mrs. Barden returned to Bangor with
and others will join the American units them. He drove his first 20-Mule Team him for a few days visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvanus Ward of Hampwhen he was nineteen years old after a
soon to be taught the rudiments of war
den were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Rittie
Dean
Mrs.
of
Dorchester, Mass.,
year or two experience as a swamper,
in the several encampments located in
hauling merchandise and mining supplies is visiting relatives in town. She is the A. G. Larby.
of
Oscar
one of the
the United States.
daughter
in
the
Roberts,
from
Somebody
Carson City, Nevada, to Bodie, CaliMiss Gladys Shields of West Winterold residents of this town.
fornia.
war department deserves great praise for
port was the guest of Mrs. R. C. Nealey
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Grant recently enorganizing the training camps and for
several days last week.
BROOKS.
tertained Misses Christine and Laura
the excellent work done there. We natMisses Ethel and Annie Collemore
Mrs. F. P. Clement who has been quite
Jones,
urally give the credit to Secretary Baker.
Miss Anna Cochrane of Frankfort is of Frankfort, and Miss Eunice Chase of ill, is now convalescent and her
nurse,
We do not believe he is a nonenity. If
at
Uneeda
Rest.
at
P.
H.
Jackson,
Grant’s.
visiting
Miss Della Russell of Brewer, left Saturhe is we w^ant to give him credit for modLittle “Billie” Plummer cut his foot
Mr. E. O. Hall of Belfast was a busiday.
estly effacing himself and putting the ness caller in town
seriously last week. While at play with
Friday.
Mrs. Lillian English and daughter Luother children he jumped off a fence
training camps into the control of men of
Mrs. Chas. Peabody of South Brooks
landing on a large piece of glass cutting cille of Mattapan, Mass., were guests of
notable ability
visited friends in town recently.
clear across the bottom of his foot.
her brother, C. C. Clements, several days
Mr. Clarence Hamlin is at work for W.
Simeon Crockett was injured Friday last week.
THE PUBLIC IS NETTED.
H. Rolfe in South Berwick, Me.
while patching the roof of a shed. The
Mrs. Hattie Clements and family, C. C.
E. C. Holbrook is bookkeeping for the ladder broke, throwing him to the ground.
>:ie day last week the mackerel fisherHe struck on his side on a rock starting Clements and family and F. P. Clements
Portland Packing Co., in Dexter.
men
brought in the largest catch of fish
his ribs, but no bones were broken.
attended the Clements’ reunion in MonMr. W. S. Jones and son Hollis were
ever landed in New' England, in a single
Prof. Davidson of St. Stephens College, roe, Aug. 23rd.
business callers in Orono, Monday.
The Fish Corporation bought these
day
N. Y., and son, Mr. John Hubbard of
Mrs. Freeman Cook and son Russell of
Wm. Kelsey of Knox is at work here in
mackerel for four cents a pound.
Massachusetts, and Mr. E. A. Demicks
Two
town repairing the telephone lines.
Somerville,
of
Mass., and Mrs. E. H. Nealey
salesman
for
Butler
Bros,
of
Portland,
days later some of these fish were sold
Prof. R. P. Mitchell of the U. ofM., New York, have been recent guests of Mr. of Monroe, were guests of Mrs. C. W.
in Belfast market at 14 cents a pound,
and Mrs. J. G. Hamlin.
Orono, spent the week-end in town.
Nealey, Aug. 21&.
some in New York city at 26 cents a
The picture “The Old Homestead”
M. W. Stantial of Waterville spent
W. E. Hebard who has been in attendpound and at other places at prices be- the week-end
shown at Crockett’s Picture House,
with friends in town.
ance at the summer school at Dartmouth
tween 14 and 26 cents. The Fish CorporaWednesday night of last week, was well
Dr. P. E. Luce was in town last week attended and
tion controls the buying price ana the
greatly enjoyed by all. Mr. college, has joined Mrs. Hebard at Senacamping on the banks of Marsh River.
Crockett deserves praise for the extra tor C. M. Conant’s.
selling price. It has a “stranglehold” on
Mrs. S. F. Ryan and daughter Bertha fine pictures he is showing this summer.
Elisha Whitney and family of Hampthe lish business of New England. It has
spent Monday with relatives in Belfast.
Thursday night, Aug. 23rd, the com- den Highlands, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
succeeded in establishing a government
Mrs. C. E. Mixer and daughter Made- munity was startled by the cry of fire Croxford of
of the people, by the corporation, for the
Dixmont and Miss Bertha
line recently visited relatives in Belfast. and the clanging of the church bell. Mr.
Seven men dictate the
corporation.
Vincent Insogna and Mr. James Lacorte Whitman of Somerville, Mass., were
Fearl Crockett and daughter and Mrs.
who were coming up the street discover- Sunday guests of C. H. Libby and family.
price of lish to seven million people.
Helen Wells autoed to Bangor Thursday.
ed the fire in the Post Office building,
These men are not speculators. There is
C. H. Libby and sister, Mrs. Annie
Mr. C. W. Ryder and family spent Sun- where Mrs. John Mannuccia resided.
no risk in the way they do business.
In
day with Dr. and Mrs. N. R. Cook at Ten They immediately gave the alarm but be- Thompson of Wollaston, Mass., were
western parlance they have a “cinch” on Oaks.
fore anything could be done the upper passengers on Monday’s boat for Boston.
the public.
story of the building was a mass of They will remain for a few days at Mrs.
Mr. Hovey Roberts of Massachusetts
flames. Crowds of people flocked to the
is visiting his mother, Mrs. Hattie RobThompson’s home, and will start about
STORAGE FOR POTATOES.
scene and immediately got the fire enerts.
gine out, but the fire was beyond control, the first of September for a trip to the
Mrs. Frances Bradford of Belfast spent and before it could be subdued the Post Middle West.
Storage of potatoes and the construc- the week-end with her
sister, Mrs. S. F. Office block, A. B. Payson’s store and
There was an orchard conference at
tion of potato storehouses is the subject
stable, B. F. Stantial’s store and a part of
Ryan.
the engine house were destroyed. The C. C. Clements Aug. 21&, with the followof Farmers’ Bulletin 847, recently issued
Mrs. J. G. Hamlin has a castor bean cause of the fire is
unknown, as it start- ing speakers: State Horticulturist Dudley
by the Department of Agriculture. Sen- which has a leaf that measures 31 inches
ed on the third story in a back room near of
Augusta, W. H. Conant of Buckfield,
ator B. M. Fernald of Maine will be across.
a chimney. The total loss is estimated at
president of the Maine Pomological sopleased to mail a copy, while the supply
Mr. Ernest Libby of Melrose, Mass., about $45,000, with insurance to cover a
and G. A. Yeaton. All of the larger
lasts, to all who write. Address Bert M. visited Mr. W. S. Jones and family, last part of the loss. About all of the gro- ciety
ceries in the Payson store were saved. orchardists of this vicinity were present
week.
Room
Senate
Office
BuildFernald,
240,
B. F. Stantial also got out the greater and
they hope in the near future to orMiss Marguerite Sargent of Monroe part of his store
ing, Washington, D. C.
goods, but lost most of ganize a packers’ Association.
visited Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Carpenter last his household
Mrs. Mannuccia
goods.
week.
MOSQUITO PREPAREDNESS.
saved a few pieces of her furniture, but
Mrs. S. H. Lord of Belfast called on lost her rings, chains and a considerable
JACKSON.
T he Bath Times tells us that the Govher sister, Mrs. A. B. Payson, Monday sum of money. The Red Cross Auxiliary
lost comfort pillows, pajamas, a web of
ernment has a crew working at Popham, forenoon.
Mrs. J. M. Larrabee is visiting in Arooscloth for handkerchiefs and bandages and
Miss Edna Godding of Unity spent the a number of
took County.
pairs of wool stockings.
week-end with her mother, Mrs. Abbie
Fred McKinley is helping Alonzo MorCrockett.
ton finish haying.
Mrs. Maitland Smith of Belfast spent
Mrs. Maud Hatch spent last week in
the week-end with her mother, Mrs. Hattie Roberts.
Northport with Mrs. Lura Hatch.

Delano, Potter

Celebrated

20 MULE BORAX TEAM 20

THE 2D MAINE.

Not in the clamor of the crowded street,
But in ourselves, are triumph and defeat.

Afternoon About 4 P. M.

Two Stoves, Two Operations at Cost ol1
You can cook bacon and eggs as you like;
eggs above,
bacon below, or the reverse; or cook the bacon and
eggs together
below and make toast on top.

Costs But Six Cents

hour to Operate.

an

Single Heat $5.00. Three Heat $6.00
Penobscot

A NOVEL BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION.
The

celebration Monday afternoon,
Aug. 20th, of the 17th birthday of Miss
Elizabeth Hoisington, elder daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic R. Hoisington, of
Greenwich, Conn., at their summer home
on Sunset
Island, just across the bay
from this city, was observed by a most
ceremonial
interesting
by the Woodcraft
league, and was attended by a number of
Belfast friends. Mrs. Hoisington, who
was formerly Miss May Folwell of Philadelphia, is one of the councillors of the
Woodcraft league of America, at the
head of which is Ernest Thompson Seton,
and all of her family are members.
They wear costumes of tan leather, decorated with elaborate bead work. The
grand council was held on a point of the
island, directly in front of the main log
cabin of the Hoisingtons, Mr. Hoisington
being the chieftain. A special honor was
conferred upon Thomas C. Hudson, whose
wife was formerly Miss Edith Folwell. He
was made a ranger, or special representative, for the State of Georgia, to interest
people in the Woodcraft work, and there
are only two
or
three others in the
country. Warren Neff, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Neff of Philadelphia, was made a
member of the tribe with due ceremonies,
and reports since the last council were
received, the youngest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hoisington, four or five years of
age, giving quite a lengthy account in
the most delightful manner. All this
was
followed by the Gift Ceremonial,
Miss Elizabeth Hoisington having the
seat of honor. Then the gifts were
brought in and Miss Hoisington opened
them at once, making a very pretty little
speech of thanks when all had been examined. Nearly 100 guests were present,
those from Belfast including Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph H. Howes, Miss Louise Richards, Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute and little
daughter Elena. Some of the guests
received copies of a play written by Mrs.
Hoisington, called “Fearless Arrow and
Bending Willow,’’ a legend of the Wabanaki. This is in four acts, and was
presented this year at the home of Ernest
Thompson Seton in Greenwhich, Conn.,

Bay Electric Company

with much success. She also designed
and presented to the league the costume
for the Woodcraft girls, and has assisted
along several lines.

eturn

Burford Parry

Springfield, Mass.,

FREEDOM.
Miss Jessie Rich visited in Knox
past week.

to her work in Bosto

Rev. J.

the.

Mrs. Mattie Cross is visiting her sister,

an

were

1

Mr. and Mrs. George Wor
and while there called on
friends in the village.
Mr P
very interesting talk to the
in the village church, Sum
Aug. 26th.
MORRlLt.

Nellie Banton.
Mr. J. H. Sayward is in
he has employment.

Kineo,

where

Delbert Paul and a par
motored to Waterville last S

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Kenney visited Mrs.
J. H. Sayward Aug. 26th.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W
relatives in Brooks, Sunday

Mrs. Fannie A. Small

mother,

Arthur Hatch and little
visiting his brother Ti
York.

is visiting her

are

Mrs. S. J. Flye.

Rev. Wesley Wiggin visited his brother
Wiggin, Aug. 24th.

Eddie Rich of Rocklan
week-end with his cousin
Bowen.

J. B.

Hon. Carter B.

lage calling

on

Keene

was

friends, Aug.

in the vil-

24th.

Mr. and Mrs. Berton Tlion:
and Mrs. Ernest Bowen s| •
day at Washington campgroi:

Mr. Ed. Stevenson visited at the home
of J. B. Wiggin, Aug. 25th and 26th.

Mr. and

Mrs.

Maurice

Mrs. Lucy Jackson visited her niece,
have been visiting his
Mrs. W. R. Sparrow, Aug. 18 h and 19th. i Mrs. Wallace Pearson,
Mr.

John

Carter

visited his sisters,

Mrs. D. R. McGray and Miss Frances Car-

ter, recently.
Mrs. N. A.
were

Luce and her son Fret^
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
the past week.

]

j

I

pari
retu

t

ton last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wo
and Pomona of Waldo Count
were guests of Knox Count
last Saturday

Morrill Sunday School hol t
picnic on the shores of Tildei
mont, Wednesday, August I’t’n
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Holmes and sister
an ideal picnic day.
The Supi
Bertha, are passing their vacation with Dr. T. N. Pearson, had a lint
biles running from the chut
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tyler.
pond all the forenoon and n
Miss Marion Atkinson, Roy Sparrow the
scholars, some 150 of t
and Flora Farnum were the guests of Mr. conveyed in that way. Evert
could
be done for the comfort
and Mrs. W. R. Sparrow, Aug. 26th.

Libby

Mrs. Francis I. Williams has rented her
home to Mr. Prescott Rowell and he will
move his family soon.
Miss Williams
while here, sold her piano and the most
of her household goods and she will soon

ure of the school was done bt
intendent and his wide-awake
not only provided the means
ance, boats, etc, but as usual, a
consisting of watermelons,
and peanuts.

■

«

The annual reunion of the Cross and
Jackson families will be held at

'Thisis

Store for

a

Honesty
Grange hall, Morrill, Wednesday, Sept.
5th. All relatives are cordially
invited

Boys

o

AN INTERESTING Trip. Mr. and Mrs.
Frank R. Woodcock and Herbert T.
Field
returned last Friday from a trip of 100
miles into Northern Maine.
They took
their camp, canoe and provisions and

As Well as Men

perfectly independent of wind and
weather. They went to North East
Carry
where they entered the west branch of
the Penobscot River. They canoed this
were

OUR NEW FALL STOCK OF

Boys’ Suits, Overcoats,

river to Lake

Chesuncook; then up Umbazooksus stream
Jo Lake Umbazooksus.
From this lake they were hauled over the
two mile Mud Pond carry to Mud Pond.
From here they went across Lake Chamberlain, then up the Allegash stream

Mackinaws and Sweaters

>,

HAVE ARRIVED

about ten miles to Lake Allegash, then to
the head of this lake and over the
carry
to Round Pond. Then they went down
the Cis stream about four miles to Canquoingomoc and the stream of the same
name to Chesuncook.
The trip was over
what is known as the loop territory and

We are now ready to show you the
latest styles and patterns in Fancy
Mixtures, both Gray and Brown, and
Blue Serges. Sizes from 4 years to
18 years. We also have everything
to go with that new suit that a Boy

was delightful from beginning to the end.
They caught only a few fish for their
own use.
They began to keep count of
the deer they met but stopped after reaching thirty, as they were numerous and
very friendly.
One doe came to their
camp three nights in succession. There
is nothing like this trip for rest and recrea-

would want.
YVe want the
>me

in and

Boys

as

see our new

well

as

the Mot

attend.

iers to

Suits,

tion.

RALPH D. SOUTHWORTH CO.
Belfast.

The News of

regular meeting of the Waldo
Veterans’ Association will be held
urch at North Belfast Thursday,

It is to the credit of the young men in
the Waldo county draft of 398 that there
was not a slacker, every one having been
accounted for.
Mr. Clifford B.
move

Sept 6th.

gricultural

fair

of

Tranquility

I.incolnville, will be held WedOct. 3rd; if stormy the first fair
lowing.
parish meeting in the
-a list
vestry Wednesday, Sept.
will be

a

to see what action will be

; p. m.,

regard to hearing candidates for
orate.
Supper will be served at
■ok.
Band concert on schoolwill be
unmon this week on account of
: rehearsals needed for the cabno

ert in the Opera

House and the

'ay engagement of the Band at

family

Jones and

next week from the

corner

will

of,

Franklin and Congress streets to the E.
O. Patterson house on Church street.

Kenneth Woodbury, the elder son of
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Woodbury, was
operated on for enlarged tonsils and adenoids at the Waldo County Hospital last
Saturday.
There was a large attendance at the
Brooks House auction last Saturday and
practically all the goods were disposed of,

including attic relics of the Brooks and
Houston families.
The boys of Camp Quantabacook wish
to thank all who assisted in any way in
making their entertainment in Searsmont last Friday evening a social and
financial

Perley

Pottle was given a
The Belfast post office will be closed
surprise party last Saturday Labor
Day, Sept. 3, 1917. The general
A picin honor of her birthday.
delivery open one hour after arrival 10
ler was served, after which all ada. m. and 5.20
m. trains.
Rural

terville Thursday for the remains, which
were taken from the stream shortly after

j

the accident.

■

f'riday, evening

under the di-

ed Mr.

Charles Bradbury. The
to any part of the hall is 35

■sion

fables seating four and six can
re- rved for $1 extra.
Smoking will

t

Fiske,

Wednesday, Sept. 5th, when reports will
be

given of the National

meetings in

A full attendance is requested
as business of importance is to be taken
Boston.

wed, and Roscoe Arey will cater up.
ught refreshments, which will be
As a result of the protest the citizens
by young ladies. The band will of Belfast recently presented the Public
Of a concert and McKeen’s orchestra Utilities commission at Augusta in returinsh the dance music. The pro- gard to the rates charged by the Belfast
•t .m
will include delightful numbers by Water Co., a hearing will be had at the
and Mrs. Richard E. Stevens of Bos- Court House
this, Thursday, at 7.30 p.
Mrs. Clement W. Wescott of this m. The
petitioners claimed that the
limory F. White of New York, rates charged here are higher than in any
riy of this city and always a great city of its size in the country.
1" te
here, Miss Shirley Thprne, a
The Central Maine Fair will be held at
1

:

rrt ist of
of

1

Boston, little Miss Doris Waterville, Sept. 11, 12, 13 and 14, at the
Belfast, a costume dancer, height of the agricultural season. The

arrangements have also been made
number of dances by two well
New York artists, Mr. T. George
rth and his daughter, Mrs. Pierre

including

a
Parisian tango and
and Navy dance. The latter is
ginal dance by Mr. Dodworth. Re-

ue,

ny

m

"

Bering the delightful cabaret of last
under the direction of Mr. Bradmany will be sure to attend to-morfriday, evening.

School

entertainment for the four days and
nights will include baseball, fireworks,
vaudeville, band and orchestra concerts
and midway marvels. Purses and prem'iums of $18,000 will be given and special
gifts including cups and medals. Some
special features will be a judging contest
of dairy stock for boys of 12 to 18 years;
a girls’ canning contest under the supervision of the University of Maine; and
the annual auction sale of the N. E.
Hereford Breeders Association. Reduced
rates on railroad. Admission 50 cents.

Supplies

FLAG PIN FREE (while they last) with
each purchase of school supplies
amounting to 10c. or more.

PICTURE FRAMING
FILMS DEVELOPED
One 1917 Second Hand Girls’
FOR SALE.

FRED

D.

Bicycle

Yours truly,

JONES,

Successor to Carle & Jones,

older, will substitute for him in the
Belfast High school. The latter has had
much experience in teaching in secondary schools and colleges and as superintendent. He has the A. M. and A. B.
is

The next regular meeting of Emma
White Barker Tent, D. of V. will be held

COLONIAL, THEATRE

The Belfast Board of Trade will hold

THREE NIGHTS

a

Commencing Monday, September 3,
THE EVER POPULAR

Klark-Urban
In

Colonial Theater. Feature photoplays will be the attractions the remainder of the week, matinee and evening,
with the following bills: Thursday, Ethel
Barrymore in Metro Wonderplay, “The
White Raven,” Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew in comedy, Friday, Fannie Ward in
“The Crystal Gazer,” Saturday, Anita
Stewart in “The Glory of Yolanda,” the
Paula Blackton series and a Big V comedy. Because of the Klark-Urban Company at the Colonial, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, the feature pictures will
be shown at the Opera House, evenings
only, Monday, Vivian Martin in “A Kiss
For Susie,” Tuesday, Susan Grandaise
in “A Naked

Soul,” Wednesday,

Ethel

Clayton in “A Stofen Paradise.”
New Advertisements.
D. Southworth store is
as

well

as

men.

Their

a

The Ralph
store for boys

new

fall stock of

Russ.

The home decorations
pies and wood ferns.

were

Company

of New York

Productions]

MONDAY EVENING

“UNDER
Roi

Cooper Megrue's Exciting

COVER”

Melodrama of Love,

Laughter, Mystery

and Thrills.

of

Change

Play
A

Each Performance.

at

Solid Car ot

Special Scenery.

Polite

Vaudeville

Between Acts.

Prices 25, 35 and 50 Cents.
Seats

on

Sale at Box Office,

pop-

The Universalist Sewing Circle and
Social Aid held their mid-summer sales
in the church vestry last Thursday afterAll the sales tables were draped
in white, decorated with wood ferns and
cut flowers. The arrangements were under the direction of Mrs. Fred

noon.

Colonial Theatre
!

Fannie

Ethel Barrymore

Rackliff,

"The White Raven"

L. T. Shales at the

urew

Mrs. Arthur W. Morse, the candy table,
Mrs. A. B. Tuttle and Mrs. Fred Rackliff,

Saturday

Ward

Aj)jta

'n

in

doily table, Mrs. Frank I. Wilso ’, the
utility table; Mrs. G. E. Wardwell and

Si8e
1

Friaav

Thursday

president of the Circle, and Mrs. Frank
H. Mayo, president of the Aid, with Mrs.
J. G. Paul and Mrs.

Repertoire

a

THE PLAY THAT HAS EVERYTHING

j

She returned Friday morning accompanied by her daughter. The
funeral was held at Ervin’s late home in
this city Friday at 2 p. m Rev. J. Wilp.
carto the Colonial Theater for the
bor Richardson of the Baptist church ofriers excused for day.
City carriers exficiating. The interment was in Grove
cused at 12, noon.
*
Cemetery. The little fellow had always
jblic is invited to the store of A.
Miss Mildred Ward, B. H. S. ’19, has
been a great comfort to his mother. He
•s & Co. next Saturday about 4
resigned her position as teacher in one of was
always willing and pleased to help
o
see the 20-Mule Borax team,
the rural schools of Waldo, and has acabout the home duties and was
her
will stop there on its tour from
cepted a position in the Western Union
thoughtful and considerate beyond _Jiis
coast. Come and see the parade
Telegraph Office under the management
His parents, two half-sisters,
years.
Free samples
ar Tarantula Pete.
of Miss Clarabelle Marsh.
Elva Proctor of Waterville and Phyllis
•inrax will be given away.
Mrs. Clarence E. Frost entertained
Shipley of Belfast, one brother, Perley M.
“The Old Peabody
H Belfast.
Thursday evening, August 23rd, in honor Gray, Jr., and two sisters, Nellie and
A ill be given at the church by an
of the birthday of Miss Ruth S. Macomber. Viola Gray, survive.
si Wednesday evening, Sept. 5th,
A delicious supper was served when
The School Committee Meeting.
benefit of the Red Cross, a local
covers were laid for seven.
The evening
A special school commiteee meeting was
if which has been recently formwas spent socially and with
vocal and
held in the superintendent’s office last
lie ladies are taking this means to
instrumental music.
Friday evening to act on matters of imnds, and hope for a liberal patThe McLellan school building has been
The performance will begin at
portance. On account of Mr. R. O.
repaired for the damages by fire. The Hutchinson, the
Vlmission 15 cents.
newly elected principal
rooms have been put in first class condiof the High school being in the draft at
Augustus O. Thomas, the new tion
with hardwood floors, etc. Supt. his home at
Sparksville, Ind.; it was votperintendent of public schools, W. B.
Woodbury reports the fuel ques- ed to postpone the
beginning of the fall
a lecture to the community and
tion settled for the fall and winter in all
term of this school until Sept. 10th
Mr.
of Waldo County at the High
the city school buildings.
Hutchinson is 320 in the draft of his
uilding Sept. 6th at 7.45 p. m.
ADVERTISED LETTERS. The following county and the quota is 196. He has
11 be the first opportunity for
remained uncalled for in the Bel- passed the first examination, but had not
letters
terested to meet the new superinfast post office for the week ending Aug. been called for the second. The commitand it is earnestly hoped a large
28, 1917: Ladies—Mrs. Rent Collins, tee voted to wait the result of this. In
will be present.
Miss Rita Grant, Mrs. Minna P. Moore, the event of Mr. Hutchinson
being called,
terested in the Belfast Band, E.
Gentlemen— his brother, George A. Hutchinson who
Mrs. Blanche Webster.
her, director and William M. Warren Herbert
A.
J.
Rircher.
Mr.
manager, will attend the cabaret
be given in the Opera House to-

Dr. E. A. Wilson was called to Swanville last Sunday evening to attend Mrs.
Albert T. Harvey, who had fallen through
the trap door into the cellar at her home,

dislocating her right shoulder and injurregular meeting on Friday evening cf ing her left eye.
next week when a number of important
We call the attention of the public to the
matters will be taken up for discussion.
boxes placed in the stores of J. H. Howes
Waldo County has recently received the
and B. D. Field by the Children’s Tin
ticipated visit with his sister, Mrs. John
appointment of a County Agent for exA. Proctor of 9 Main street, Waterville.
Box Fund. The contributions solicited
tension service work and the Board of
He had earned a new suit of
clothes, etc., Trade will arrange for a permanent office are for the destitute children of our allies
for the trip and had also carefully saved
in the war zone. Three cents will
buy a
and other details for the continuation cf
his money for the expense of the
trip. the work here. A large attendance is re- meal for a child. All contributions are
His mother, knowing his fondness for
acceptable, but it is urged that no deposit
as other matters will be taken
the water, had repeatedly cautioned him quested,
be less than this amount.—Louise Hazelup.
about the difference in the fresh water at
tine, Chairman for Belfast.
Notices were sent out yesterday, WedWaterville and the salt water here and
Mrs. Martha K. White gave a dinner
she felt sure he would be careful. He nesday, for the third call to make up the
and musical August 22nd in honor
party
telephoned to his mother Monday after quota of Waldo County’s draft, 240 more
of Misses Sarah F. Russ and Frank Staarriving in Waterville. Wednesday in men being ordered before the examining
ples of New Bedford, Mass., who are
includes the numThis call
company with a little friend, Oakes Nich- board.
a few weeks in this
spending
city. Other
ols, he went to the stream. Both boys bers 399 to 638, both inclusive. The first guests were Mrs.
Etta Weymouth of this
had swam across and were on their re- 80, commencing with 399 are to report on
city, Mrs. Emma Kochersperger of Bosturn when the Gray boy was evidently Monday of next week. The second 80
!
ton, Mrs. Mabel Gregory- of New York,
taken with cramps and realizing his dan- are to report Tuesday and the third 80
Mrs. Amy Pratt and daughter
Marjorie
ger tried to keep afloat until help arrived. Wednesday. The men will be examined
of Chicago. The musical program includ- j
His little
friend found that he could in numerical order beginning with 399.
ed violin solos by Harry
Staples, a stu- |
be of no help to him and went for aid. In each class of 80, the lowest numbers
dent at the University of Maine, piano
Workmen near at hand and the police should appear at 7 o’clock a. m., and
duets and solos by Marjorie Pratt and
every man in each class should be present
; patrol did all they could to save him, but
Harry- White, and vocal solos by Miss ]
were too late.
His mother went to Wa- when his number is called.

success.

ouville J.

i

Mrs. F. C. Wood of Northport is mal
ing a decided success in raising everbearing strawberries. She recently brought

Ervin to the Swift store-some fine specimens.

M. and Aliena Prentiss Gray of this
city
lost his life Aug. 22nd while
swimming in
Messalonskee stream near Waterville.
Ervin left here Aug. 20th for a long an-

BELFAST, MAINE.

TELEPHONE 67-2

A Sad Drowning Accident.
Gray, the 14-year-old son of

J.

SCENE FROM “UNDER COVER” AT COLONIAL THEATRE NEXT
MONDAY EVENING

"The

in

Crystai

>

The

Gazer"

comedy

stewarj

Glory

of

Yolanda”

Opera House evoSlys

the apron table, Mrs. C. E. Johnson and
Mrs. Sarah Knight, the cooked food.
There will be a meeting of the Waldo
]
county physicians, their wives and friends [
at Memorial Hall in Belfast this, Thurs- I

at 11 a. m., under the direction of |
boys’ suits have arrived and they are day,
the Medical Defence Committee of Waldo 1
ready to show you the latest styles and
Dr. Carl H. Stevens, chairman,
patterns, sizes from 4 to 18 years. They county,
W. T. Cousins of Portland and
have also everything to go with a suit a Mayor
Mayor A. E. Codman of Philadelphia,
boy would want and they invite the boys j
under the direction of Surgeon General
as well as the mothers to come in and
Gargas, who are touring Maine in the insee the suits.School begins Sept. 10th j
terest of the Maine Medical Officers Reand now is the time to begin your piano
serve Corps, will] be present.
Maine’s
lessons with Miss Amy E. Stoddard, 68
is 200.
:
Dr. Sumner C. Pattee of
Church street. Monthly recitals will be quota
Searsport and Dr. P. W. Whittaker of
given with lessons in music history and
Unity are now at Fort Benjamin Harriharmony. Tel. 149-3.Notice is given
son for 3 months
training.
that the livery stable of Gentner & Col1 he committee in charge of the knitted
cord has recently changed hands and has |

j

Monday

Fuesday

I

Wednesday

Vivian Martin

Susan Grandaise

Ethel Clayton

in

in

in

“A Kiss for

Susie”

“The Naked Soul" <•\ Stolen Paradise”

J

been renovated and made ready for busi- I work at the rooms of the Belfast Red
They have autos and all kinds of Cross Auxiliary wish all who have artiteams to let for all occasions. Horses cles to bring them in before August 31st,
st ood in or taken to board by the day or j as there will be a large shipment to
week.The Belfast Water Co. gives France on Sept. 1st, when as many artiness.

degrees from the University of Indiana, notice that the National Water Main | cles as possible will be sent. The boys
and the Ph D. degree from Clark Uni- Cleaning Co. will clean the water mains, | of Camp Quantabacook through Mrs. O.
versity. He had planned to take research beginning Sept. 1st. It will necessarily S. Vickery, has presented this Auxiliary
work at Clark the coming year, but would be
of some inconvenience to the custom- with 119, the net proceeds of their recent
defer that work to assist his brother, if
but they will endeavor to make as entertainment in Searsmont.
$10 each
ers,
called.The committee voted to employ
H. Fair Holmes to transport the City- little unpleasantness as possible.Read have been received from Mrs. Louis Penpoint pupils.A communication was re- what the Penobscot Bay Electric Co. say nington and Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman, $5
ceived from the residents at the Hayabout the electric grill as man’s handy from Mrs. Charles A. Horton and $5 from
ford district, where th^re are only 11
pupils, to have the school run this win- friend. With the electric grill a man can a friend.The following letter has been
ter, but the committee thought it was prepare a full meal for himself and do all received and should have the careful atnot expedient to try it, as it would prob- kinds of
cooking at the table.A nurse tention of every woman in Belfast in
ably not be possible to have an average
wanted at once for two small chil- these days when all self-indulgence should
attendance of eight, required by law, girl
with so many very young pupils in the dren. Apply to Mrs. James Mitchell at be put aside:
district.The insurance on the Hayford the Jones’ bungalow, foot of Condon
TOjTHE WOMEN OF BELFAST.
|
and Citypoint school buildings was placed street.For
the furnishings and
are coming in of J late from
sale,
Appeals
with the Dickey-Knowlton Co.Miss
business at the Colonial house. A good headquarters telling us of the urgent
Frances A. Sargent who has been emneed of lafge quantities of hospital garployed the past year in North Conway, business, but to be sold as one of the firm ments and
surgical dressings.
N. H., was elected teacher of the First is leaving the city.Fred D. Jones
has
Perhaps you do not realize how small
Grade in the McLellan school. Miss school supplies and will give a
flag pin, an attendance we are having at the presGrace E. Walton, who recently under- while they last, with each purchase of
ent time in our workroom, and that, in
went a very serious operation at the 10 cents or more. He is also
offering a consequence, our work is lagging.
Waldo County Hospital, was given a girl’s 1917 second-hand
bicycle for sale.
In order to respond to these appeals we
leave of absence until the winter term, Picture framing done and films
develop- need the co-operation of every woman in
and Mrs. Mildred C. Neal was made sub- ed.The house at 27 Church
Belfast.
street,
stitute principal at the McLellan school owned and occupied by George G.
Wells, ! Will you not come to the Red Cross
in Miss Walton’s absence.Mrs. Grace is offered for sale. Also a
very desirable room and help us to do a generous share
Roberts Emmons, teacher of the Seventh lot in Grove
cemetery.Lost, last of the relief work?
Grade, resigned to complete her course at Thursday, a cameo pin. Please return to
Louise Hazeltine.
the Castine Normal School, and Miss Mrs. Margaret
Vinall, 6 Lincolnville Ave j
Chairman of the Belfast Red Cross.

The Pinnacle

of Purity

The law protects you by setting certain
standards—which all Ice Cream must meet.

~~~

Phebe Cross, teacher of the Fourth Grade
of the Peirce school, also resigned to take
a Grammar Grade at Buckfield.
Misses
Charlotte M. Staples and E. Frances Abbott, substitute teachers, will be given
permanent positions.
The matter of
making the necessary transfers on account of these resignations was left with

Supt. Woodbury.

|

School Begins

AMY E. STODDARD

„

Monthly

Recitals with Lessons in Music

and Harmony.
keal
,

Economy in Modern Musical Education.

Studio, 68 Church St

U
o

History

Tel. 149-3

Through choice materials—hygienic processes—
and a sanitary
machinery
plant,
JERSEY VCE CREAM achieves a Purity above the
requirements of the most exacting law.
modern

—

The JERSEY DEALER places purity ahead of

profit.

made.

He pays more—to

JERSEY

give

you the best cream

“Look for the Tripl-SeaV’
CO., LAWRENCE,

ICE CREAM

MASS.

Eor Sale by

READ & HILLS, Druggists.

Modem

WITH

O

(Brick or Bulk)
the law demands.
than
purer

even

j

Begin Your Piano Lessons Now

WHY YOU ARE NERVOUS
•The nervous system is the alarm system
of the human body.
In perfect health we hardly realize that
we have a network of nerves, but when
health is ebbing, when strength is declin.
ing, the same nervous system gives the
alarm in headaches, tiredness, dreamful
sleep, irritability and unless corrected,
leads straight to a breakdown.
To correct nervousness, Scott's Emulsion is exactly what you should take; its
rich nutriment gets into the blood and
rich blood feeds the tiny nerve-cells while
the whole system responds to its refreshing tonic force. It is free from alcohol.
« Scott & Bowse, Bloomfield, ».J.

Sept. 10.

is

n

Dentistry

We would be pleased to have you call at our dental parlors
which are properly equipped with the most modern equipment
known to science.
Mod ern dentistry is no miracle, but simply the long hoped
for reward of patient study. Patience and gentleness are as
necessary as skill and science in dealing with many.
DR. E. S. WEBBER,
DR. S. J. NOYES

HUMPHREYS'

Facts

WITCH HAZE OINTMENT
(COMPOUND)

Root mission.
He has prepared a voluminous report for
Secretary Baker, setting down in detail
the strength and weaknesses of the Rushan military machine, with suggestions
the guidance of the War Department,
t.hile in Russia we traveled 16,000
iles,” he said; “and I did not see a
tiunheti man or a street brawl. The
streets of Petrograd and the other great
cities through which we passed were as
Quiet and orderly as Fifth Avenue,'New
York, or Pennsylvania Avenue, in Washington, on Sunday morning. For a country supposed to be subjected to revolutions and counter-revolutions Russia is
the quitest place I ever have seen. Kerensky is an active, energetic, brilliant man.
He is doing wonderful work. No man
ever had a more difficult position.
The
revolution left Russia with no Governout.
Kerenment—everything was wiped
sky is building a Government. It is an
extrimely hard job, but he is doing well,
and I believe he will succeed despite

Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or
One application
Price 23c., at all

or Burning
brings relief.
druggists or

mailed.
Send Tree

Sample of Ointment to

Humphreys* Borneo. Medicine Company
Street, Xcw York.

15G William

SICK BEASTS
BOOK

treatment of Horses, Cowe
Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sen
free.
Humphreys1 Homeopathic Vet
x
arm ary Medicines. 156 Wiliiir St., N.

The

on

Second

Maine

glccmy

reports.
“The people are behind the Government. Many of the Russians were jgj norant because they were down-trodden
rapid|! for centuries. THcy are awakening
ly. They will make mistakes, but if given
i a fair chance they will build a magnificent

Regiment.

The Springfield Union of Aug. 21st

con-

tains the following highly complimentary
account of the arrival of the Second
Maine

!

Regiment at its Massachusetts

destination:

Big Uvent of Day.
The big event of the day, over-shadowing all else, was the coming of the Second
Maine
The Maine boys are about the
hardest bunch physically that has ever
hit Massachusetts.
They are larger
framed than the Bay State boys, they
have the Down East expression, and are
rangy in gait and action.
Col. Hume’s command Worked like a
well oiled machine. Due to arrive early
this morning, the regiment was delayed
by hot boxes and other railroad trouble
all along the route. The command was
'17 hours making the journey from Augusta, coming by way of Ayer Junction
and Northampton.
The last section containing the baggage
and transport wagons as well as the animals of the supply company and the machine gun company did not arrive until 3
o’clock this afternoon.
When the train did pull in, the dust did
fly. The teamsters of the Second Maine
could give lessons to a gang of furniture
movers.
Every wagon carried double it
accustomed load, and on top of each was
perched six or saven soldiers, riding the
lurching wagons like a troop of bareback
riders.

SOUTH TRYON

--

HOME OF CAMP GREENE
Historic Town in Piedmont Section of North Carolina is One
of Most Favored Cities of the
South—Climate, Water
and Surroundings Unequaled—Ideal Location
For Cantonment.

1

j

j

1UI

pipe the

tuc

UCLUJ1U

ivictiuc

for water. The pipe was !
present but the water was not. Supply
officers of the Second and Sixth Massachusetts did their best and the entire
camp

Maine outfit proved they were just as
good wilh the pick and shovel as with
the rille. They stripped down to undershirts and not oniy dug trenches and laid
the pipe, but tapped the Holyoke water
mains in six places and had the line laid
the entire length of their regimental
street before 6 o’clock.
It was some
stunt and they were glad of it.
It was
the first chance they had had to wash
since leaving Augusta.
The men spoke in the highest terms of
their .commissary arrangements for the
trip. They were given rations of meat,
bread, jam and coffee at the regular meal
hours, and instead of getting their dinner
in camp ate on the trains before detraining for their hike to the camp site. Before leaving Augusta every man was
given a five-day travel ration.
1 he Second Maine was a veritable Zoo
in the line of mascots, Snugly rolled up
in a fuzzy brown ball in a tree overlooking the street of Co. K was their prize, a
three
old bear cub. Ope other

months’

company feas

a

N. O.

CHARLOTTE

Maine Efficiency

Charlotte, the city which ia to be
the transient home of the New England troops, is a historic community,
celebrated for the most part by reason of the fact that it was here that
tie First Declaration of Independence
was executed.
Patriots of Mecklenburg, the county of which Charlotte is
the seat, gathered on a spot now the
central site of the city, marked by
the intersection of its two principal
streets, and without awaiting the later
action in Philadelphia, signed a document in behalf of British independence,
which has become historic, on May
20th, 1776. This date is annually celebrated by the State, with Charlotte
staging its most monumental pageant.
Presidents Roosevelt and Taft, VicePresident Marshall and President Wilson have ail been the distinguished
guests of honor on the occasions of
these celebrations, President Wilson
having made the principal address and
being the central figure in the celebration on May 20th. IBifi.
Charlotte is. moreover, the metropolis of North Carolina. Its population

is 50.000 ami it is the most favored of
all Carolina cities in many activities,
notably that of cotton manufacturing.
Within a radius of 50 miles of Charlotte are 400 cotton mills with a payroll of $30,000,000 a year and having
Its own prinover 400.000 employees.
cipal industry is cotton manufacture
and the manufacture of by-products of
cotton. It is the main distributing center of the Carolinus being State headquarters for more automobile distributing agencies than any other city in

The improved section of Myers Park,
the handsome and fashionable residential suburb of Charlotte, will be
utilized for some division
of the

guardsmen,

perhaps

the

avlaton

Ann, men, there will
be
several
hundred acres used for maneuver

grounds, located six miles east of the
city on a stretch of sandy loam that
can be easily used
during any period
of excessive precipitation.
To get the camp for Charlotte theie
has been no stintedness on the part of
the progressive peopfe of Charlotte.
Whatever charges had to be met for
the use of any and all of the
nearly 10,000 acres available, have been borne
the
business
by
men of Charlotte who
have an appreciation of what it means

Probate

j

monkey equipped with

■■

grarted,

Children cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.

A t:ue copy

Attest
('has E.

Johnson, Register.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subhereby gives notice that hr has been
duly appointed admit istrator, with the will an| iitxed, f the eeli u of
WARREN GORDON, late cf Km x.
ir. the Cour.iy of Wa’do, deepest d. end riven
herds pb the law directs. AM persons having
scriber

i.ematids agaii bi the ttii ie oi said deceased
wme for Fcttle>,•re desired to present the
r»-ent, and ah’ indebted the1 *to are requested
make payment immediately.
i RED W DROW N, Jr.

Marshall and the President have not met
a few Whit*.House functions
for many months.
If the President should die it would be
of the highest importance that the Vice
President should fully understand what
the war program had been, even if he did
not entirely approve of the plans.
Lincoln’s

pointed

wBEssmss

executrix

or

the last will and testa-

ment of
Y.

M. C. A. BUILDING, CHARLOTTE, N

C.

Belfast,
WILLIE IT. SNOW7,
County of Waldo, deceased All persons
of said deestate
the
demands
having
against
ceased are desired to present the same for set
are
thereto
requested
tlement, and all indebted
to make payment immediately.
LILLIAN M. SNOW.
Belfast, Maine, August 14, 1917.
late of

in the

Free

Lewiston Fair.
Harvest time and fair time is swinging
with it comes the Maine

around, ,and

State Fair, at

Lewiston, Sept. 3, 4, 5,

6—a

says the management, with
stellar vaudeville attractions, big entries
new

fair,

and sensational flights
by Walter Bullock, the youngest aviator
in the country. There will be bigger dis-

in the horse

races

plays of farming implements and machinery, more fakirs on the midway and
more

life and fun at the fair

htan ever in its

history.

generally,

Navigation

School.

The government maintains a free navigation school in Rockland. Two classes
have been graduated.

From those gradu-

EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE The subscriber
class, 7 are in Boston
hereby gives notice that she has been duly
licenses, and expect sailing appointed executrix of the last will and testa-

ated from the first
with their

Nine have gradua short time.
ated from the second class and will go to

orders in

Bangor for examination. The following
students have entered for the school
which begins this week: Elmer B. Crocker, Rockland; Ernest E. Ray, Ellsworth;
Lewis J. Burns, Friendship; Winifred M.
Larrabee, Winterport; and Charles R.

Lane, Rockport.

The Kind You Have
'l Bears the

ment of

HERBERT F RICHARDS, late of
Lincolnvile,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
MABEL A. RICHARDS.
Lincolnville, Maine, August 14,1917,

Always Bought
of

Signature

_

Way.

Lincoln may have been (and probably
was) highly exasperated at times by the
operations of his advisory board of statesBut he

men.

that the

war

large enough to know
fighting was not ex-

was

he

■

was

clusively his war; he

too sensible to
withdraw to an inner room in the White
House and shut himself off from all personal intercourse with the legislators; be
was too shrewd to build up a dead wall
between the Executive and the co-ordinate department to which he must ever
look for tne sinews of war. and he was
practically masterful enough to dread no
rivalry in his own constitutional field ot
supreme authority.—New York Sun.

Over 30 Years.

was

At a Probate Court, nein at
Belfast, within and
for the County of
Waldo, on the second
luesday of August, A. D. 1917.

A certain instrument, purpcrlirg to be the
last will aid testament of Mary F Delanc.late
ot W int*rport, in said County ol Waldo, debeen presented for probate
ceased, having
with petition praying that said will be proved
aid allowed ard that letters testamentary
to Warren Delano, the* executcr named
isrUt
the rein, without bond, as provided in said will.
Ordered, That r.r t'ce be given to all persons
interested ly causing a coj y ot this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
Rej ublican Journal, a newspaper published at
B. Ira t, in sprd County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, with
in and for strd County, on the second Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock before oi n, and show c use,if any they have.why
he same should not be proved, approved and
allowed and petition granted.
HaKRYE BANGS, Judge.
A true copy
Attest:

At a Probate Court held at Bell
for the County of Waldo, on tin
August. A. D. 1917

A certain
instrument, purporting to be the
,as*
and test»ntent and codicil of
George
L Brackett, late of
Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for
probate, with a petition praying ihat said will
ar.d codicil be proved and allowed
and administration of said estate, with the
will annexed,
be granted to Elizabeth L.
Brackett of Belfast
m the County of
Waldo, without bo- d the
executor named in said will and
codicil being
deceased.

FRANK H, BEEDE, trustee

.*

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County cf Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of August, A, 1>. 1917.

A tiue

copy.

to all persohs
of this order to
successively in The

Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear at
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
for said

the second Tuesda.v of
County,
oeptemoer next,at ten of the clock before n >on,
and show cause, it
any they have, why the
same should not be
approved, approved and
allowed and petition granted.
on

A true copy.

a

l0r

j

and final account of
tate for allowance.

t. dm in is

tr alien of Baid

es-

Ordered, that notice thereol be given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County. that all peisons interested n ay attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast on the
11th day of September next, and show cause,
if any they have, why the said account should
not he allowed,
weeks

a

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
Attest:

A true copy.
(

has

E. Johnson, Register.

hereby tivtfc notice that
appointed executor of the
ment

The subscriber
he has been duly
last will and testa-

or

GEORGE W. CROCKETT, late of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands egainst the estate cf said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make pajment immediately
HERBERT L. CROCKETT.
Winterport, Maine, August 14 1917.
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The sub
scriber hereby gives notice that on the 10th
day of April, A, D. 1917, she wai duly appointed administratrix ot the estate of
GUSTAVUS C. KILGORE, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ar.d was
then a re sident of Belfast, Maine, but having
removed since my appointment into another
State, in compliance with the provisions of Section 41 of Chapter €4 of the Revised Statutes,
I hereby appoint Frank I. Wilson of Belfast,
Maine, my authorized agent.
ABBIE O. KILGORE.
Medford, Maas., August 14* 1917.

j

!

h

3

\

Ordered, That notice be given t.
interested by causn g a copy of
be published three weeks succes.
Republican Journal a newspaper
Beliast. in said Couniy, that thev
at a Probate
Court,to be held at 1

\
\

in and for said County, on the see
of September next, at ten of the
noon, and show cause, if any th
the same should not be proved,
;ip;
allowed and the petition granted
HARRY K. BAN',
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. E. Johns*

j
\
i
;

WALDO SS. In Court of Prub
Belfast, on the 14th day of Am
James 11. Perkins, administrate!
of Hattie C. Perkins, late of Bel
County, deceased having presto
and final account of admini-trb
tate for allowance.

j

Ordered, that notice thereof b
successively, in 1 he Reput-.i
newspaj er published in h. if .-t
that
a!i persons interested n
ty,
Probate Court, to be held at Lilith day of September next, and
if any they have, why the said aci
not be allowed
HARRY E. BANGS.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. L-l. Johnson
weeks

a

i

WALDO SS. in Court of Ivor
Belfast, on ihe 14th day .f Augi,

bert D. Bradstreet, executor of the
testanunt of Sarah A. White, 1
in said County, deceased, having
first and final account of admim •;
estate for allowance,

■<

J

Ordered, that notice thereof i
successively in The lb put
newspaper published in Bt ifas
ty, that all persons interested n
Probate Court, to be held ui B« i;
[lay of September next, and she a
they have, why the said accuunt
allowed.
HARRY E. BAN
A true copy. Attesi:
Chas E Johnso-

weeks

;

a

WALDO SS. In Court of Pi
[tel fas i,on the i4'h day of Aug us
L Dodge, administrator of the eK Dodge, late of Burnham, ir> s
ceased, having presented hi.- ti
admini-tration of said estate fot

Ordered, that notice
weeks

j

I
\

thereof

successively in The Repul

Bella
newspaper published
ty, that all persons interested r;
Probate Court, to be held at Belli,
day of September next, and sh--w
they have, why the said accou
be allowed.

a

in

t

HARRY E.BANI
A true copy.

AtLst:
t has E.

Johnson

of Pr
of A
of th*
in sa
ceased. Paving presented her
account of administration of -a
allowance.
WALDO SS.
In Court
Belfast, on the 14th day
Sarah J- Childs, executrix
E. Pierce, late of Belfast,

granted.

HARRY E BANGS, Judge.
A tiue copy. Attest:
C has. E. Johnson, Register.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14th day of August, 1917. ArAt a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
thur H. Gi'man,administrator of the estate of
for the County of Waldo, on the second
David C. Gilman, late of Liberty, in said CounTuesday of August, A. D. 1917.
ty, deceased, having presented his second ard |
A certain instrument, j urportir.g to be the
final account of administration of said estate
>
last will and testament of Daniel
Bowen,
for allowance.
Ordered, that notice '.hereof be given, three late of Morrill, in said County of Waldo, debeen
for
presented
probate j
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, ceased, having
with petition praying that said will may be
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Counproved and allowed and that letters testamentv, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 1 Ith tary issue to Gracie E. Bowen, the execuitrx
day of September next, and show c uee, if any named therein, without bond, as provided in
they have, why the said account should Dot said will.
be allowed,
Order* d, That notice be given to all persons
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
A tiue copy. Attest:
published three weeks successively in The
Chas E. Johnson, Register.
p
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at at a Probate Court to bo held at Belfast, within
of
on
the
14'h
1917
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
Belfast,
August,
day
Frances E. Carey, administratrix of the estate September next, at ton of the clock before noon
and show cause, if any they have, why the same,
of John C. Carey, late of Moutville, in said
County, deceased, having presented tier first should not be proved, approved ar.d allowed
—

\

jj

A certain instrument, ut
p
peni
last will and testament of J-1
late of Northport. in said C. u:
deceased, having been present^:
with petition praying that said w
3
and allowed and that letters
;
issue to Edward A. Rossittr,
;
named therein.

1

Attest:

MARRY E. BAN
Attest:
c'was. B. Johnson

]

|

.•

At a Probate Court held at Belfa,
for the County of Waldo,on the
day of August. A. L). 1917.

BARRY E. BANGS. Judge.
Atruecipy. Attest:
Ch.'S E. Johnson. Register.
At

j

to all persons interested
by cuuti:
this order to be published three w
sively in The Republican Jouri al
published at Belfast, in eaid Corn
may appear at a Probate Court.
Belfast, within and for said Com
day of Beptt mber, A.D. 1917, at ter
before noon, and show cause, if any
v.’hy the prayer of sai i petition.
be granted.

a

and

\
j

ui

testament of Lucy A
Northport, in said Court
deceased, having presented his tir
trusteeship for allowance.
Ordered, that the eaid petit

Ordered, That notice be given
a

I
j

will and
late of

by causing
copy
interested
be published three weeks

be

Chas E, Johnson, Register,

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has l een duly ap-

j

The Kind You Have Always Bought has borne the signature of Cbas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations and
“
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

except at

Brooks, Maine, August 14, 1917.

refuses to

let steel go into The Netherlands for shipping purposes unless the Dutch agree to
devote the ships to German uses for a
period of five years after the war. Secretary Lansing has received unofficial advices to that effect, also that Germany
has refused to let Holland have more
coal unless Dutch miners are sent to her
mines to get it out. The State department’s information is that Holland has
replied that if the terms regarding steel
are insisted upon, the Dutch shipyards
will be shut down. The allotment of coal
by Germany to Holland is exhausted and
Dutch industries are said to be in need of
fuel.

ERT K. ICESERVEY, Miniiruptrat'r of <he
eett te of Sarah E. Meseivey, late of Libeliy,
io said County ol
aido, dee eased, having
F

lfc< e. id paiitijner give notice
all persons ir tertst^d by c. ue:rg a eopy of
this ord* to be published three w eeks su'.cess.vtly i.: Tl e Repubucue Journal. mwspaeer
! uhlfrhcd r;t Belfast. in fa d County, *ha> they
m?v ay jrenv at. a Pr >hate CMuit, to b‘* held at
untv.o the 11th
PeMV‘1, within and for h
day ot tsepten'bei, A.D 1917, at t en of the clock
be tore noon, and alio* Ctiuse, if any they have,
why the praytr of said petitioner should not

Germany is increasing her economic
now

through the working out of his
policy of isolation has apparently placed
the Vice President in the same category
with senators and representatives. Mr.

dent

Belfast, within and
on the l4t' Q3J oi

to

■Germany Oppiesses tioiland.

Holland and

At h imbrue Court h* d m
iur the C» untv of Wa.do,
August, A b 1917

County.
Ordered, That

some.

on

is not the result of any

Notices.

preset t;d a petition paying fir a li?ersc to
tell and cor" ey at public or private sale, cer
t -in re-! estate of said d-ceapod end *ie; crib. d
i
paid petition, ri'uated in Liberty, io said

If there was censorship on the news of
the troop movement, there wasn’t any
censorship among the soldiers.

pressure

Apparently, thjs

lack of sympathy with the aims and objects of the Administration on the part of
Mr. Marshall. It is only that the Presi-

JUST EAT, SLEEP AND WORK

There will be 12,000 horses in the
artillery division and another site will
be requisitioned for the accommodation of these.

collar arid a khaki uniform.
Another
outfit has two Mexican goats which they
Sack
with
them
from
brought
Laredo,
Texas, when they returned from the border last year. Every command has at
least one dog, and some more. For ugly
looking specimens of dogdom, the Second
Maine has the palm.
The Maine regiment traveled in five
sections, 88 cars being required to transport the regiment. The boys are aiso
proud of their regimental band, which
they say is a crack organization.
Every man in it but one is a college
man.
They are drawn from the University of Maine at Orono, Colby college and
Bowdoin. The majority were at the
Mexican border last year. All the way
down in their section they enlivened the
trip by playing ragtime airs and this

helped

touch with the President on every
item of the war program and it is begining to be a subject Of concern and comment in Congress.

|

corps.

to have a city of equal size to the
the two States. Its skyscrapers are present proportions of Charlotte in
office buildings tenanted by represen- point of population spring up almost
tatives of Northern and Eastern firms over night just on the outskirts.
The construction work
and corporations whose range of acwill
have
tivities is over North and South Caro- been completed at the present rate of
lina. the Southern branches of these progress by the time the last contingent of the 50,000 or more soldiers
institutions being centered Jiere.
The aggregate cost of the canton who are coming here will arrive.
A
ment when it shall have been made veritable army of laborers are engaged
will
be
between
now clearing up underbrush,
ready for the troops
burning
$2,000,000 and $2,500,000. There will be the green trees that have been felled
from historic forests, laying beds for
an aggregate of nearly 2.000 buildings
of wooden construction. In addition to the concrete military roads, building
thousands of tents. The wooden struc- barracks and mess houses, leveling
tures are barracks, mess halls, hospi- and filling up ditches and otherwise
tals, officers’ headquarters and every converting the landscape of cotton
other essential of a city for an armv fields and wooded lands into a city for
the habitation of man.
numbering 50.000 man.

A Washington dispatch states that
Vice President Marshall is plainly out of

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
the County of Waldo, on the 14th
day of
August, A. I) 1917
OSCAR A. GOOCINS, administrator with
Chas, E. Johnson, Register.
I the will
annexed, of the estate of Irene V.
late of Starsrnont, in said County
Poland,
At u Prolate Court held at Belfas', within and
of Waldo, deceased,
f« r the County of W'aldo, on the 14th day of
having presented a petition praying that the cctual market value of
August, A. D., 1917
said estate, the persons interested in the sucLDGAR W. DYER of Thorndike, in the cession
thereto, and the amount of the inCounty ol Waldo, widower of Anna D. Dyer, heritance tax thereon,
may be determined by
late of Thorndike, in said County of Waldo, the
Judge of Probate.
deceased, having presented a petition praying
that an allowance may be made to him from
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to ail persons interested
th** personal estate of said deceased.
by causing a copy of
this oraer to be pubiished tnree weeks sucOrdered, That the said petitioner give notice
in
Steamer Saved.
The
to ail persons interested by causing a copy^sf cessively
Republican Journal, a newsthi order to be published three weeks succes- paper published at Belfast, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate
ir.
The
Court, to be
a
sively
Republican
Journal,
The British steamer City- of Lahore,
newspaper bold at
Belfast, within and for said County, on
frcm an Oriental port with 53 passengers published at Bellast, in said county, that they the 11th
of
A.
L).
day
September,
at.
a
1917, at ten j
Pr« bate Court, to be held at
and a S2,COO,000 cargo ran on the rocks may appear
of the clock before noon,and show
cause, if any
Belfast, within andfor said County, on the 11th
ofT the New England coast during a thick
they
have,
the
of
said petitionerwhy
prayer
day of Septem er, A. D 1917, at ten of the
fog but later floated and reached port clock before noon, and show cause, if any they should not be granted.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
without assistance. Seme of her forward have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
A true copy.
Attest:
rivets were started, causing a leak and not be granted.
Chas. E Johnson, Register.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
after discharging the ship will be dryA true copy. Attest:
docked for examination.
At H probate Court held at Belfast, within ari
Chas. E.
Johnson,Register.
for the County nf Waldo, on the 14th day of
August, A. 1) 1917.
A' a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
ROSE M. DAVIS of Belfast, in the County
tor the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
of Waldo, guardian of Lena May Weaver, of
August, A. D 1917
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, having j
That is all that some people do.
THE WALUO TRUST COMPANY, a cor- presented a petition praying that she may be :
They are deprived of all the higher
poration duly organized ar d having its princi- licensed to sell at private sale in accordance |
things in life, all the pleasures and joys pal place of business at Belfast, in the County with an advantageous
off-, r therefor, certain
of existence because ill health has robof Waldo and State of Maine, executor of the real estate belonging to her said ward, situated
j
bed therrt of their efficiency and ordilust will and testament of Maitland B. Smith, in Warren, in the
County of Knox, and delate ol Hartford, in the State of Connecticut, scribed in said petition.
nary duties now take so much time
deceased, having presented a petition praying
that there is no opportunity for relaxOrdered, that the said petitioner give notice j
tn.it it may bo licensed to sell at public or
ation and social pleasures.
to ail persons interested
causing a copy of ;
private sale certain real estate belonging to this order to be j ublished by
Are you like that? If you are, look
three weeks success.iid de ceased, situated in Belfast, in the Counin the Republican Journal, a newspaper
sively
Into your own case and see if worry is
ty of Waldo, and described in said petition.
published at Belfast, in said County, time they
not responsible for much of your
O dered. That he said petitioner give notice may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
trouble. See if you do not fret over
l
ill persons interested by causing a copy of Belfast, within and for said C uuty, on the 11th
little things and scold when you could
D 1917, at ten of the
this trdcr to be published three weeks suc- day of September, A
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
just as well be pleasant.
c- tsively in The Republican Journal, a newsThe disorder which causes its vief ims
paper published at Be rast, in said Corn ty, that have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
to worry whether they have anything
•hey n ay appear at a Pr; bate C< urt, to be held not be granted.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
a« Belfast, within ard for said C unty. on the
to worry about or not is neurasthenia.
j
A true copy.
Attest:
ilth day of September, A. D, 1917, at ten of
It is the great American disease.
Chas.
E. Johnson. Register.
•he
before
clock
if
noon, and show cause,
any
The patient is usually pale, showing
ikey have, why the prayer of said petitioner
that the blood is thin, and the first
should not be grafted.
At & Prcb te Court held at Belfast, within and
tiling to do is to build up the blood
|
HARRY E BANGS, a edge.
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
because anything that builds up the
A true copy
Attest:
A. D 1917.
August,
C has L. Johnson, Register.
general health helps to correct the
S. L. FAIRCHILD of Searsport, in the Counneurasthenic condition.
of Waldo, creditor of Susan E. Au«plund,
WALL O SS. In Court of Probate, held at ty
Dr. Williams’ Pink Tills are an ideal
late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo,
Belfast, on the 14th cay of August, 1917, Fred
Ionic for this condition because they
deceased, having presented a petition pra ing
W Brown, Jr administrator of the estate of
are non-alcoholic and
neurasthenic
that the said S, L. Fairchild, or seme other
J >ei H. Grout, late of Knox, in said County, suitable
patients should avoid alcoholic stimuperson may be appointed administradeceased, having presented his first and final tor of the
estate ol said deceased.
lants. Write today to the Dr. Williams
account of administration of said estate for
Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y., for
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
allowance.
booklets on the nerves and diet. Your
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
Ordered, That notice thereof be given three
this older to be published three weeks succesown druggist sells Dr. Williams’ Pink
Weeks successively, in Th Republican Journal,
sively in the Republican J urnal, a newspaper
Pills.
a newspaper publiched in Belfast, in SJ'.id Counpublished at Belfast, in said County, that they
ty, that all persons interested n ay attend at a
at a Probate Court, to be held at
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the may appear
within and for said County, on the 11th
litic day of Septen her next, nd show cause, if Belfast,
of
day
September, A.i). 1917,ai ten of the clocka y they have, why the said account should
before neon, end show cause, if any they have,
not he allowed.
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
HARRY E, BANGS, Judge.

In addition to this central camp or
cantonment center, there will be other
locations for specific divisions of this
vast array of guardsmen.
There will
be an aviation field of hundreds of
acres; a remount, station
of
equal
area, a rifle range,
artillery range, this
latter having as its objective King's
Mountain of revolutionary fame. It is
approximately 15 miles distant from
the main cantonment.
The aviation squad will number 2,600
airmen with half that number of machines.
This will be stationed east
of the city.

for

republic.
Today they ate looking to America as
their friend. They have faith in us, and
when we fulfil their hopes by helping
them to luild a democratic government
we will have their everlasting friendship
ard gratitude.
“Kotnilefl ard Erusikff are magnificent soldiers.
1 was with them and had
an excellent opportunity to get an idea of
tl eir ability. Russia has 10,(00,tCCtroops.
Most of them arc well trained now. They
have had three pears of it and they are
now about fit.
‘“'What the aimy needs principally
frcm the United States is locomotives
and cars. The trans-Siberian line is in
magnificent shrj e, despite reports to the
ccntraiy, except ioi the shortage of rolling stock.
“If we supply locomotives fast enough
we will be ol
tiemendcus assistance to
the armies in the field. 1 have seen reports that ti e Fustians are r.ot properly
trained in the use t f artillery-. These reports are false. I watched them using
their guns, and I have ever seen better
work.
f “1 have read much about the breakdown of the Russian offensive. No matter what the results were, Russia today
is doing a magnificent piece of work for
the Allies. Her armies are compelling
ISO German and Austrian divisions to remain on the Eastern front constantly. If
Russia contributes nothing more to the
Allies this defensive campaign will continue to be of the greatest value. The
men realize that they have been fooled
by German a gusts and they are Hocking
back to the regiments.
Discipline has
been re-established.”

The “Wall Street” of Charlotte

Their huge motor truck, was in commission and although their baggage wagons and tenttige did not arrive until late
in the day, so fast did the men work,
that last night nearly every command
was sleeping under canvas, the hospital
tent was up and the outfit was settled
practically in its own home. Even after
dark the work continued under the flames
from roaring fires. If the men had been
given another hour of daylight, every
man jack
of them would have been
housed.
If yesterday was any sample of the future, Massachusetts will have to hustle
to keep up with Maine.
It was a sight to
watch the Pine Tree Staters at their
duties.
Not a grumble nor a complaint, j
Their officers watched things move with
a careful eye.
Only two small tents were
pitched last night by the officers. Most
of them rolled in their blankets, stretched themselves under stubby trees and I
went to sleep.
They were tired out i
thoroughly, for in addition to two formal I
reviews prior to their departure on Sunday, the men made the trip in day
coaches. It was a case of the men first,
the officers made the best of things afterward.
Experience in Maine woods and lumber camps came to their aid. Everything
cooked for the men, and the rations were
ample, was snacked up over real camp !
tires, such as they use when they rattle a
spoon in a pan for a dinner call.
The
cooks didn’t bother to wait for the field !
kitchens. They went to it and served |
the stulf piping hot.
to

STREET, CHARLOTTE,

Unfortunate If True.

Russia.

Major Gen. Scott, Chief of Staff of
the Aimy, has teen in Russia and returned to Washington last week with the

For
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Ordered, that notice thereof be
weeks successively, in The K*
na), a newspaper published in !•<
County, that all persons interest d
at a Probate Court, to be held
<

the 11th day of September tu
c use, if any they have, why tne
should not he allowed.
HARRY E BAN*
A true copy. Attest:
t has. E. Johnson
WALDO SS.

In Court of 1'm'
'•

Belfast, on the 14'h day of August.
S. Coffin, administrator, with tin
of the estate of Benjamin Ames,
diiie, in said County, deceiised, 0;.
1

ed l.is final account of admin nr
estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof bweeks successively, in The K» ]•'
and petition granted.
nal, a newspaper published in 1
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
C»unty, that all persons int* inA true copy. Attest:
at a Probate Court, to be h<
tend
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
on the 11th day of September nex
cause, if any they have, why U
In Court of Probate, held at j
WALDO SS
should not be allowed
Belfast, on the 14th day of August, 1917. Oscar
HARRY E. BAN
A, Googins, administrator, with the will anA true c >py. Attest:
nexed, of the estate of Irene V. Poland, late I
( has. E Johnson
of Searsmont, in said County, deceased, having
presented his first and final account of adminWALDO SS. In Court of Prot.
istration of said estate for allowance.
Belfast, on the 14 h day of Augur
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three E Smart, administrator of their1
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, | W, Whitcomb, late of Searspoit
a newspaper published in
Belfast, in said ty, deceased, having presented 1
County, that ail persons interested may attend I final account of administrati
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
for allowance.
the 11th day of September next, and show j
Oidered. that notice thereof i■
I
cause, if any they have, why the said account
weeks successively, in The Kt, oi
should not be allowed.
a
newspaper published in Belli
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
County, that ail persons interested
A true copy. Attest:
at a Probate Court, to he held m
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
the llth day of Sepumher next,
the
WALDO SS. In Cou’t of Probate, held at cause, if any they have, why
should not be allowed.
Belfast, on the 14th dav of August, *917. Sarah
BAN
E.
HARRY
A. Davis, administratrix of the estate of Alonzo
A true copy. Attest:
E. Davis, late of Jackson, in said County, deChas. E. Johnson, l
ceased, having p*esented her second and final
estate
for
of
said
account of administration
NOTICE
allowance.
scriber hereby gives notice that she
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three duly appointed administratrix of tie
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
ALLEN COODWIN, late of M
a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
a>
County, that all persons interested may attend in the County of Waldo, deceased,
at a Probate Court, to be held at Del last, on bonds as the law directs, Ail pei->
8“"'
show
of
and
estate
of
the
the 11th day
demands against
September next,
the same for s*
cause, if any they have, why the said account are desired to
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should not be allowed.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

present
^
indebted thereto are requestpayment immediately
INcora ^ u0oL)VV
Montville, Maine, July 10, 1917 32p
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will all be there

One farmer in Maine has done some
deep thinking on the prpdent conditions
of things; doubtless
others have done the
same thing, but he has
expressed himself.
1 have a big
farm, a farm in the richest

AT THE

Ijl^aine

State Fair

and most arable part of the
State, and for
years I have made a business
of raising
hay as many of those around me have
done. To begin
with,
we have
perhaps
been a little lazy about
it; a hay crop is
an easy one to care for and
the work is
over soon.
We can raise our own vegetables and so on in a
garden, put the rest
into hay, and have more
leisure time
than in any other fashion of
handling the
farm. But let me tell you
thatin spite of
the fact labor is going to be
scarcer prehaps than ever, I am done with hay for
some time to come.
Two years ago 1
stored through the season 40
tons for
which there was no market. Last
year I
had about a hundred tons left on
my
hands and this year I am
cutting as much
more, which must be baled and stored for
I can see‘
the fact that
u
there is demand for it abroad the
hay
business to my mind is a
thing of the
past. It’s natural gasoline wells and not
hay farms that a fellow would like to
own nowadays.
Automobiles have supplanted horses so largely that there is no
call for hay; dairy produce is tremendously high, but the cows are scarcer and
beef creatures an almost unknown
quanIn Maine, hay is packed in huntity.
dreds of barns in this State, covered with
heavy insurance, and not called for. I

“The Fair That Heads ’Em All”

I LEV

ISTOM

sEPTc'f, 4*5*6.

More Attractions, Wonders and Sensations Than Ever
in The History of the Fair.
THE SENSATIONAL FEATURE

H,.,
TFD
H W p *-1 crt

AMERICA’S YOUNGEST and
Dill I OOlf
dulluv/PVmost daring aviator.

recently gave Exhibitions at Boston that were of |the Kind
Bullock will Fly Twice Daily Regardless of wind,
He (lies i,n a Curtis 90 H. P. Exhibition Airplane.

k

Thrill.

il
tc.

a

| »%ia|

FULL OF PEP WITH LIVE WIRE ENNo dull
TERTAINERS AND FAKIRS.

A w

VI I U W M T

A

Something doing all the time.

moments.

fl\audeville

and Band Concerts
DAILY

1

am

horse races

EXHIBITION DISPLAYS
of the masters in St.
Dr. Jackson,
Paul’s school, and a classmate of Mr.
Peck at Harvard College, spent a few
one

I11

Ritchie is spending
relatives in Bradford.

few

a

days recently at the Peck cottage.
An auto party consisting of Mr. P. O.
Baker, Miss Frank Ayer, Mrs. Carrie
Ayer, Miss Susie Copp and Mrs. Lucy

of Roxbury, Mass.,
C. Neaiey’s several days

was

.iter

K.

IHarquail
Club

was

Marden, spent

hostess for

Saturday

lie

and Mr.

turned to their homes in Howard and

Providence,

;laleyFairbanks of Unity recently

:

R. I.

Mrs. R. S. Brier of Winter Hill, Mass.,
and Mrs. W. N. Brier of Detroit,

Mr.

f visit at the home of her

Mich.,

Libby.

1:

and Mrs. Lewis of Roxbury, Mass.,

few days in town recently, guests
of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Iiurd.

spent

Hints was in Waterville Aug.
nd the monthly meeting of

a

PROSPECT.

Union.
A. Johnston and James
ort Fairfield were callers at

F.

L.

of

Chase

Rockland called

on

friends here recently.

ail’s recently.

Miss Doris Doty of W interport recently visited her aunt, Mrs. H. A. Blanchard.

Walter Reed of Fort Fair-

’. rs.

day in Augusta recently.

a

Mrs. Carrie Ayer and daughter Frank,
P. O. Baker who spent two
weeks in town at C. M. Hurd’s, have re-

afternoon,

Horace Croxford of East
been guests of Mr. and

;rs.

■'

(Winterport.)

CORNER,

>

guests for several days of
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. C. Ward and Miss
,an and family.
called on relatives here Aug. 19th.
Uwood of Pownal arrived at Erma
cii

f her daughter, Mrs. C.
g 17th for a week’s visit,

i

E.

been

rice White of West Winterguest, Miss Martha Smith

It,.

end.

Jewett,

B.

C.

Mrs. Geo. Ginn and children of Brooklyn, N. Y., lately visited Mrs. C. M.

accomp-

ett and family went to Sears,lo Aug. 19th, taking Mrs. AnMass., ^o
:ison of Wollaston,

Littlefield.

family, Harold
and Miss Daisy Young, M. A.
family and L. A. White and
ments

Cunningham of

A. E.

Swanville visited in town for the week-

W. N. York and C. O.
s.
itored to Newport and called
■s and friends.

roy

Rockport has

guest of her nephew, Josiah Coland Mrs.

Mr.

White.

■

of

son.

have been week-end guests

iMrs,

a

Leach

Laura

Mrs.

and

Eames.
Mr.

and Mrs. F.

Morrill, Aug. 20th,

|

L.
at

Ward

visited at

the home of Mr.

Delbert Paul.
J.

Wright of Portland,

representing

the Vermont Marble Company,
town Aug 17th.

was

Right Idea.

in

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. L. Weed of Somer-

flnnp with hau

Ibis fall I am going to plow up acres
and acres of my hay fields, and next
spring I am going into raising grain, both
wheat and oats and fodder corn in abundance. I am going to raise enough
grain to
feed the amount of cows which I intend
to buy, and to feed the pigs which I intend to raise.
I shall have a lot of them
too; I shall let them run in the fields all
as
the southern people do, and
summer,
in the fall kill olf for market. I believe
it is the thing which hundreds of our
Maine tarmers must do, if we want to
live in the future. Raising cattle and
hens and hogs means more confinement
on the farm.
They must be fed regularly
and fed well.
They mean more work,
but I believe they are the salvation of
this State. Milk, butter, eggs, chickens
are way in the air; pork is almost
prohibitive, though good sweet, clean kept, corn
raised young porkers are the best eating
in the world, ana always salable. I am
going to make chickens for market a
point of my endeavors, and I am doing
this in the face of fewer workmen than
ever before because I
believe it is the
right and only thing for this State today.
That is, the lower part of the State; of
course the northern part can stick to its
potatoes, though a rotation of produce
wouldn’t hurt that section either.
We
must become more nearly self-supporting
and wecan do it, if we face the factthatit
means more work for us.
Work isn’t the
worst thing in the world, however; the
worst thing is fora man to see his markets
slipping away, falling away, and not put
out his hand to save it.
“There is a heap of talk these days
about what women can do to help out the
country. There is the thing they can do.
They can tend chickens aiul they can
learn to milk cows. They can puli mustard in corn fields, and help actively in
the harvesting of grain. They can do almost any part of work which calls for
tending of pigs and they will come to it,
if conditions keep on. i believe this State
can be one of the best producers of these
things, once it gets the idea into its head,
and I wouldn’t wonder if perhaps my
plain duty is to try it out, and show the
neighbors whose barns are stulfed with
unwanted hay, and covered with high insurance as mine are, that it can be done
and done profitably. Anyhow, I am going
to try it out.
“So come round next summer and see
my piggies and chickens and calves too,
if I can find them. While it may not pay
to raise young stock for marKet, so long
as milk is getting 11 and 12 cents a quart
it ought to pay to raise a few more cows
than we have now. 1 may see it all wrong,
bat this is my honest opinion.”—Houlton
Times.

ville, Mass, visited Mrs. Weed’s grandmother, Mrs. Gooding Grant lately.
outing.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Dow, Master Earl,
HIGH PRICES IN 1864.
and Mrs. C. M. Conant called
Ruth and Mrs. C. Id. Gray made a
Baby
RobertR.
G.
Mrs.
daughter,
To older residents of Bangor who had
trip in the Dow’s new car, Aug. 19fh to
aville recently, and found her
charge of family purse strings during the
Bangor.
Civil war, present high prices of food are
y satisfactorily after a serious
Mrs. F. E. Harding returned August not so sensational as they may seem to
weeks.
(
17th from a live days’ auto trip through those who have never known such figMrs. R. C. Nealey were in
ures before.
In 1864, the best grade of
Northern Maine, having called on friends,
flour sold at $18 a barrel in Bangor, a
ntly. Mr. Nealey is one of
guests, have been at Swan

aien
vas

in the second call of the
there for the physical ex-

.vhich he passed.
Mrs.

1
Bussey and guest,
Veils of Lynn, Mass Mrs. L.
and daughter Margaret, have

recently bought by
Buxton, for a few weeks’

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Marden and daughter Rut.h, of W. Medford, Mass., are guests
of the former’s mother and sister, Mrs.
Ueeba G Marden and MissH. K.. Marden.
DODGE’S CORNER.

farm

:ie
at

Mrs.

J.

D.

Foss entertained

"vening, Aug. 11th, in honor
birthday anniversary of their
ugene Buzzell, Jr., of Revere,
is spending the summer with
young people enjoyed games
n which was decorated with
lanterns. Master Eugene reIce cream,
iny pretty gifts.
fancy cookies were served by
■

■

"

and relatives there.

Foss.

Waldo M. Chapin of New York arrived
Aug. 21st for a two weeks’ visit with his
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Geo. E. Chapin.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Matthews and
family of Massachusetts are spending
two weeks at the E. A. Matthews’ cottage.
Mrs. C. E. Hills, son Charles and daughter Beatrice of South Natick, Mass., arrived last week and opened their bungalow Wabessa, for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Clarridge of Milcame through in their auto
and visited her sister and husband, Mr.

ford, Mass.,

and Mrs. H. Peabody Farnham at Uncle

1IBER1 Y.

Tom’s Cabin,

I'tt
:

of

r a

Winstead, Conn.,

is at his

few weeks' stay.

Hide Hurd of Pittsfield is visitlister, Mrs. Robert Peck, and
ri

lives.

Dr. Charles

1

stay with friends.

Cargill and family who spent
the Grant cottage, have
their home in Pittsfield,

t

re-

ad Mrs. Charles Norton of How1 are passing a two weeks’ va-

1

11

the home of his brother, A. H.

■’Won,
r

and
1

a

Mrs. Robert Peck who have

trip to the White Mountains

friends,t'Jttage.
"5,ss

f?,

have

Horothy Spear

retarned

of

to

their

Belfast,who

has

hanging a few days with friends in
inw Cottage on the
island, has rehome.

1

dmaster Gray has made a business
Boston. He visited on his way
'er, Mrs. Guy Vickery in Augusta,
'a few
days.
lr

and

Mrs. George Meservey who
been working in Augusta for the
,“M year, are at their home here for a
,v
weeks’ stay.

c^3t
,,

Walter

Young and daughter
‘]-3 went to Augusta Aug. 19th for a
,‘lay8’ visit with Mrs. Young’s broth-

Bradgtreet.

Hills

and

EAST SEARSMONT.
Ada Cross of Morrill is visiting Mrs. L.

Mrs. Longworthy who are at
cottage, spent a week recently
at the Augusta House.

:

E.

tly.

daughters
Marian and Edna, and Clarence Eldridge,
arrived Sunday morning of last week.
The doctor returned Monday as he could
not leave his practice any length of time

rge Hunt of Melrose, Mass., a
sident here, has been in town
>■

recer

S. Marrinei;.
Miss Callie Packard of the Village
in this section Aug. 19th.

was

Mrs. Abbie Howard of North Searsmont
is the guest of her niece, Mrs. Frank Gelo.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Bean of Melrose,
Mass., were calling on Mrs. Arad Ma-

honey Aug. 14th.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. MacKenna of
New York City, arrived in town Aug.
17th fora month’s visit at their old home,
Hillside Farm.

delegation from this section attended the canning demonstration given
by Miss Blanche Webster of Augusta, at
Centre Belmont Aug. 15th.
Quite

a

A Brave

Lad.

The kind of lads that are growing up
to take the places of the lusty lads now
in the Maine regiments is well shown in
the act of 11-year-old George Dutch of
Brewer, who the other day saw two 14year-old girls lose their footing while in
bathing and sink. He dove for them,
catching first one and then the other by
the hair and dragging them to safety.
His pluck and promptness undoubtedly
saved their lives, at least Maud McAree
of Brewer and friend, Miss Grindall of
Holden, give him that credit, together
with their thanks.

MULES FOR ARMY CAREFULLY MEASURED
EASY TO GET, EASY TO KEEPUSE "DIGESTONEINE” AND WIN
quic\ relief from heartburn, sour,
gassy stomach, dizziness and other
indigestion ills, 'lone your entire
system, stir up your appetite by following the lead cf thousands—

I have never taken anything that
me such quick relief, and I have
kP«ut hundreds of dollars with other
remedies, have been bothered over five
with
years
what was pronounced
I a to food that I know
gastritis.
would raise gas on my stomach, so
to my surprise after having taken
the dose of your ••Digestoneiao” I
had no distress whatever.
JAMES W. STOKES, Gnilatine, Mo.
gave

Your fault if you suffer huger—Digtslvneint
M UST satisfy or money bat\. For proof, ste

CITY URUG STOKE,

Proprietors,
Square, (lelfast.

Head & Hills
P. O.
«-

a
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ITEMS OF ALL

At

Mule recruits fur Unde Sam’s army pad; trains nud wagons must eome up to a high standard. Picture shows
“shave tail." as the army mule is called, being measured for height. Thousands of them will he needed.

The

G. A.

R.

Campfire.

SORTS.

JamdonV&biavd

Boris Bakhmeteff, Russian ambassador,
spoke at the national campfire of the
Grand Army of the Republic. The amSpeed and the U-Boats.
There is considerable food for thought bassador praised the showing which the
in the statement made by Welding Ring, veterans made in their march, 8,000
chairman of the Executive Committee of strong, through the streets.
the New York Chamber of Commerce,
Drawing a parellel between the fight
recently, that vessels of sixteen knots or for liberty waged by the men he was adover have been practically immune from
dressing, and the fight which his own
U-boat attack.
In this connection Mr. countrymen are not waging for that same
Ring called attention to the fact that the liberty, Mr. Bakhmeteff said:
“You sacrificed your lives and gave
Adriatic, ilaltic, Lapland, Cedric and
Celtic, all liners capable of more th; n your all for a great ideal, the noble cause
of
sixteen knots, have been making their
democracy and free.government. Toregular trips through the war zone with- day the work you did, the trail you
BY D. P. PALMER and 0 3WLVS BROS.
out injury, while the same may be said of blazed, has been an inspiration to the
the American liners St. Louis, Philadel- down trodden and oppressed people of
phia, St. Paul, New York and a number Russia, and they, knowing your efforts
of others. These vessels can zig-zag and and your successes, rose in their might
and, fighting for the self same ideals and
run fast when attacked.
causes, have established a free government
Uses for Kerosene.
by a free people.
“To see you here assembled in this hisWet a cloth in kerosene and after
toric shrine you who responded: to the
sweeping wipe around your rugs, wipe
down your stairs and the bathroom floor call of the greatest patriot of all time, the
13 SITUATED ON t\ XX O *.1 INGTON STREET, J’J .t
SF VIAIN STL GET.
with it. You can take up every particle emancipator, Abraham Lincoln, overof dust and cover up all scratches and whelms me. The story of the United
I have single a: I double hitches, buckbnirU •• •.
Cte •>' i- Iriv.-j if J aired.
States government is not unknown to
keep your floors looking fine all the time.
Your
is
solicited.
235
2: house, hi 13.
patronage
Telephone—stahl-*,
Every Russian schoolWhen washing windows, put a little in Russian people.
the water, they dry much more quickly boy has read it and knows it by heart.
IV. G. PRESTON, Proprietor,
We thank God for what had happened.
and look much brighter.
When ironing, rub flatiron on a cloth We ask Him to aid us in the future. Your
Wet with it.
Your irons will never stick. brotherly sympathy and affection have
Dust range mornings and afternoons with completely surpassed my wildest hopes.
i
The affectionate greeting and generous
cloth that has a little on it.
sympathy will establish new hopes in the
hearts of the Russian soldiery between
The Lost Youth.
Locations
the Black Sea and the Stepps of Russia.
The great tragedy of this war, as of all
They will inspire new courage and new
is
that
its
terrible
toll
falls
heaviwars,
vigor for new and greater achievements.” ! Mil!
est on the flower of manhood, the young
ft
EACH MONTH
The Russian ambassador was welcomed
men
just crossing the threshold into with hearty cheers.
Past Commander
for
Summer
ALL NEWS STANDS
Hotels
man’s estate.
Legions unnumbered of James Tanner, in a fiery address said:
t
these have fallen without fear but with
“Our cause is the cause of liberty and
and
i
ageless fame under the tricolor of France
the
cause
of
the
all
peopie
25 Cents
and the flag of England. If war reaped democracy,
around the world, including the Germans
its harvest among the old, its pathos and
LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE
Austrians. Before we obtain our end |
would not be so deep, but it is youth, the
serpent must be crushed beneath the I
youth that must be served—and must heels of freemen. The human hyena must
serve—and must die.
feel ruin falling on his throne and he :
must realize that he is soon to be wiped
MAGAZINE
off the list of monarchs.”
Embargo on hulphur.
:
giva opportunity to those desiring* to ?
Governor McCall, another of the campAn embargo has been placed on exmake a change in location for a new start
!
SO
YOU CAN UNDERSTAND IT
WRITTEN
i
ports of sulphur to Canada, in order that fire speakers, was loudly cheered when I
in life.
All the Creat Events in Mechanics,
Sr
I
the supply for war needs of the United he protested against recent race riots.
Invention throughout
ig Engineeringareand
“You fought to free four millions of
States may not be unduly depleted.
described in an interestthe World,
Water Power
Canadian wood pulp mills furnishing sup- slaves,” he said, “and 1 know that to- ,
ing manner, as they occur. 3.000.000
s'
month.
plies for about three-fourths of the news night you feel outraged at the race riots
£ readers each 20
Pftch Issue tells easy
Unlimited Raw Material
Shoo Notes ana
print paper used in the United States that have occurred recently in various
ft
better wavs to do things a
will be seriously affected.
'J the shop, and how to make repairs at home.
parts of the country. These atrocities
make your blood boil after what you
AND]'
J *m»"ur M«hanies
Canada Relieved.
men succeeded in achieving through four
r
sports and play Largely constructive; tells
>
how to build boats, motorcycles.wireless, etc
Good
Land
The imperial munitions board announc- long, bloody years of suffering.”
S
FOR SALE 1Y 35,000 NEWS DEALERS
ed Wednesday that production of muniAfter the meeting hundreds of the vetAsk your denier to show you a copy: if r.ot convenient
J
AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
tions in Canada will be discontinued as erans pressed to the platfrom and grasped
fa
to news stand, send $1.60 for a year’s subscription.
or fifteen cents for current issue to the publishers,
V>
the hand of the Russian ambassador.
no longer necessary, except in some lines
Catalogue of Mechanical Books free on request.
j
Coram inication* regarding location*
\ j
which will be produced in lessened quanPOPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE
|
are invited and will receive attentions
tities. Some of the plants affected will
j
6 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago
EXEMPTION BY DISTRICT BOARDS.
f
^
when addressed to any agent of the
in consequence resume pre-war activities in their regular lines; others will enMAINE CENTRAL, or to
Popular Mechanics offers no premiums:
A telegram received by Governor Milligage in production of equipment for
does not join in **clubbing offersand
INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
ken from Gen. E. H. Crowder, provost
ships.
employs no solicitor* to secure subscriptions
marshal general of the United States
Cood News.
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oper-

ation but I would
not listen to it. I
thought of what I
had read about Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
tried it. The first

On and after June 25.
at

___

Seth W. Norwood,
Attorney at
BROOKS,

Law,
MAINE

daily, except Sunday,

run

fol-

as

lows:
FROM

BELFAST
>
FM

AM

2 30
t 2 35
t 2 45
2 57
t3 09
3 15
3 23
i3 30
3 40
5 20
5 22
5 32
5 39
8 30

depart. 6 55
t7 00
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PORTLAND AND NtW
YORK.

L.

M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager, Portland Maine.

MAINE

Line

Leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, Tuesdays,
Thursdays a id -taturdavs at 6.0 p »n
Leave N
Yoi c. Pier 19, North River, on
8am? days a: 5 p m.
FRED W. ROTE, At-eat. Belfast, Me.

AM

Waterville.....

Business

furniture a specialty. If you
anything to sell drop me a postcard and
you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H COOMBS.
64 Main Street, Belfast.
Tel. 249-8

Steamship

DIRECT BEWEEN

I’M

Portland.

new

v'j;)

CANAL.

every

State Year Book

etc.
have

aiinv

VIA CAI E COD

BKLFAST

Boston.

Line

Metropolitan
Dtas:r ss ’.v

Wm. M. Thayer

WANTED

Leave Kelt «st daily, except Sundays, at 5,00
p. m. for Non hport, Camden, Rockland and
tios* on.
Leave Belfast daily, except Mondays, at
7.30 a m for earsDort, Bucksport, Winterport
and Bangor
RETURN le -,ve India Wharf. Boston, daily,
except Sundays, a 5 O p m.
Leave B-vigor d lily
xeept Sundays, at 2 00
p. m. for Boston and intermediate landings.

Burnnamand Waterville with through trains
and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

Boston, will

Steamships Belfast

and Camden

1917, trainn connecting

for

Manager
Why suffer with that uncomfortable
feeling of fullness, headache, dizziness,
sour, gassy, upset stomach, or heartburn?
Get relief at once—delays are dangerous.
Buy today'—now—a 50c box of Mi-o-na
Tablets. There is no more effective stomach remedy. A. A. Howes & Co. can
supply you.

BANGOR’ LINE.
Turbine Steel

BtLFAST AND BURNHAM.

gagements

—

Right

Sold

Thought
by Lydia
Vegetable
Compound.

bottle brought great
relief and six bottles have entirely
cured me. All women who have female
trouble of any kind should try Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable .Compound.”
Mrs. Etta Dorion, Ogdensburg, Wis.
Physicians undoubtedly did their beBt.
battled with this case steadily and could
do no more, but often the most scientific
treatment is surpassed by the medidinal
properties of tne good old fashioned
(roots and herbs contained in Lydia E.
iPinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
If any complication exists it pays to
write the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Co., Lynn, Mass,, for special free advice.

Made

nAlo g*
v
United
Wear

PAINS SHARP
AND STABBING

an

H ATTC'

Made

Not long ago the navy department de“The President will not at this time
cided to take five of the big tow boats make any determination of what induswhich are engaged in towing coal to tries are to be considered necessary to the
Maine and other New England ports. maintenance of the military establishSenator Frederick Hale has repeatedly ment, the effective operation of the miliconsulted officials of the Council of Na- tary forces or the maintenance of the
tional Defense as well as the naval and national interest during the emergency
mark that has not been excelled at this shipping board officials about this situa- for the purpose of preferring those industime, when people are told that the world tion and has secured the promise that the tries as outlined in Section 44. Regulais facing famine. Latest quotations on New England coal towing fleet will be tions. Except for the necessity of seeing
Hour in Bangor are now $12.75 to $13.00 left intact or else the shipping board will to the retention of administrative or meand there are prospects that Food Dicta- transfer other tugs to take the places of chanical specialists, it is not thought that
tor Hoover, whose position was unheard those commandeered. This will be good the present draft will so materially affect
and undreamed of in the late unpleasant- news to those familiar with the Maine the gross labor supply of any industry,
coal situation who realize that were the considered nationally, as to warrant any
ness, may send the cost still lower.
Other prices during 1864, the year of normal flow of coal to Maine ports to be general adjustment of labor supply in
top food figures, are taken from the day interferred with at this time that a seri- favor of some industries and at the exbook of M. S. Jackson, a Bangor grocer ous coal shortage could not be avoided pense of others. For this reason it is
this winter.
not deemed best to make a statement of
during the war:
•
preferred industries at this time. Such
Sugar, 34 cents a pound. Cream of
Corn in Maine.
adjustment as may be necessary locally
tartar, 60 cents a pound.
Butter, 50
Kansas may be interested to learn from will be made by the District boards after
cents.
Potatoes, $2.00 a bushel. Eggs,
35 cents a dozen. Brown sugar, 29 cents Maine that a small boy in Oxford county, consideration of the industrial situation
a pound.
Kerosene, $1.10 a gallon. Tea, playing in the corn field, hung his hat on in their localities.
“The issue of facts as to whether any
$1.50 a pound. Molasses, $1.20 a gallon. the top of a cornstalk. The corn grew
in the night that the boy couldn’t reach industry is engaged in work necessary to
Lard, 25 cents a pound.—Bangor Com- so
the
hat
in
the
left
it
the
successful operation of the military
morning.
They
mercial.
there and now his father can’t reach it.— forces or the maintenance of the military
As we remember the situation there
Boston Globe.
establishment is capable of being deter,
was no great scarcity of
food in this
mined locally by affidavit, proof or inPROFIT
“SOMEWHERE.”
country in 1864. The principal cause of
spection by the district board and inquiries by district boards as to whether
high prices was the fact that the dollar
We copied from the Torrington Regis- particular industries are so engaged ought
given in exchange for goods was worth ter the other day its story of a man who not to be answered
by executive departabout 40 cents in gold.
paid $4.50 a bushel for potatoes and then ments in Washington.”
found in one potato a note saying the
man who raised it got 69 cents for the
bushel. We recommend this incident to
Mr. Hoover and his associates in dealing
with food prices, and here is anotffer:
A grocer who maintains an excellent
establishment in this city pointed out the
other day that on the Pacific coast tuna
| fish is selling at $80 a ton, which is four
cents a pound. This same Hartford
merchant has to pay at wholesale for the
Woman
She Would same article $3.35 for a dozen pound cans
of the fish. This moves the 4 cents a
Die. Cured
E.
pound fish up to a 28 cents a pound luxPinkham’s
ury when it reaches the effete East.
How are those extra 24 cents to be accounted for? There is the handling and
is open for enIt
the freight and somebody’s profit.
certainly looks as if this last item beat all
for
Ogdensburg, Wis.—“I suffered from the rest. If such transactions could be
female troubles which caused piercing
investigated and the facts set forth, the
pains like a knife
result would be an easier state of the pubthrough my back lic mind and presumably lower prices for
and side. I finally
food, without hurting the producer a bit,
lost, all my strength
either.—The Hartford Courant.
so I had to go to
bed. The doctor

advised

I

Portland,

Maine

I

Odd Fallows Black,

Ballast, Mains

CLARIONS SIMPLIFY COOKERY I
They do their work and let you
do yours.
The draft is direct, the control
absolute, the action smooth and
even.

4 P. M. I
About
HereiSaturday
^Coming
““TBJxbill and that dnddplicathd cavalcade fro* the desert, the I

CLARIONS
ARE
COOKING MACHINES
BUILT FOR
ACCURATE SERVICE
Ask the Clarion dealer for full
information.

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.
FOR SALE BY W.*A.
SEARSPORT.
C. H. Rundlett of Watertown,
is spending his vacation in town.

Mass.,

\

Miss Julia Eames of Hingham, Mass.,
is the guest of her aunt, Miss L. W. Edwards.

Capt. James N. Pendleton has been
confined to his home for the past week by
illness.

Mrs. E. S. Calderwood gave a shore
dinner at her bungalow Saturday evening at Pleasant Cove to the following
guests: Mrs. Ralph Tupper of Jacksonville, Fla., Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Rice, Mr.
and Mrs. Lester Marsh of Malden, Mass.,
Dr. and Mrs. Sidney B. Sargent of Newton, Mass., Miss Ethel M. Nichols, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry W. Kneeland of Dorchester, Mass. Steamed clams were served
on the porch of the bungalow.

Mrs. William P. Boulivant of Boston is
the guest of her brother, Capt. Andrew
M. Russ.

j
!

begin Mon- j

Clara E. Elwell of Brockton,
Mass., has been the guest of Mrs. George
F. Smith for several days.
Mrs.

James E. Gilmore, who has been visiting at his old home, left last week en
route to Prince Rupert, B. C.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Sawyer of Somerville, Mass., arrived Sunday and are the
guests of Mrs. W. B. Sawyer.
Miss Nellie P. Quimby who has been
visiting friends in town, returned to her
home in Laconia, N. H., Friday.
Miss Margaret Miller who has been
visiting Miss Lillias Nichols, has returned to her home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. George Stanley ot JJixwere in town last week the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. George L. Merrill.

field,

Steamer Ruth, Capt. Briggs, arrived
Sunday from Newport News with 4,700

tons of coal to the P. C. and W. Co.

Sunday was one of the finest days of
the month, bright sunshine and a warm
northwest wind blowing all the day.
M. A. Cook left Tuesday for Etna to
attend the campmeeting, having a store
on the grounds for the sale of his wares.
Mrs. W. H. Blanchard, who has been
spending the summer in town, returned
to her home in Brooklyn, N. Y., Friday.
Wilbur J. Grant of Bangor was in town
Saturday and is reported to have an option on several large pieces of timberland.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Black and two
sons, who have been visiting E. D. Black,
returned to Melrose, Mass., Wednesday.
Miss Marie Cunningham and Miss Bessie Carleton of Winterport, were in town
last week, the guests of Mrs. Annie
Wentworth.

STOCKTON

John M. McLaghlin has recently
an 8-cylinder Cadillac for his livery business.

returned

to

Mr. and Mrs. Amos D. Carver, who
have been guests of Mrs. Lincoln R. Colcord, have returned .to their home in
Brooklyn, N. Y.
See the 20-Mule Borax team which
will be at Whitcomb’s store next Saturday about noon and hear the lecture given by Tarantula Pete.
William F. Runnells returned to his
home in Newburyport, Mass., last week,
after a visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. C. Runnells,
Mr. and Mrs. Dana M. Dutch and son
Erskine, who have^been visiting Mrs. J.
T. Erskine, returned last Saturday to
their home in Waban, Mass.
Local herring fishermen have been
reaping a harvest for the past week taking hundreds of bushels along the Northport shore and at Saturday Cove.
Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Rice and Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Marsh of Malden, Mass.,
who have been visiting friends in town,
left Tuesday for the White Mountains.

Capt. and Mrs. Albert N. Blanchard
and children, who have been spending
the summer in town, ieft Friday in their
locomobile, for their home in Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Miss Esther M. Beach and three children of James A. Beach who have been
spending the summer at Park, returned
to their home in Winthrop, Mass., last
week.
Dr. George Jennison of Lowell, Mass.,
arrived Sunday from Dover and Foxcroft, where he had been visiting relatives and friends, and is with his family
at Mrs. J. W. Black’s..
Fred C. Edwards of Boston who has
been the guest of his aunt, Miss L. W.
Edwards for several days, went to Bucksport Tuesday to visit friends, returning
to Boston Wednesday.

Capt. Frank E. Curtis ot tne steamer
Californian, was in town with his family
He left Saturday for
the past week.
Newport News, where his steamer is
loading for Rio Janeiro.
their bill

The Red Cross posters
board near the Post Office building was
mutilated and defaced Saturday evening.
This is very annoying to the society and
it is hoped it will not occur again.
on

The Searsport Coal Co. is to have 1,000
tons of mixed anthracite coal by rail from
Philadelphia to the Bangor & Aroostook
Railroad terminal at Mack’s Point, and
in a short
are expecting to have the coal
time.
The remains of Edmund B. Staples,
who died in Winthrop, Mass., Aug. 23rd,
arrived by boat Sunday accompanied by
P.
Capt. Sewall Lancaster, Mrs. Sarah
EdStaples, Mrs. H. G. Peaslee, Mrs.
mund B. Staples and children. The funeral services were held in Winthrop
Saturday. The interment was in the
family lot in Bowditch cemetery at Park.

Bo™
Thev 20.,Mu'e
railroads. It

Lt. Donald Young, the guest of his sister, Mrs. Adrian Trundy for a week past,
left Friday to return to Fort Ethan Allen,

time of

|

Vt.

Mrs. James M. Treat spent last week
in Milo, the guest of her son and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Treat. She returned
the present week.

is

Turn out for the

big

Team is the cnly
176 feet

event-

bring

remaining evidence

long and is driven with

a

friends.

your

of desert transportation before the
jerkline 120 feet .ong
Borax Bill.
Bill
long oy
by uorax

Hear Tarantula Pete Lecture

Mr. Archie McLaughlin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John M. McLaughlin, is at this writing, Monday, very ill from a severe stomach trouble. Dr. H. E. Small is in attendance.

The vessel partially completed in the
Stockton Yard Inc., having been already
sold to New York parties, the purchasers
have designated Agnes E. Wilcox as her

On the Way to Belfast the Team Will Stop at Whitcomb's Store,
Searsport,
NOON

name.

Miss Susie A. Cousens of Brockton,
Mass., arrived by train Saturday night
for a week’s tarry in her native town.
She is the guest of her friend, Mrs. Edgar

ABOUT

SATURDAY.

M. Colcord.

Miss Lizzie Wardwell of

Rockland,

ac-

companied by Mr. Hamilton, spent August 21st with her uncle, Mr. John E.
Lancaster and her aunt, Miss Nellie Berry
in our village.

Harry E. Verrill of Camden joined his
wife and children on Sunday at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry S.
Moulton.

He returned

panied by his family.

Monday,

accom-

Mr. Ernest McLaughlin suffered a painful ill turn last week, beginning with an
abscessed tooth which confined him to
the house four days and necessitated the
close attention of Dr. G. A. Stevens.

Charles Cook of New Bedford, Mass.,
is the present guest of Frank P. R. Patterson at the home of his parents, Capt.
and Mrs. F. A. Patterson, having arrived
by steamer from Boston last Saturday.

town

V

thouasanndrs’of'viot*ms

Mr. Harold Wardwell of Dorchester,
Mass., arrived Saturday to visit his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George S. Wardwell.

Charles N. Chase and family, who have
been visiting Mrs. C. B. Chase at Park,
returned to their home in Stoughton,
Mass., last week.,

in

Mass., Saturday.

Greatest Wonders

s

Will be here and stop at Main and High
Streets.about 4 P. M. The famous 20 Mule Team
hauled BORAX from Death Valley,' California, and
gave mankind the greatest aid to
cleaning
ba‘hr°°m' Right from Death v“"ey-that country that has claimed

bought

Somerville,

Mrs. Donald McGilvery and two children, who have been spending the sum-

!

Valley, California,

One Of the World

SPRINGS.

Mr. E. II. Doyle of Caribou motored
here ten days ago, taking his wife and 3
children home with him Aug. 21st, after
their summer's visit with his wife’s parents, Mr. and Mrs Willard M. Berry.

mer

From Death

Mr.

Clifton Havener of the U. S. Navy was
the week-end guest of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Havener.

*

who

of the late Thomas S. and Louise (Sherman) Shute and was born in Searsport in
1853. He was the last of the family. He
followed the sea several years, leaving
here in the new bark Forest Belle with
the late Capt. Allen Noyes in 1877.
Of
late years he has been engaged in farming in Albion and vicinity.

Mrs. Samuel T. White of Bangor, who
has been the guest of Miss Ethel M.

Nichols returned Friday.

Shute,

!

20 Mule Borax Team

died in Bangor last Friday, arrived Monday and were interred in the family lot
in the village cemetery. He was the son

Trundy.

The schools in town will
day, Sept. 10th.

HALL, BELFAST.

The remains of Charles S.

Levi Trundy of Tufts College is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E.

Mr. and Mrs. James P. Scully and
child arrived from Weymouth, Mass.,
last week.

Established 1839

Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn and son, Master
Donald, returned last Sunday afternoon
by automobile from a week’s visit in
Rockland with Mrs. Lee K, Adams and
other relatives, cousins of Mr. Sanborn.
Mrs. John J. Wardwell of Rockland
last week visited her brother-in-law, John
Lancaster, and her sister, Miss Nellie
Berry, Mr. Wardwell and their son Libbeus joining her at the Lancaster home
on

Sunday,

Mrs. J. F. Frye of New York, the guest
of her daughter and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Staples, for the summer,
spent a few days last week with her sister-in-law, Mrs. Fannie F. Bridges, re-

turning Saturday.
Mrs. E. A. Cavnagh and little daughter Paula of Bayonne, N. J., guests of Dr.
and Mrs. G. A. Stevens for a fortnight,
left Tuesday by boat for Boston, where
her husband joined her for the remainder
of the homeward journey.
Mrs. Thompson of Wollaston, Mass.,
the guest of Mrs. Harry E. Winslow of
Quincy, Mass., at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Ellis, whom she is
visiting, left last Thursday for home after
a three days’ tarry in town.
On Sunday, the weather being exceptionally fine—bright sunshine and an invigorating northwest wind—Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. Treat motored to Northport, to
dine with her sister and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. J. F. Gerrity and family.
L. S. Harding after a week’s visit in
town took the jitney Saturday afternoon
for Camden for a week-end visit with his
niece and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Brewster, before leaving by Monday’s
Boston boat for his home in Stoneham,
Mass.
Merrill H. Field of Somerville, Mass.,
after a week’s visit with John E. Lancaster, took Friday’s Boston boat en route
to his home. Mr. Field is a native of this
village, being the only son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Field, now residents of Somerville.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith of West Medford,
early last week from
their home visit and are taking their
meals at The Stockton although occupying a cottage at Sandypoint. They have
with them as guests a gentleman, wife
and child.

Mass., returned

Walter F. Kimball of Brookline, Mass.,
accompanied by his daughter, Miss Frances, took a motor trip from Stockton to
Poland Springs and vicinity last week,
returning Sunday to the home of his
wife’s sisters, the Misses L. A. and M. F.
Simmons.
Mrs. John Howes (nee Miss Maria
Thompson) took the jitney last Thursday

Bangor en

route for Ellsworth, where
she and her husband are spending the
summer. She had been visiting relatives
in town and at Sandypoint since the

Boston, en route to their home in North
Adams, Mass., after a five days’ visit
sv-ith his mother, Mrs. Annie K. Harrinaan, leaving his wife for a longer tarry
in

his native town.

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

Frank Sherer went to Rockland Mon-

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gerrity and young
of Boston, w'ith his mother Mrs. J.
F\ Gerrity of Bangor and his sister Miss
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Mason attended the
Helen, motored from Northport to Stock- Temple Heights campmeeting Sunday.
his
to
call
upon
aunt,
ton last Saturday
C. B. Cushman and family got home
Sirs. Alvah C. Treat and cousin, Mrs.
Annie K. Harriman.
Saturday from a week’s outing in Bethel.
ion

At this writing, Monday, the outside

stairway, accommodating Denslow hall,

tas been removed from the Eastern side
)f the Sprague block and a window substituted for the door, on the second floor,
rhe new inside stairway to Uie ground
loor was christened last Saturday evenng by the many patrons of the Crockett

novihg picture entertainment.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carter of Water-

ville are guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Tasker.

horse,

one

of

a

i

lines of patrons,

Cotton Seed,
Cranberries,
Clover seed,

Flour,

13

G. Seed,
Lard,

u.

o.

Element

wcic

111

vu^

LOST

Last Thursday, a CAMEO PIN,
Please return to
6 MRS. MARGARET VINALL,
Belfast.
Lincolnvllle Avenue,

32j

70
10
H
24

1 10
7
6

Pollock,

14al5
10

Pork,
Plaster,

1 la

Rye Meal,
Shorts,

Sugar,

00al5fi0 salt, T. L,

Baseball, Fireworks, Free Vaudeville Entertainmem
and Orchestra Concerts, Marvels of
the Midway

|

$4000

7
2 25
10
1.00

2926Wheat Meal,

IN

TROTTING

AND

PACING

6

thGeiUniCvriin/of°MaemeOPen

*1

»

PI

Spirited contest for boys from 12 to 18
years of age in
judging of dairy stock with ample prizes for all
t0 ^ enUre State u"der the
of

1
*

ENGLAND HEREFORD
ERSn»rlSON^E
ERN ASSOCIATION. Col. F. A.
Reppert of Decatur Indian
anirnals.0nDON’T dMIStf
^NT^ °f ^ *"rth "f
beiI'g °ffered f°r S3le

Bowen. In Belfast, Augus t 29, to Mr. and
Mrs. Selwyn E. Bowen, a son, Edwin Miller.
CiLLEY. In Belfast, August 21, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Cilley, a son, Norman Clifford,
Curtis In Montville, August 25, to Mr. and
Mrs Stanley H. Curtis, a daughter.
Elms.
In Belmont, August 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. Aubery E. Elms of Belfast, twin sons.
Oliver. In Thomaston, August 17, to Mr.
and Mrs, Charles F. Oliver, a daughter.
Smart. In Belfast, August 17, to Mr, and
Mrs. Percy R, Smart, a son.
Stevens. In Belfast, August 23, to Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert L. Stevens, a daughter.

Libby.
lvirs.

September 11, 12, 13,

BORN

of Waldo and two pairs of steers to F. L.

aim

1 99

3re

from
herds3*1'6
*
VAN NORMAN ride
feet high
hfJh and
^'idash
GPE^T
into
tank of water.

some

a

a

of New England

bicycle down

an

$18,000 in Purses and Premiums. Valuable Special Gifts, Inch
Cups and Medals. | Reduced Rates on Railroad.
General Admission 50 Cents.

MAKKIED.

Notice of First Meeting

Berry-McDonough, In Augusta. August
17, by Rev. Fr. Nelligan, Benjamin Berry of
Unity and Miss Ruth McDonoughof Winterport,
Flanders-Greenlaw. In Belfast, Aug. 29,
at the home of Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson,
Edwin F. Flanders and Miss Hazel M. Greenlaw, both of Belfast.
Simmons Andrews.
In Tenant’s Harbor,
August 15, by Rev. H. W. Rhodes. Joseph T.
Simmons and Blanche Mildred Andrews, both
of Tenant’s Harbor.
Stevens-Black In Eastport, August 29,
Roland Earle Stevens of Belfast and Miss
Katheryn Sarah:Black of Eastport.
Walker-Stevens. In Augusta, August 17,
j by Burleigh Martin, Esq. Fred L. Walker of
j Swanville and Miss Jessie L. Stevens of Frank-

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

Ir-

Bankrupt, )

Creditors of Oscar Cub

<

on

I

ADMINISTRATOR’S

SETH BURGESS, late of
in the
bonds

county of Waldo, decest-.
as the law directs.
All
demands against the estate of
are desired to present the san
merit, and all indebted thereto
to make payment immediately
JOHN R
Belfast, Maine, August 14, 191

Wanted at Once
A

NURSE GIRL FOR TWO SMALL CHILDREN. Apply to
MRS. JAMES MITCHELL,
At the Jones’ Bungalow, Condon Shore,
38tf
Belfast, Maine.

House for Naif

For Sale

House at 27 Church sired
G. Wells

The furnishings and business at the
COLONIAL HOUSE. The house is doing

good business and the reason for sale is on
account of going away from the city. Ap-

occupied by George

all kinds of household goods. ■'I"
|i
desirable lot in Grove Cemetery

a

ply on the premises.

Iw35p

NO'll

scnber hereby gives notice th
duly appointed administrator.

I

days.

Bangor, August 24, Charles s.
Shute of Searsport, aged 64 years.
Wallace In Thomaston, August 12, Mrs.
William Wallace, aged 69 years.
Wade
In Warren, August 18, Alden E.
Wade, aged 47 yean, 4 months and 10 days
Watts. In Warren, August 17, Hattie P„
widop of Ellis Watts, aged 74 years, 7 months
and 11 daya.

Oscar Cole,

The livery stable of Gentner
in the County of W aldo ami
& Colcord has recently changed
said, a Bankrupt.
hands and has been \renovated
Notice is hereby given that
January, A. L). 1917, the
and made ready for business. of
was duly
adjudicated Bank
the
First
Meeting of his
Autos to let by the hour or dau.
be held at my chambers, 16
Horses stood in for 10 cents. Bangor, Maine, the 6th da.A. D. 1917, at ten o’clock in Lb
Horses taken to board by the which time and place
the sai
prove their claims, api
day or week and given the best attend,
examine the Bankrupt and trai
of eare.
Teams, double and business as may properly cm
meeting.
single, buckboards and hacks
JOHN
Referee ii
for all occasions.
Bangor, Maine, August 27. i
Apply on the premises.

Staples. In Winthrop, Mass., August 23,
Edmund B, Staples, formerly of Searsport,

aged 39 veare.
Shute. In

In the matter of

To the

j

27

In the District Court of the
for the District of M aine.
vision.

NOTICE

fort.
Williamson Kenniston. In Rockland, Aug.
!
I 18, by Rev. J. H. Gray at Methodist parsonage,
Glover Williamson and Amy Leeman
Edward
I
Kenniston, both of Rockland.

in St. George, August 11, Lucius H.
Bond,
Bond, aged 76 years and 15 days.
In Montville, August 21, Miss
Esancy.
Angie Esancy, aged 44 years, 11 months and 26
days.
In Waterville, August 22, Erwin J.
Gray
Gray of Belfast, aged 14 years aud 25 days.
Herrick, In Northport, August 27, Shedrack E. Herrick, aged 94-years, 2 months and

j

Held at the Height of the
Agricultural S
Four Days and Nights of
Amusement, K
tertamment, Might-Seeing and Jollification

MARKET,

3 25 Sweet Potatoes,

H.

J. W. Tibbetts has been selling stock
a cow and calf to Leland Young

and was Northport last week to make repairs on
addressed by Mrs. E. M. Lawrence of their cottage, assisted by M. M. WentRockland from an automobile in the worth.
square, standing in front of Trundy’s
A daughter was born Saturday, August
store. The speaker seemed earnest and
sincere and the large crowd assembled, as 25th, to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Curtis.
usual, to later attend the “movies,” lis- Mrs. Almeda Morse is taking care of
tened attentively to the line of arguMrs. Curtis.
Mrs. Lawrence’s address was
ment.
her
few
remarks
by
a
by
Mrs. Huldah Ramsey Carter of Watersupplemented
her trend of
husband who followed
ville is visiting her daughter, Mrs. A. P.
thought throughout his talk.
McFarland. Mr. Carter is expected to
Letters received from Horace A. Staples
join thspa this week.
and
son
of
Capt.
of Bridgeport, Conn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Volney Thompson, Ralph
Mrs. Horace Staples of this village, an- j
nounces that he has severed his connec- I J. Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Giltion with the Bridgeport Brass Company,
patrick and family of Danforth motored
of which he was superintendent, after 13
to Northport one day last week.
years of employment in that corporation,
and established himself as consulting
A variety show of five members came
engineer at 103 Park avenue, New York to Union Harvest Grange hall Saturday
the
of
an
alumnus
city. Mr. Staples is
well-known Pratt Institute of New York, night, Aug. 25fh, and gave a very good
They boarded several
from which he was graduated with es- entertainment.
pecial honors, many articles from his pen days with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gay.
having been published in the Institutional
Misses Ethel, Bessie and Rose Finkeland other magazines. Proficiency, energy
of
and character bespeak a continued suc- stein, with Miss Jean Litchenstein
Dorchester, Mass., who have been guests
cessful career for our young townsman.
of Mr. and Mrs. Carney Shure, were
passengers on Saturday’s Boston boat
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
from Belfast.
Lucsb County, ss
he
is
that
oath
Frank J, Cheney make9
Everett Clement, who has had charge
senior partner of the firm of F, J ^heney &
Co, doing business in the City of Toledo, of the Frye farm for several years, has a
firm
that
said
and
State
aforesaid,
County and
position in Belfast with the Consumers
will pay the Bum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- Fuel Co. and will move his family this
LARS for each and every case of Catarrh that week to
Citypoint, where Mrs. Clement
cannot be cured by the use of HALL’S CAwill teach the fall school.
TARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Mr. George L. Frye made a pleasant
Sworn to before me and subscribed in iny
presence, thiB 6th day of December, A, D, call at the Journal office last Monday.
Mr.
W.
GLEASON,
A.
1886.
Frye has hauled more cord wood into
Notary Public
Belfast than any other man in Montville
(Seal)
and
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken interrally
and has lost more money by loans to his
acts through tbe Blood on the Mucous Sur- friends than
any of his living townsmen.
faces of the System, send for testimonials,
Mr. Frye has passed the age of three
F. J. CH ENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
free.
score years and ten, is hale and hearty,
Sold by all druggists, 76c.
works every day on his farm and never
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
for himself has called in a physician.
Mr. Daniel Poling, the president of the
Maine Christian Endeavor, and alsc

RETAIL

22a28 Lime,
18a22|Oat Meal,
2 14;Onions,
1 99'Oil, kerosene,
2

Codfish, dry,

recently,

ivir.

A tnira sunrage meeting
was held last Saturday evening

m uui

PRICE.

Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt,
Corn,
Cracked Coro,
Corn Meal,

Cheese,

pair of

work horses.

Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Luce were called to
Sprague block—now the property of the
Stockton Springs Trust Company, which Massachusetts last week by the death of
is having that portion of said building
their daughter, Mrs. Allan MacPherson.
remodeled for its own occupancy. Thus
necessitating Mr. Trundy’s removal into
the adjoining tenement, where he will
continue the old business in the old and
popular way, so acceptable to his large

WATERVILLE,

|

Carney Shure.
to lose another

Central Maine Fair

00

19
10 00 Lamb,
25
9 50 Lamb Skins,
1.00
35a38 Mutton,
8
llal2 Oats, 32 lb.,
1 04
Beef, forequarters, 11 Potatoes,
125
00 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
16
! Cheese,
32 Straw,
8 00
30
26a30
Turkey,
I Chicken,
t-ialf Skins,
40 Tallow,
2
I Duck,
20 Veal,
13al5
i Eggs,
48 Wool, unwashed,
63
25 Wood, hard,
I Fowl,
5 00
18 Wood, soft,
Geese,
3 50

T. S. Erskine has had the misfortune

Mr. Walter F. Trundy moved his dry
jnd fancy goods business last week from
the corner tenement in the so-called

PRODUCER.
12

Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E„
Butter.
Beef, aides,

RETAIL

Mrs. Jeannette Cornfeld and daughter
of Philadelphia are visiting Mr. and Mrs.

PAID

Apples,per
bbl,2 00a 300 Hay,
M
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,

day.
Miss Georgie Gray is at home from
Rockland for a few weeks’ vacation.

prominent in the Maine Anti-Saloon
League work, will speak in Belfast in the
interest of woman suffrage at the band
stand on the evening of Labor Day, Sept
previous Saturday.
3d. He is a very well informed man ant
Mr. James H. Griffin and daughter Miss an entertaining speaker. All interestet
Elizabeth, took Thursday’s steamer for in the subject should hear him.
for

montville.

CENTER

I

2w35

